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From: Bond, Luke (DPIPWE)
To: Morris, Alice (DPIPWE)
Cc: Jackson, Tom (DPIPWE); Febey, Justin (DPIPWE); Wilson, Louise (DPIPWE); Franken, Kristy (DPIPWE)
Subject: FW: Seal Trapping and Seal Management Framework
Date: Monday, 12 September 2016 10:52:31 AM
Attachments: H328622 ATTACHMENT A -- Seal Management Framework 2014.docx

H328622 ATTACHMENT B -- Minimum Requirements 2014.docx
H328622 H328622 -- Minute -- Approval of Seal Management Framework es.docx
Generic Fur Seal Trapping and Relocation Permit.pdf

Importance: High

Hello Alice
 
Please find attached a generic seal trapping permit and the associated Minimum Requirements
2014.
 
As discussed, the criminal investigation must be kept separate from any discussions on wildlife
management strategies.
 
We must ensure that due process is followed and this investigation cannot be commented on in
any open forum. Any questions on the matter must be responded to that it is inappropriate to
comment at this stage.  Any investigation outcome will be based on evidence and as the matter
is in its preliminary phase, it is not possible to predict what this outcome might be.  We must
ensure that legal and procedural processes are followed to protect the interests of all parties
concerned including the company, associated individuals, DPIPWE management and officers and
the Minister, as well as other industries that could be adversely affected if due process and
confidentiality is not applied.
 
Regarding any consideration of alternative seal management methods, this process must be
done separately to the investigation. 
 
All correspondence and inquiries regarding the investigation should come though me please.
 
Matters regarding seal management should go directly to Kristy.
 
Regards
 
Luke Bond
Section Head
Wildlife Operations

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BRANCH    
DEPARTMENT OF PRIMARY INDUSTRIES, PARKS, WATER and ENVIRONMENT

GPO Box 44 Hobart TASMANIA 7001
T: 
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FRAMEWORK 2014 
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Seal Management Framework 2014 

Policy Context 

The marine farming of salmonoids (Atlantic salmon and ocean trout) commenced in Tasmania in the 
mid-1980s and has since expanded to be a major industry within the State.  In 2009-10, salmonoids 
had an estimated beach value of $300 million.  Production is forecast to continue to rise; in the 
medium term from 2012, the industry plans to increase production levels from 34 000 tonnes to 
48 000 tonnes. 

In Tasmania, Australian and New Zealand fur seals are known to have had negative interactions with 
aquaculture industry operations. These negative interactions are a risk to the health and safety 
marine farm workers.  The negative interactions of seals have also caused extensive losses or 
damage to fish stocks, and damage to infrastructure. 

Types of behaviours increasingly experienced at salmonid farms include: 

• seals boarding boats or farm superstructure in immediate proximity to farm workers; 
• seals entering stocked and unstocked pens (and requiring removal); 
• seals forcing holes in nets to access farmed stock; 
• seals behaving in a threatening manner towards divers in pens; 
• seals being trapped between, or being entangled in nets (and requiring removal); 
• seals grabbing fish through predator and internal nets. 

Australian and New Zealand fur seals are scheduled as Specially Protected Wildlife under the Wildlife 
(General) Regulations 2010, and as such are afforded statutory protection.  The New Zealand fur seal 
is also listed as ‘rare’ under the Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection Act 1995. The Department of 
Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment (the Department) has the responsibility of 
administering both pieces of legislation.  The Australian fur seal is the most frequent visitor to 
Tasmanian marine farming operations, while New Zealand fur seals are also encountered. 

The Australian fur seal occurs along the coast of New South Wales, Tasmania, Victoria and South 
Australia.  It is the most common seal in Tasmanian waters and breeds on islands in Bass Strait 
between October and January.  It also hauls-out at various locations around the Tasmanian coastline, 
especially outside the breeding season when many seals disperse from the breeding colonies.  This 
period, especially in winter, is when seal interactions with marine farms usually peak. 

Because seals only come ashore to rest and breed, it is impossible to know exactly how many there 
are.  Based on counts at selected breeding colonies each year, it is estimated there are about 
5000 pups born in Tasmanian waters each year.  This constitutes approximately twenty percent of 
the estimated total annual pup production for the species.  The total Australian fur seal population is 
considered to have doubled in the last two to three decades to about 100 000. 

The total population estimate of New Zealand fur seals in Tasmania is unknown because animals 
migrate from breeding colonies in other states and potentially from New Zealand, but estimates of 
individual seals range between 1000 and 2000 individuals.  New Zealand fur seals breed in small 
numbers in Tasmanian waters with approximately 300 pups born each year around the state.  

The Department has consulted with sections of the marine farming industry and other interest 
groups, and developed a management framework to manage the risks posed to both human and 
wildlife interests.  The management framework outlined in this document describes the mechanisms 
and procedures available to marine farmers to manage seal interactions so as to minimise risk of 
death or injury to farm workers.  
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From Protocols to Framework 

As the marine farming industry in Tasmania has evolved, the Department has assisted industry in 
developing and implementing responses to persistent seals. These responses are described in the 
document “Combined Protocols for the Mitigation of Seal Interactions with Aquaculture staff and 
Infrastructure”.  As the understanding of appropriate techniques for excluding seals and managing seal 
interactions has evolved, the need for the Department to maintain a significant role in managing seal 
interactions has diminished.  As a consequence, the framework described in this document proposes 
a management structure reflective of the increased knowledge and skill level of the Department as 
resource manager, and farmers in relation to seal management.  

The draft framework recognises the marine farming industry’s need for certainty and timeliness 
when managing seal interactions, particularly when responding to seals that represent an 
Occupational Health & Safety (OH&S) risk to staff, or that may be causing damage to infrastructure 
and stock. The framework also recognises that farm workers are best placed to provide rapid and 
effective responses to manage negative seal interactions on marine farms. 

Seal Management Framework 2014 

The Seal Management Framework 2014 (the Framework) provides a management structure based 
on the requirement that marine farm operators move to implement the standards set out as 
Minimum Requirements for Predator Exclusion 2014.1 (MPE2014.1) to be eligible to operate under 
the Framework.  The requirements set out in MPE2014.1 will come into effect on 1 January 2015.  
Until that time, farmers will be required to operate according to the Minimum Predator Exclusion 
Measures 2013 (MPE2013.1). The requirements defined in MPE2013 are set at a standard approved 
by the Minister in August 2012. 

The Framework provides for the overall management system of seal interactions with marine farms 
to be defined and authorised by the Minister.  With the Framework approved by the Minister, the 
minimum requirements for each management action, plus predator exclusion, are then able to be 
modified, added or removed, from time to time, by the Secretary in consultation with the industry. 
Management actions and procedures implemented by industry must meet, and where possible, 
exceed the minimum requirements identified for each management option and described in Standard 
Operating Procedures prepared by individual marine farm operators and approved by the 
Department.   

Under the Framework, marine farms that demonstrate approved exclusion methodology, 
technology, and equipment standards and have agreed to implement policies and procedures in 
accordance with the minimum requirements for a particular management option, are permitted to 
undertake appropriate seal management actions.  The Department provides an oversight and audit 
role. This will facilitate more effective and timely management of seal interaction issues by marine 
farm staff, while ensuring that management actions are undertaken in an agreed, appropriate and 
transparent manner.   

The Framework is primarily based on protocols and procedures initially approved by the Minister in 
2010, but with modifications through discussion between the marine farming industry and the 
Department. For the purposes of the Framework, protocols will be modified and known as 
‘Minimum Requirements’ supporting the Framework. The Framework recognises that management 
approaches, technology and available materials will change with time, as will appropriate up-to-date 
techniques. These changes will not impact on the overall purpose and outcomes of the Framework 
(effective and humane seal management).  Consequently these changes do not need to be evident in 
the Framework and changes to the minimum requirements, including the addition of new ones, will 
not require Ministerial approval; rather approval will be determined by the Secretary. 
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Proposed Management Options within Seal Management 
Framework 2014 

Minimum Requirements and Standard Operating Procedures can be developed and added to this 
Framework from time to time, without approval of the Minister.  

There are two broad categories of seal management options, (i) negative conditioning using non-
lethal seal control devices (including relocation), and (ii) lethal control. The following provides a brief 
summary of the management options that will operate or be considered under the Framework.  The 
requirements for each option are defined in the document Minimum Requirements 2014 a. 

Non-lethal Control 
Non-lethal control devices available to marine farmers include the following options (note: only a 
brief description of each option is provided here, full details of the methods, how they should be 
applied and how they comply with the Minimum Requirements, are provided in the relevant 
Standard Operating Procedures prepared by individual salmonoid operations). 

Predator exclusion 
Fish pen design features intended to exclude predators (predominantly seals) from fish 
contained in the pens continue to evolve as seals, in particular, learn to locate and create 
weaknesses in the defences of fish pens. The Department has prepared the Minimum 
Requirements for Predator Exclusion and the industry has agreed to transition to MPE2014 a by 
1 January 2015.  Meeting the minimum requirements (MPE2013 until 1 January 2015) is an 
essential pre-requisite for any marine farm operator who wishes to operate under the 
Framework and access the management options provided.  

Seal Control Units (Crackers) 
Seal Control Units, or crackers, are small explosive charges that are thrown into the water to 
explode under the surface. Crackers are used to deter seals from persisting around marine 
farm infrastructure. Crackers are also used to encourage seals to exit cages. 

Bean bags 
Bean bags are similar in principle to rubber bullets; they are fired from a 12-gauge shot gun with 
the aim of providing a sufficient non-lethal and non-injuring shock to a seal to encourage it to 
vacate a cage or other marine farm infrastructure. 

Power heads 
Power heads are designed for the underwater deployment of bean bags. The power head is 
fitted to the shaft of a spear or spear gun and is fired when it impacts the seal without causing 
permanent harm. 

Scare caps 
Seal scare caps are darts fired from a tranquilizer gun, which explode on impact with the target. 
These darts are designed to split apart when detonated without causing permanent harm to the 
seal. 

Trapping 
Trapping is undertaken to remove seals from within marine farm infrastructure, either when 
identified seals are ‘repeat offenders’ in entering cages, or if a seal enters a cage and cannot or 
will not exit. A trapped seal can either be released in the vicinity of the marine farm where it 
was caught, or if the individual is a repeat offender it may be relocated. 
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Sedation and Removal 
Sedation and removal of seals from fish cages can occur when individual seals enter, but will not 
exit the cage. Sedation is achieved via the use of a tranquiliser gun and sedative. 

Relocation 
Once trapped or sedated, seals that meet the criteria for relocation may be transported to 
specified locations a substantial distance from the marine farm where the seal was trapped, and 
then released.  

Lethal Control 
Lethal control of seals may occur only under specific circumstances which relate to identified seals 
providing a significant OH&S risk to farm workers. 
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MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 2014A 
 

This document specifies the available management options to marine farmers and the minimum 
requirements to be met for access to the relevant management option.  Access to any management 
option will only be approved subject to compliance with standards set out in the relevant exclusion 
measure.  Under the Seal Management Framework 2012 approved by the Minister, the management 
options and required exclusion measures may be modified, added or removed from time to time by 
the Secretary. 

 

Predator Exclusion Measures 2014.a (MPE2014a) ............................................................................. 2 

Deployment of Seal Control Units (Crackers) (MRCRA) ............................................................... 7 

Deployment of Beanbags (MRBBA) ....................................................................................................... 8 

Deployment of Power Heads (MRPHE) ............................................................................................... 9 

Deployment of Seal Scare Caps (MRSSC) ......................................................................................... 10 

Trapping (MRTRA. 2014) ....................................................................................................................... 12 

Relocation (MRREL 2014)...................................................................................................................... 14 

Sedation (MRSED) ................................................................................................................................... 17 

Humane Destruction (MRHDE) ........................................................................................................... 19 
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Predator Exclusion Measures 2014.a (MPEM 2014.a) 

 
In order to gain access to management options under the Seal Management 
Framework 2014, marine farming lease holders must meet or exceed the 
following standards for predator exclusion measures.  

Predator exclusion measures must comply with the following standards and deployment 
requirements, unless otherwise permitted by the Manager Wildlife Management Branch1. 

To satisfy the requirements for exclusion, the lease holder MUST deploy  

A. Circular pens either; 

(i) Seal and Bird Aerial Predator Exclusion Net (see 4) 

(ii) Seal Exclusion – Jump Fence Net Extension (see 5)  

B. Smolt pens ( net size less than 19 mm) either; 

(i) Bird netting (see 3) 

(ii) Seal and Bird Aerial Predator Exclusion Net (see 4) 

(iii) Seal Exclusion – Jump Fence Net Extension (see 5)  

C. System Farm fish pens either;  

(i) Seal and Bird Aerial Predator Exclusion Net (see 4) 

(ii) Seal Exclusion – Jump Fence Net Extension internal hand rail (see 5)  

(iii) Seal Exclusion – Jump Fence Net Extension external walkway (see 5) 

(iv) External walkway electrical barrier (12 volt).  

Exclusion netting must be stitched to the pen netting at a maximum spacing of 300mm to exclude 
entry by seals at the junction.2  

To access MRHDG 3.2 (1) either or a combination of A (i), A(ii), B(ii), B (iii), C(i), C(ii), C(iii), C(iv) 
must be deployed. 

  

1 Any permission sought of the Manager Wildlife Management Branch, must be made in writing.  Any permission will only 
be given in writing.  Generally, permissions will only be given for structured research projects appropriately scaled to the 
research question.  Any permission given will have a clearly defined start and end date.  If an end date is reached without a 
decision on a new application, the approved measures shall revert to those described in this document. 
2 Average spacing between three adjacent join points.  Any single spacing above 400mm will disqualify access to management options. 
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1. Pen Netting (Fish Containment) 

Pen netting material must be of at least the following minimum breaking strain or demonstrated 
equivalent or of a standard approved by DPIPWE.. 

Netting Manufacturer breaking strain (kg/bar) 

less than 15 mm square mesh 70 

15 to 25 mm square mesh 150 

greater than 25 mm square mesh 180 

 

The nets must be: 

• Looped up and over the hand-rail and fastened in a manner to exclude entry by seals. 

• If it is impractical to loop the pen netting over the hand-rail then either: 

• an approved stitched seal predator exclusion jump fence net extension (see 4), or 
• an approved stitched seal/bird aerial predator exclusion net must be deployed (see 5) 

• Tensioned by weights or other means in a manner to exclude entry by seals using a system of 
either: 

• double netting (an internal grow-out net, plus an external predator net); or 
• single - grow-out net complete with wear panels. 

2. Decant-liners/Bathing pens 

Must exclude entry by marine wildlife using a system of either: 

 
• The mesh netting looped up, over and fastened to the hand-rail in a manner to exclude entry by 

seals. Other than at decanting gate during decanting into a bathing liner. 

• The decant liner must be configured in a manner to exclude entry by seals. Other than at 
decanting gate during decanting into a bathing liner. 

• The mesh netting must be monitored post towing and pen relocation by dive teams for holes 
during bathing. Any holes identified must be repaired immediately and the pen rigged is such a 
manner to exclude entry by seals. 

• Where a skirt net is deployed the net must be fitted with a DPIPWE approved acoustic 
Dolphin Pinger. 

• If marine mammals are within the decant-liners/bathing pens infrastructure and cannot escape 
into the wild then operational procedures are not to continue until the marine wildlife is 
released or clear of the infrastructure. 

• Infrastructure must be constantly monitored for thirty (30) minutes for the presence of marine 
wildlife before operational procedures can be undertaken. 

3. Bird Netting 

Where bird netting is deployed the bird nets must be made of netting of a maximum 115 mm square 
mesh and conform to the Visual Management Controls specified in the relevant Marine Farming 
Development Plan.   
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4. Seal and Bird Aerial Predator Exclusion Net 

The nets must be of a maximum115 mm square mesh and conform to the Visual Management 
Controls specified in the relevant Marine Farming Development Plan. 

Seal/bird aerial predator exclusion net material must be of at least the following minimum breaking 
strain or demonstrated equivalent. 

Seal and Bird Aerial Predator Exclusion 
Netting 

Manufacturer rated breaking strain 
(kg/bar) 

45/50 mm square mesh 70 

100 mm square mesh 350 

Seal/bird aerial predator exclusion netting must be stitched to the pen netting at a maximum spacing 
of 300mm to exclude entry by seals at the junction.3 

 

5. Seal Exclusion - Jump Fence Net Extension 

The poles supporting net extensions must be: 

• Capable of supporting the seal fence plus animal pressure. 

• A minimum vertical height of 2.4 meters above water-line (3.2 metres optimum). 

• A stanchion (post) is to be spaced a minimum of every 2.5 meters other than for one service 
point per pen if required for stock husbandry purposes when deployed on a system farm. Each 
Stanchion is to be attached securely to the system farm fencing rails at 3 points to preclude 
entry by seals. 

The Jump Fence Net Extensions must be: 

• No greater than 100mm square mesh. 

• Rated at 300kg/bar breaking strength. 

• Fastened to poles at a minimum height of 2.4 metres above the water-line. 

• Stitched to the pen netting at a maximum spacing of 300mm to exclude entry by seal at the 
junction.4 

6. Pen Structure 

The pen structure must be maintained in good repair and as near as practical to the original 
manufacturer specifications.  Any operational, or wear and tear changes from the original 
manufacturer’s structural specifications, that create the potential for intrusion by seals must be 
remedied immediately.5 

If it is impractical to return the pen structure to the original manufacturer’s specifications, a DPIPWE 
approved modification system can be deployed.  Any requests are to be made in writing to the 
Manager Wildlife Management Branch. 

A pen hand-rail must be at least one meter in height. 

3 Average spacing between three adjacent join points.  Any single spacing above 400mm will disqualify access to management options. 
4 Average spacing between three adjacent join points.  Any single spacing above 400mm will disqualify access to management options. 
5 Immediately is considered to be as soon as it is physically possible and safe to complete the task. 
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7. Requirements in relation to Approved Predator Exclusion Measures  

Specially Protected and Protected Wildlife as defined and listed in the Wildlife (General) Regulations 
2010, that become trapped or entangled in any marine farming equipment, must be reported to 
DPIPWE according to the following procedure: 
 
• If the entangled animal is alive, immediate attempts to release the entangled wildlife must be 

made. 

• If the immediate attempts to release the entangled wildlife are unsuccessful then, the 
entanglement must, within one hour of the commencement of the attempt, be reported to a 
DPIPWE Contact Officer (see Annex A). 

• If the entangled wildlife is deceased then the carcasses is to be immediately6 recovered and held 
and direction sought within four hours after carcass recovery from a DPIPWE Contact Officer 
for advice with regards to carcass disposal. 

• A monthly report must be supplied to DPIPWE detailing numbers of all bird 
mortalities/entanglements detected in bird exclusion netting (See Form 2).  

It is a DPIPWE requirement that any netting described in this document, including fish containment, 
must: 

1: Be completely de-rigged when not in use for the purpose for which it has been deployed for any 
period greater than four weeks, or  

2: If the pen is to be reinstated within the four week period it must be made safe in a manner which 
completely eliminates the possibility of any wildlife entanglements by: 

a. The bird or seal/bird exclusion net must not touch or lie on the water.  

b. The fish containment net must be looped up and over the hand rail. 

c. The seal exclusion jump fence net must not touch or lie on the water.  

6 Immediately is considered to be as soon as it is physically possible and safe to complete the task. 
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Deployment of Seal Control Units (Crackers) (MRCRA) 

 
1. Use and storage 

Crackers may only be deployed by accredited permit holders on seals within the boundaries of the 
marine farming lease area or operational area defined in the permit. 

The issue and storage of Crackers is restricted to Marine Farm Operational Bases (DMFOB) 
designated by the marine farming lease holder and notified to and approved by DPIPWE.   A 
DMFOB is an approved area where seal deterrents must be stored.  Marine farming lease holders 
may have a number of DMFOB including operations vessels, provided the sites are notified to and 
approved by DPIPWE. 

The Permit conditions for Deter by the use of Crackers are mandatory.  Applicants must comply 
with all conditions of the permit. 
 
2. Safety 

Crackers are classified as an explosive and therefore all applicable Workplace Standards Tasmania 
requirements for their transport, use and storage must be complied with.  The user must keep 
Crackers in a secure safe place away from sources of ignition.  A storage unit as described in the 
Firearms Act 1996 for Category A and B firearms is to be used as a guide to the expected standard of 
security that is required to lawfully store Crackers. 

In the event that the discharge of a Cracker device is seen to cause an obvious injury to a seal, then 
the incident must, within one hour of the event, be reported to a DPIPWE Contact Officer (see 
Annex A). 

Note: all approved less-lethal seal control devices may be used in conjunction with each other. 
However, it is recommended that when a seal is contained within a salmon farming enclosure and 
attempts are made to encourage the seal to exit the enclosure, no more than (20) twenty crackers, 
(5) five seal scare Caps and (5) five bean bags should be deployed per seal in the enclosure within a 
six hour period. 

Permit holders are responsible for developing appropriate OHS policies and procedures for use of 
Seal Control Units. 
 
3. Prohibitions 

Crackers must not be used in a manner likely to injure a seal.  To minimise risk of injury Crackers 
must not be deliberately thrown towards the head of a seal, or within two metres of a seal’s last 
observed place of submersion.  Crackers must be used as single units only and must not be modified 
in any way (unless specifically authorised by a permit condition). 
 
4. Record Keeping   

A log (Annex B) accurately recording the usage and effectiveness of Crackers must be kept by the 
accredited or permitted user.  The log must record the rate of usage and the effects of the control 
measure.  Log forms will be issued with the devices and must be returned on a monthly basis.  
DPIPWE may review the log prior to issuing further Crackers. 

The agency will retain copies of any deterrent records for reference in relation to any future permit 
applications. 
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Deployment of Beanbags (MRBBA) 

 
1. Use and storage 

Beanbags may only be deployed by accredited permit holders on seals within the boundaries of the 
marine farming lease area or marine farm operations defined in an issued permit. 

Beanbags may only be discharged from a 12-guage shotgun with a choke-less full cylinder barrel.  A 
Category ‘A’ and or ‘B’ Firearms Licence with a Purpose 3 (Primary Production) endorsement 
specific to marine farm operations under the Firearms Act 1996 must be held by the permit holder 
deploying Beanbags. 

The issue and storage of Beanbags is restricted to Marine Farm Operational Bases (DMFOB) 
designated by the marine farming lease holder and notified to and approved by DPIPWE.   A 
DMFOB is an approved area where seal deterrents must be stored.  Marine farming lease holders 
may have a number of DMFOB including operations vessels, provided the sites are notified to and 
approved by DPIPWE.   

No unauthorised person shall be in possession of Beanbags. This restriction includes the conveying 
of Beanbags from the point of purchase to the DMFOB, and/or between marine farm operational 
leases. 

The Permit conditions for Deter by the use of Beanbags are mandatory.  Applicants must 
comply with all conditions of the permit. 
 
2. Safety 

All applicable Workplace Standards Tasmania and Firearms Act 1996 requirements for transport, the 
use and storage of Beanbags shall be complied with.  A storage unit as described in the Firearms Act 
1996 for Category A and B firearms is to be used as a guide to the expected standard of security 
that is required to lawfully store Beanbags. 

In the event that impact of a Beanbag is seen to cause an obvious injury to a seal, then the incident 
must, within one hour of the event, be reported to a DPIPWE Contact Officer (see Annex A). 
 
Note: all approved less-lethal seal control devices may be used in conjunction with each other. 
However, it is recommended that when a seal is contained within a salmon farming enclosure and 
attempts are made to encourage the seal to exit the enclosure, no more than twenty (20) crackers, 
five (5) seal scare Caps and five (5) bean bags should be deployed per seal in the enclosure within a 
six (6) hour period. 
 
3. Prohibitions 

Beanbags may be used as a primary negative conditioning tool but must not be used in a manner 
likely to cause injury to a seal.  To minimise risk of injury beanbags must not be deliberately 
discharged towards the head of a seal.  Beanbags should not be discharged when the seal is within 
2m of the permit holder. 

 
4. Record Keeping  

A log (Annex B) accurately recording the usage and effectiveness of Beanbags must be kept by the 
accredited and permitted user.  The log should record the rate of usage and the effects of the 
control measure.  Log forms will be issued with the devices and must be returned on a monthly 
basis.  DPIPWE may review the log prior to issuing further Beanbags. 

The agency will retain copies of any deterrent records for reference in relation to any future permit 
applications.  
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Deployment of Power Heads (MRPHE) 

 
1. Use and storage 

A 12 gauge Power Head using 12 gauge Beanbags may only be deployed by accredited permit 
holders, on fur seals, and only within the marine farming fish enclosures defined in the Permit.   

A 12 gauge Power Head using 12 gauge Beanbags may only be deployed by a current ADAS 
Aquaculture accredited marine farm diver with either an exemption under the Firearms Act 1996 or  
Category ‘A’ and  ‘H’ Firearms Licence  with a Purpose 3 (Primary Production) endorsement specific 
to marine farm operations under the Firearms Act 1996  and a DPIPWE Permit. 

The issue and storage of a 12 gauge Power Head using 12 gauge Beanbags is restricted to marine 
farming operational bases, designated by marine farming management and agreed upon by DPIPWE.  

All applicable Workplace Standards Tasmania and Firearms Act 1996 requirements for the transport 
use and storage of the power head shall be complied with.   

The issue and storage of 12 gauge Beanbags is also restricted to marine farming operational bases, 
designated by marine farming management and agreed upon by DPIPWE.  

The Permit conditions for Deter by the use of a 12 gauge Power Head using 12 gauge 
Beanbags are mandatory.  Applicants must comply with all conditions of the permit. 
 
2. Safety 

All applicable Workplace Standards Tasmania and Firearms Act 1996 requirements for the use and 
storage of a 12 gauge Power Head shall be complied with.  

A storage unit as described in the Firearms Act 1996 for Category A and B firearms is to be used as a 
guide to the expected standard of security that is required to lawfully store Beanbag units. 

In the event that impact of a 12 gauge Beanbag deployed from a 12 gauge Power Head is seen to 
cause an obvious injury to a seal, then the incident must, within one hour of the event, be reported 
to a DPIPWE Contact Officer (see Annex A). 
 
3. Prohibitions 

A 12 gauge Power Head using 12 gauge Beanbags may only be deployed by the accredited Permit 
holder when engaged in direct marine farming diving activities associated with a marine farm fish 
enclosure.  

A 12 gauge Power Head using 12 gauge Beanbags must not be deliberately discharged towards the 
head of a seal. 

Power heads may only be used in the self defence of a farm worker where that worker is subject to 
an unprovoked threat. 
 
4. Record Keeping  

A log (Annex B) accurately recording the usage and effectiveness of 12 gauge Power Head using 12 
gauge Beanbags must be kept by the accredited and permitted user. 

It is a condition of the Permit that a log of the usage of the 12 gauge Power Head using 12 gauge 
Beanbags is kept by the permit holder.  The log must record the rate of usage and the effects of the 
control measure (Annex B).  Log forms will be issued with the devices and must be returned on a 
monthly basis to DPIPWE for review. 

The agency will retain copies of any deterrent records for reference in relation to any future permit 
applications.   
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Deployment of Seal Scare Caps (MRSSC) 

 
1. Use and storage 

Seal Scare Caps may only be deployed by accredited permit holders, on fur seals, and only within the 
boundaries of the marine farming lease area or marine farming operations defined in the Permit. 

Seal Scare Caps may only be deployed by accredited permit holders holding a Category ‘A’ and or 
‘B’ Firearms Licence with a Purpose 3 (Primary Production) endorsement specific to marine farm 
operations under the Firearms Act 1996. 

Seal Scare Caps may only be discharged from a Pneu-Dart model 196/193 cartridge fired rifle or a 
firearm approved by DPIPWE. 

The issue and storage of a Pneu-Dart model 196/193 cartridge fired rifle is restricted to marine 
farming operational bases, designated by marine farming management and agreed upon by DPIPWE.  

All applicable Workplace Standards Tasmania and Firearms Act 1996 requirements for the use and 
storage of the Pneu-Dart model 196/193 cartridge fired rifle shall be complied with. 

The issue and storage (see safety section) of Seal Scare Caps is restricted to marine farming 
operational bases, designated by marine farming management and agreed upon by DPIPWE.  

The Permit conditions for Deter by the use of Scare Caps cartridge fired rifle and the Pneu-Dart 
Seal Scare Caps are mandatory.  Applicants must comply with all conditions of the permit. 

Note: all approved less-lethal seal control devices may be used in conjunction with each other. 
However, it is recommended that when a seal is contained within a salmon farming enclosure and 
attempts are made to encourage the seal to exit the enclosure, no more than (20) twenty crackers, 
(5) five seal scare Caps, and (5) five bean bags should be deployed per seal in the enclosure within a 
six hour period. 
 
2. Safety 

All applicable Workplace Standards Tasmania and Firearms Act 1996 requirements for the use and 
storage of the Pneu-Dart model 196/193 cartridge fired rifle shall be complied with.  

A storage unit as described in the Firearms Act 1996 for Category A and B firearms is to be used as a 
guide to the expected standard of security that is required to lawfully store Seal Scare Caps. 

In the event that impact of a Seal Scare Caps is seen to cause an obvious injury to a seal, then the 
incident must, within one hour of the event, be reported to a DPIPWE Contact Officer (see Annex 
A). 

 
3. Prohibitions 

Seal Scarer Caps must not to be used randomly to harass seals remote from marine farming 
activities. 

Seal Scare Caps must not be deliberately discharged towards the head of a seal. 

Seal Scare Caps should not be discharged when the seal is within 5m of the permit holder. 

Prior to initial use the permitted operator of the Pneu-Dart or other DPIPWE approved firearm,  
must undertake a test fire of a seal scare cap to ensure pressure settings are appropriate as not to 
inadvertently cause seal scare caps to enter subcutaneously to the seals skin. 
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4. Record Keeping    

A log (Annex B) accurately recording the usage and effectiveness of Pneu-Dart Seal Scare Caps must 
be kept by the accredited and permitted user. 

It is a condition of the Permit that a log of the usage of Pneu-Dart Seal Scare Caps is kept by the 
permit holder.  The log must record the rate of usage and the effects of the control measure.  Log 
forms must be returned on a monthly basis.  DPIPWE may review the log prior to approving further 
Pneu-Dart Seal Scare Caps use. 

 
The agency will retain copies of any deterrent records for reference in relation to any future permit 
applications.  
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Trapping  (MRTRA) 2014 

The procedure for trapping of seals may only be undertaken by accredited permit holders on seals 
within the boundaries of the marine farming lease area or marine farm operations defined in the 
permit. 

The relocation of seals is to be carried out by an Accredited Seal Relocation Service Provider 
(ASRSP) (see Annex A).  
 
1. Procedure for Trapping of Seals 

 
• Only traps previously approved as suitable by a DPIPWE contact officer (see Annex A) may be 

used.  Minimum trap standards must be employed which include a maximum mesh size of 90mm 
(bar), and a minimum 400mm air space flotation at all times (including during towing) across all 
the free surface water area internal to the trap. Current approval tags must be attached to the 
cage. 
 

• Only persons, who have a current permit to trap are authorised to deploy a trap. 
 
• The trap will be used only on the marine farming lease or marine farming operations defined in 

the Permit. 
 

• The responsible person authorised by the ‘Permit to Take Specially Protected Wildlife’, is 
required to notify Accredited Seal Relocation Service Provider (ASRSP) contact person (see 
Annex A) promptly following the trapping of a seal.  If a number of seals have been trapped on 
the same day, the seal that has been the longest in captivity must be removed first. 

 
• When the ambient air temperature is below 18 degrees Celsius the trap containing the seal 

must as soon as possible but within 6 (six) hours of capture be removed from the water and 
located on land or placed under effective control. The seal must be transferred to an approved 
Holding Cage (DPIPWE current approval tag attached) with a maximum mesh size of 90mm 
(bar).  
 

• Only one seal at a time may be held in each compartment of a holding cage. However enough 
room must be available to each seal in a compartment of an approved Holding Cage (DPIPWE 
approval tag attached)  to allow for; 

 
a) The animal to extend to its full length plus 300mm when lying flat  

 
b) The free movement of its pectoral flippers and not impeded by the approved holding 

cage compartment divider, except when being corralled for transfer.  
  
• Once on land the approved holding cage containing the seal/s must be located to an approved 

designated quiet zone. A approved quite zone fitted with an automated local weather station is 
considered superior. 
 

• When the ambient air temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water (hose) must 
be left running over the approved holding cage, adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun 
must be provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact officer, a seal may be 
contained in a trap under effective control in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the 
potential for heat related stress. 

 
• Any trapped seal displaying signs of disease or injury must where practicable, be examined by a 

Veterinarian (see Annex A) as soon as possible or within 24 hours of capture, in order to 
perform an animal welfare safety check. 

 
• During the transfer and relocation process, the seal must not be harassed or stressed by forceful 

striking or loud noise. 
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• The permit holder must ensure that the DPIPWE contact officer is immediately advised if any 
captive seal displays unusual symptoms (regurgitation, lethargy) and shall comply as soon as 
practicable with any instruction given by that officer (e.g. release the seal locally). 
 

Prescribed Release Times and weather restrictions: 
 
• When the ambient air temperature is between 0 and 23 degrees Celsius the maximum time to 

elapse between containment of a seal in an approved trap and holding cage and release of that 
seal by the ASRSP is 48 hours unless a longer period has specifically been approved by a 
DPIPWE contact officer.  Such approval will only be given in circumstances where the authorised 
officer is satisfied that an extension of time is necessary and the extension does not present an 
unacceptable risk to the welfare of the seal.  
 

• When the ambient air temperature is 24 degrees Celsius or above the maximum time to elapse 
between containment of a seal in an approved trap or holding cage and release of that seal by 
the ASRSP is 24 hours unless a longer period has specifically been approved by a DPIPWE 
contact officer. Such approval will only be given in circumstances where the authorised officer is 
satisfied that an extension of time is necessary and the extension does not present an 
unacceptable risk to the welfare of the seal. 

 
• When the ambient air temperature is above 24 degrees Celsius the relocation of the seal from 

the capture site to the designated release site is between the hours of 16.00hrs and 11.00hrs 
unless otherwise approved by a DPIPWE contact officer. If the ASRSP is unable to relocate the 
seal to an approved relocation site in the north of the state within the 24hour time period then 
the seal is to be released at Rheban beach unless another relocation area has specifically been 
approved by a DPIPWE contact officer 

 
• Upon notification of the trapping of a seal the ASRSP contact person will advise if/when the seal 

is likely to be collected, in accordance with the prescribe release times and weather restrictions 
(see: Trapping (MRTRA) and advise of any further requirements regarding that seal. 

 
Any and all conditions, specified on a Permit to Take Specially Protected Wildlife shall be 
adhered to. 
 
2. Prohibitions 

Free feeding of seals must not occur in Marine Farming Development Plan Zones or Lease areas.  

Seals only to be released at approved relocation sites unless otherwise approved by DPIPWE. 
 
3. Record keeping  

The Lease Holder or the trained permit holder involved in the trapping of a seal must keep records 
(Annex D) and make them available to the ASRSP at the time of collection of the trapped seal.   It is 
a condition of permit that the capture log (Annex E) be filled in for every seal trapped for relocation. 

The agency will retain copies of any deterrent records for reference in relation to any future permit 
applications. 
 
4. Cost recovery 

The ASRSP will recover from the permit holder the contract relocation costs if applicable. 

The Lease Holder or the trained permit holder involved in the trapping of a seal must keep records 
(Annex D) and make them available to the ASRSP at the time of collection of the trapped seal.   It is 
a condition of permit that the capture log (Annex E) be filled in for every seal trapped for relocation. 

The agency will retain copies of any deterrent records for reference in relation to any future permit 
applications.   
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Relocation (MRREL) 2014 

The holder of a Permit to Take Specially Protected Wildlife (by Live Trapping) may request the 
Accredited Seal Relocation Service Provider (ASRSP) (see Annex A) to collect and relocate the 
trapped seal.  Such a request shall usually be approved, except under circumstances where the 
ASRSP in consultation with the DPIPWE contact officer (see Annex a) deems: 

a) The trapped seal/s are unsuitable for relocation for reasons of animal welfare (see: 
agency response)  
 

b) The likelihood that relocation and release will not be achieved within prescribe release 
times (see: Trapping (MRTRA).  

Under such circumstances, seal/s may be required to be released on-site or at a designated release 
site, determined by the DPIPWE contact officer. 
 
1. Procedure for Relocation of Seals 

• The ‘responsible person’ authorised by the Permit to Take Specially Protected Wildlife (by Live 
Trapping) is required to notify ASRSP contact person as soon as possible following the trapping 
of a seal. If a number of seals have been trapped on the same day, the seal that has been confined 
the longest must be removed first. 

 
• When the ambient air temperature is above 24 degrees Celsius the relocation of the seal from 

the capture site to the designated release site is between the hours of 16.00hrs and 11.00hrs 
unless otherwise approved by a DPIPWE contact officer. 

• The ASRSP contact person will advise if/when the seal is likely to be collected, in accordance 
with the prescribe release times (see: Trapping (MRTRA) and advise of any further requirements 
regarding that seal.  

 
• Only one seal may be held in each compartment of the DPIPWE approved relocation trailer or 

cage (DPIPWE approval tag attached). However enough room must be available to each seal in 
the compartment of the approved relocation trailers or cage to allow for: 

 
a) The animal to extend to its full length plus combined measurement of 300mm when 

lying flat.  
 

b) The free movement of its pectoral flippers and not impeded by the approved holding 
cage compartment divider, except when being corralled for micro-chipping or 
transfer.  

 
• During the transfer and relocation process, the seal must not be harassed or stressed by forceful 

striking or loud noise. 
 

Any and all conditions, specified on a Permit to Take Specially Protected Wildlife must be 
adhered to. 
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2. Agency response  
 
All captured seals: 
• Exhibiting signs of disease or injury must where practicable, be examined by a Veterinarian (see 

Annex A) as soon as possible or within 24 hours of capture, in order to perform an animal 
welfare safety check. 
- Responsibility for veterinarian costs will be borne by the identified responsible party 

involved in the injury sustained during the trapping and relocation process. 
 

Newly captured seals must:  
• Receive an identification micro-chip, 

- If the inserting of the micro-chip is deemed by the ASRSP to present an unacceptable risk to 
them or place undue stress on the seal, in consultation with the DPIPWE contact officer an: 

a) Distinguishing bleach mark must be placed on the seal. 
b) The location of the bleach mark recorded on the relocation form (see Annex G). 
c) On recapture the seal identification micro-chip process can be repeated. 

 
• Be weighed where practical (weighing stations see Annex F). 
• Be identified where practical by a qualified DPIPWE contact officer (see Annex A).  
• Recaptured seals exhibiting signs of injury or showing other welfare concerns must where 

practical: 
 

a) Be examined by a Veterinarian or suitably qualified DPIPWE contact officer within 24 
hours of capture, in order to perform an animal welfare safety check. 

  
b) If impractical seals exhibiting signs of injury or showing other welfare concerns must be 

released at a designated release site, determined by the DPIPWE contact officer 
without delay.  

 
• Leopard and elephant seals will be released immediately outside the marine farm lease.  If 

animal is exhibiting signs of injury or other welfare concerns, contact qualified DPIPWE contact 
officer (see Annex A) for instruction. 

 
• New Zealand fur seals on arrival at designated dispersion location are to be transported 

individually (separately) from other species to approved relocation sites. 
 

All seals in transit must be accompanied by a Seal Relocation form (see Annex G) provided by 
ASRSP. 

 
3.  Approved Relocation Sites: 

• New Zealand fur seals to a relocation site at either Rebhan or Cockle Creek (see Annex G). 
• Australian fur seals will be relocated to northern Tasmania on a rotation system (see Annex G). 
• Alternative sites subject to consideration of the current pressures of the relocation schedule 

(see Annex G). 
• The ASRSP will keep DPIPWE contact officers (see Annex A) and Industry informed of all re-

trap events. DPIPWE contact officers will consider the selection of an alternative site (see 
Annex G) in the case of seals trapped for the third time in a season. 
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4. Record keeping 

The marine farm lease holder or the trained permit holder must fill in a seal relocation log sheet 
(see Annex D) and make this document available to the ASRSP at the time of collection of the 
trapped seal.  The ASRSP will record the data from the seal relocation log sheet to a seal relocation 
form (see Annex G), which must later be forwarded to DPIPWE. 

The agency will retain copies of any deterrent records for reference in relation to any future permit 
applications. 
 
5. Cost recovery 

The ASRSP will recover from the permit holder the contracted relocation costs. 
 
Note:  in cases involving issues of general public safety outside of marine farm leases, the DPIPWE 
contact officer may be the applicant for a ‘Permit to Specially Take Protected Wildlife’ and recovery 
costs may be borne by DPIPWE. 
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Sedation (MRSED) 

 
1. Introduction 
  
Where mitigation measures have failed, a DPIPWE accredited and permitted person may remove 
one or more seals from a salmonoid enclosure by sedation using Pneu-Dart tranquiliser caps. In the 
event that sedation of one or more seals occurs, a DPIPWE contact officer (see contact list - Annex 
A) must be informed within 48 hours of sedation taking place.  
 
Evidence of adherence to exclusion measures and correct sedation procedure (see form 1) must be 
sent by the company to the DPIPWE contact officer within seven days (see contact list - Annex A). 
 
In the event there is an adverse effect on a seal it must be reported to the DPIPWE contact officer 
within one hour.   
 
In cases where inadequate management practice or equipment contributes substantially to the seal 
entering the enclosure, then those inadequacies should where possible be satisfactorily remedied.  
 
The preferred drug to be used for sedation of seals is currently Midazolam (Hypnovel®, Roche). 
Midazolam is a sedative that belongs to the group of drugs called benzodiazepines. These are drugs 
that moderately suppress the central nervous system (CNS) and induce a sleep-like state. 
 
DPIPWE recommends the use of 0.35-0.50 mg/kg for darting Australian fur seals that are in the 
water. Recommended concentration is 5mg/ml using 10ml vials. 

Any and all conditions, specified on a Permit to Take Specially Protected Wildlife must be 
adhered to. 
 
2. Safety 

Pneu-Dart tranquiliser caps may only be discharged from a Pneu-Dart model 196/193 cartridge fired 
rifle or a DPIPWE approved firearm. 

The issue and storage of a DPIPWE approved rifles is restricted to marine farming operational bases, 
designated by marine farming management and agreed upon by DPIPWE.  

All applicable Workplace Standards Tasmania and Firearms Act 1996 requirements for the use and 
storage of the DPIPWE approved firearms shall be complied with.  

A storage unit as described in the Firearms Act 1996 for Category A and B firearms is to be used as a 
guide to the expected standard of security that is required to lawfully store Pneu-Dart tranquiliser 
caps. 

In the event that impact of a Pneu-Dart tranquiliser cap is seen to cause an obvious injury to a seal, 
then the incident must, within one hour of the event, be reported to a DPIPWE Contact Officer 
(see Annex A). 

3. Prohibitions 

Tranquiliser Caps must not to be used randomly to harass seals remote from marine farming 
activities. 

Tranquiliser Caps must not be deliberately discharged towards the head or underbelly of a seal. 
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4. Record Keeping  

In order for the DPIPWE and the marine farming to jointly develop and refine seal sedation 
strategies, dosage rates and times documentation must be recorded by the accredited and permitted 
user and forwarded to DPIPWE within seven days. 
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Humane Destruction (MRHDE) 

 
1. Policy Context 
 
The Seal Management Framework (the Framework) identifies specific conditions under which 
humane destruction of a seal may be considered. An important component of the Framework, the 
Minimum Requirements for the Humane Destruction of Seals, addresses the circumstances and 
procedures under which it would be deemed suitable to humanely destroy a seal.  

 
The Secretary of DPIPWE (the Secretary) will determine when a permit for the “Removal of a seal 
by humane destruction” is to be issued, after taking into account the circumstances leading to the 
application.  The Secretary will consider any risk mitigation practices and/or equipment that has been 
implemented by the relevant Marine Farm Operator (MFO) to reduce the risk of interactions with 
seals occurring. 
 
2. Triggers for the humane destruction of a seal 

 
To be potentially subject to humane destruction an individual seal must be clearly identified and 
represent an unacceptable risk to occupational health and safety.  Unacceptable risk is defined as 
either:- 

• A seal causing direct injury to a person; and/or 

• Repeated behaviour by, or presence of, an identified seal representing a threat of injury to a 
person, by, for example, but not confined to, attempting to charge, lunge, or bite a person or 
gear worn by a person; or 

• Entered into or upon, for a third time within a six month period, a correctly secured fish pen 
(see Minimum Predator Exclusion Measures - Attachment 1 for details on what “a correctly 
secured fish pen” means) or any infrastructure used in marine farm operations and hindered 
employees from safely entering or working that secured fish pen.  

Note that: 
(i) In the case of direct injury being caused by a seal, or threatening/aggressive behaviour by a 

seal, one incident may be sufficient to trigger the humane destruction of an individual seal. 
(ii) In the case of ‘repeated behaviours’, DPIPWE must have received formal notification of two 

previous incidents plus accompanying incident report forms (See Form 3) from witnesses 
relating to the same seal before humane destruction can be triggered following a third 
dangerous incident. 

 
Formal notification requires that, following an incident, marine farm operators do the following: 
 

1. Within six (6) hours notify by phone the DPIPWE contact officer (See Contact list – Annex 
A). 

2. In the case of ‘repeated behaviours’, of an identified seal  DPIPWE must have received the 
first 2 formal notifications with the required supporting documentation within twenty-four 
(24) hours of the incidents taking place. 

 
3. In the case of ‘repeated behaviours’, of an identified seal DPIPWE must have received the 

third and final formal notification with the required supporting documentation,  within 
eighteen (18) hours of the incident taking place (see example at Annex HD 1). 
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3. Minimum Requirements for undertaking humane destruction  
 
Humane destruction of a seal will be considered by the Secretary upon the receipt of a written 
application for the “Removal by humane destruction” (see example at Annex HD2) and an 
accompanying investigation report made by the DPIPWE officer.  Approval of the application will 
result in the issuing of a permit by the Secretary for the identified seal to be humanely destroyed.  
An application may only be made with reference to an identified seal that: 

(i) Has caused a direct injury to a person/s; 

(ii) Presents aggressive and threatening behaviour to a person/s at a usual and established place 
of work; or  

(iii) Entered for a third time within a six month period a correctly secured fish pen and hindered 
employees from safely entering or working that secured fish pen, and formal notification has 
been provided to DPIPWE of each incident. 

 
Reflecting the different circumstances under which a permit for “Removal by humane destruction” 
can be granted there is some variation in the Minimum Requirements for enacting the process 
leading to humane destruction depending on what triggers the application; i.e. a  single incident or 
‘repeated behaviours’. The Minimum Requirements for both scenarios are described at sections 3.1 
and 3.2 below. 
 
3.1 Minimum Requirements for an application for humane destruction as a 
consequence of direct attack / injury / significant aggressive behaviour 
 

1. DPIPWE is to be contacted, by telephone, immediately (within six (6) hours) when any person 
has been injured or threatened by a seal (see Contact list – Annex A). 

2. Within eighteen (18) hours the DPIPWE contact officer should be provided with a written 
application from the employer with the required supporting documentation (see checklist at 
Annex HD3). The required information includes: 

• Documentary evidence in the form of an incident report relating to any injury 
caused by the seal which identifies the circumstances of the behaviour and 
persons involved, Statutory Declarations, medical reports, and the pen capture 
history of the seal. 

• Distinguishing marks on the seal. 

3. The DPIPWE officer must assess the documentary evidence provided by the MFO. 

4. The DPIPWE officer must, within eighteen (18) hours of receiving the application for humane 
destruction, undertake a full investigation and site inspection to verify that the triggers for 
undertaking humane destruction have occurred. 

5. Upon completion of the investigation, and providing the requirements noted above have been 
met, the DPIPWE officer will forward notification, upon the same day as the investigation, to 
the Secretary (in the capacity of Director of the Nature Conservation Act 2002), recommending 
the application for “Removal by Humane Destruction” be approved. 

6. Where a permit is issued by the Secretary for the “Removal by humane destruction”, such 
action must be undertaken in a manner consistent with animal welfare requirements. 

7. Where a permit is NOT issued by the Secretary so that the “Removal by humane destruction” 
is denied, then the release or relocation of the seal shall be in accordance with the processes 
described in the Relocation MRREL. 
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8. The Department recommends that MFOs implement the following actions when an attack has 
caused a direct injury to a person/s; or presents aggressive and threatening behaviour to a 
person/s to allow identification of the offending seal(s) to facilitate the humane destruction of 
the offending seal. 

(i) In the case of an employee being injured, attacked or threatened the first action should be 
for the employer to attempt to mark the seal by paint or colour coded Pneu-Caps.  

(ii) In the case of an employee being injured, attacked or threatened the second action should 
be for the employer to attempt to trap the seal (see Minimum Requirements for Trapping 
of Seals – Attachment 7). The maximum time to elapse between containment of a seal in an 
approved trap and holding cage is 48 hours unless a longer period has specifically been 
approved by a DPIPWE contact officer.  Such approval will only be given in circumstances 
where the authorised officer is satisfied that an extension of time is necessary and the 
extension does not present an unacceptable risk to the welfare of the seal.  

(iii) If the attempt to trap the seal is successful, the seal should be scanned for the presence of a 
microchip and if present the capture history must be recorded for documentary evidence 
and provided to the DPIPWE contact officer. 

(iv) The DPIPWE contact officer will advise the applicant with regards to the holding of the 
captured seal until the required investigation is completed. Should this not be possible, the 
employer should attempt to keep the seal under surveillance, until further advice is 
provided from DPIPWE, to enable trapping to be undertaken. 

(v) Should this not be possible, an authorised person or permit holder may attempt to sedate 
the seal. If successful, the seal should be scanned for the presence of a microchip and if 
present the capture history must be recorded for documentary evidence. 

 
3.2 Minimum Requirements required to undertake humane destruction of a seal as a 
consequence of repeated behaviours (pen entry, threatening staff and/or hindering 
work) 
 

This applies when:  

(i) An identified seal has entered, for a third time within a six month period, a correctly 
secured fish pen and hindering employees from safely entering or working that fish pen; or 

(ii) Repeated behaviour (on a minimum of three reported occasions with accompanying incident 
report forms (see Form 3) from witnesses relating to the seal) by a specific identifiable seal 
entering into or upon any infrastructure used in marine farm operations and hindering 
employees from safely entering or working that infrastructure. In some cases lower level 
threatening and aggressive behaviours may not warrant an immediate response of humane 
destruction; these cases may instead be more reasonably covered by the ‘repeated 
behaviours’ trigger. The MFO should make a case-by-case determination on this when 
considering how to respond to specific incidents. 

To make an application for humane destruction of a seal in these circumstances two notifications 
need to have been made by the MFO of incidents occurring prior to the incident which initiates the 
application. The Minimum Requirements for making these preliminary notifications are described 
under Heading 2 of this part (MRHDE). 

 

3.3 Minimum Requirements for providing notification three to DPIPWE 
 

1. Within six (6) hours of a third reportable incident for a specific and clearly identified seal 
notify by phone the DPIPWE contact officer (See Contact list – Annex A). 
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2. Within eighteen (18) hours of the incident provide a written application to destroy the 
identified seal (see Annex HD2) with the required supporting documentation (see Annex 
HD3) to the DPIPWE officer. 

3. The applicant is to attempt to trap the seal (see Minimum Requirements for Trapping of 
Seals MRTRA). The maximum time to elapse between containment of a seal in an approved 
trap and holding cage is 48 hours unless a longer period has specifically been approved by a 
DPIPWE contact officer.  Such approval will only be given in circumstances where the 
authorised officer is satisfied that an extension of time is necessary and the extension does 
not present an unacceptable risk to the welfare of the seal.  

4. If the attempt to trap the seal is successful, the seal should be scanned for the presence of a 
microchip and if present the capture history must be recorded for documentary evidence.  

5. The DPIPWE officer will advise the applicant with regards to the holding of the captured seal 
until the required investigation is undertaken. 

6. Should this not be possible, an authorised person or permit holder may attempt to sedate 
the seal. If successful, the seal should be scanned for the presence of a microchip and if 
present the capture history must be recorded for documentary evidence.  

7. On the third notification and submission of a destruction application, the DPIPWE officer 
must undertake a full investigation and site inspection to verify that the triggers for humane 
destruction, as required by this document, have occurred, and if risk mitigation controls and 
practices were in place (as per MPE2012 or MPE2013.1 after 1 August 2013). This must 
occur within eighteen (18) hours of receiving the written application. 

8. Where a permit is issued by the Secretary for the “Removal by humane destruction”, such 
action will be in a manner consistent with animal welfare requirements. 

9. Where a permit for “Removal by humane destruction” has been issued, the procedure is to 
be carried out under any conditions or directions required by the permit. 

10. Where a permit is NOT issued by the Secretary of DPIPWE or delegate so that the 
“Removal by humane destruction” is denied, then the release/relocation of the seal shall be 
in accordance with the processes described in the Relocation MRREL. 

4. Record Keeping 
 
DPIPWE will retain copies of any records used to support an application as well as a record of 
negative conditioning using non-lethal control methods, including date, location of capture and 
physical characteristics of the seal. 
 
5. Cost Recovery 
 
DPIPWE will recover any costs incurred in the humane destruction of the seal from the applicant.  
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ANNEX A - CONTACTS 

DPIPWE CONTACT OFFICERS 

NAME       CONTACT MOBILE 

MIKE GREENWOOD    0418 123 772 

JUSTIN FEBEY     0407 567 901 

MATT JONES     0407 807 330 

GLENN ATKINSON    0418 127 187 

GLENN WOODRUFF    0438 033 096 

ADAM SCURRAH    0427 437 020 

 
ACCREDITED SEAL RELOCATION SERVICE PROVIDER 

NAME       CONTACT MOBILE 

WILDLIFE RELOCATIONS   0439 396 247 

      

  
TASSAL GROUP LTD  

     

 

HUON AQUACULTURE GROUP PTY LTD 

     

 

VAN DIEMEN AQUACULTURE 

       

 

PETUNA AQUACULTURE 

     

 

DPIPWE VETERINARIANS 

NAME       CONTACT MOBILE 

ANNIE PHILLIPS     

KEVIN ELLARD     

 
AQUACULTURE INDUSTRY VETERINARIANS 

NAME       CONTACT MOBILE 
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ANNEX B  BEANBAG, CRACKER & DART DETERRENT USAGE LOG 

Name of Aquaculture Company: _____________________________________ 

Date  Time  Lease Deploying Officer Work performed 
(i.e. swim through) 

Individual seal 
recognition  

Level of 
interaction  

1-5 

Deterrent 
Used 

BB /CR /Dart 

Distance 
from seal 

Deployment 
effect 

1-6 

          
          
          
          
          
          
          

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          

 
 
 
 

  

Level of interaction 1 - 5 
1. Seal present no interaction 
2. Less than 2m away no interaction 
3. Bitting pulling on nets 
4. Eating or damaging fish 
5. Threatening behaviour towards staff 

Deployment effect 1 – 6 
1. No effect 
2. Seal became flighty but did not move away 
3. Seal moved 5-10 m away 
4. Seal moved over 10m away 
5. Seal left area and not sighted again 
6. Seal presented threatening behaviour to staff 
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ANNEX C   SEAL TRAPPING LOG 
 
Marine Farm staff contact:    Marine Farm staff contact: 
______________________________________  ______________________________________ 
 

Date:   Date:  
Holding pen no:   Holding pen no:  
Time trap set:   Time trap set:  
Time trapped:   Time trapped:  
Time landed:   Time landed:  

 
Marine Farm staff contact:    Marine Farm staff contact: 
______________________________________  ______________________________________ 
   

Date:   Date:  
Holding pen no:   Holding pen no:  
Time trap set:   Time trap set:  
Time trapped:   Time trapped:  
Time landed:   Time landed:  

 
Marine Farm staff contact:    Marine Farm staff contact: 
______________________________________  ______________________________________ 
 

Date:   Date:  
Holding pen no:   Holding pen no:  
Time trap set:   Time trap set:  
Time trapped:   Time trapped:  
Time landed:   Time landed:  

 
Marine Farm staff contact:    Marine Farm staff contact: 
______________________________________  ______________________________________ 
 

Date:   Date:  
Holding pen no:   Holding pen no:  
Time trap set:   Time trap set:  
Time trapped:   Time trapped:  
Time landed:   Time landed:  

 

Marine Farm staff contact:    Marine Farm staff contact: 
______________________________________  ______________________________________ 
 

Date:   Date:  
Holding pen no:   Holding pen no:  
Time trap set:   Time trap set:  
Time trapped:   Time trapped:  
Time landed:   Time landed:  
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ANNEX D   SEAL TRAPPING MONITORING LOG 

If seal was not landed in 6 hours you must complete the following - Monitoring Table 

Date:   
Time Trapped:   
  Condition & Behaviour of Seal (calm, resting, thrashing about 

etc) 
Time checked(1)   
Time checked(2)   
Time checked(3)   
Time checked(4)   
Time checked(5)   
Time checked(6)   
Time landed:   
 
Comments: ______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Farm staff name _______________________________ signed: ________________________________ 
Reason (circle): A B C D   
 
 
 
 
Date:   
Time Trapped:   
  Condition & Behaviour of Seal (calm, resting, thrashing about 

etc) 
Time checked(1)   
Time checked(2)   
Time checked(3)   
Time checked(4)   
Time checked(5)   
Time checked(6)   
Time landed:   
 
Comments: ______________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Farm staff name _______________________________ signed: ________________________________ 
Reason (circle): A B C D   
 
 
 
 Please circle reason A, B, C, or D for each instance using the following as a guideline: 
 A = No permitted staff available   B = Extreme weather conditions 
 C = Equipment breakdown   D = Other OH&S issue 
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ANNEX E 
 

WEIGHTBRIDGE SITES 
 

K&D MITRE 10 – KINGSTON  
HARMONY GARDEN CENTRE – LAUDERDALE  
MARINE BOARD WEIGHBRIDGE – HUNTER STREET HOBART  
 
RELOCATION SITES 
 
NEW ZEALAND FUR SEALS    AUSTRALIAN FUR SEALS 
REBHAN BEACH      PARDOE POINT- DEVONPORT 
COCKLE CREEK     PARDOE BEACH- DEVONPORT 
       ROCKY CAPE 
       PEGGS BEACH 
 
ALTERNATIVE RELOCATION SITES 

 
NEW ZEALAND FUR SEALS   AUSTRALIAN FUR SEALS 
STRAHAN      ROBBINS LANDING 
       MARRAWAH 
       TRIAL HARBOUR 
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ANNEX F Seal Relocation Form 
 

Fish Farm: 
 

Weather 
Temperature: 

Number of 
seals trapped 
in total: 

 

Number of 
seals picked up: 

 

 

THE SEAL 

Australian Fur Seal  New Zealand Fur Seal Other..............................  Recapture New Capture 

      
Male Female Testes Visible   Yes  /  No General Comments re: condition of seal: 

ID Number: 
 

Calm 
 

Stressed 
 

Quiet (Flattened out) 

Date trapped: 

Date/farm last trapped: 
  

Number of previous captures: 

Hearing – please check that seal is not deaf by moving away from line of sight, make a noise and note seals reaction. 
Response:  Yes / No (delete one) If there is no response contact Mike Greenwood as we shall require further assessments. 

THE FARM 

Time seal known to be trapped: 
 

General comments about condition of trapping 
protocol/procedures/advice from farm: 

Time seal transferred to holding cage: 
 

Time seal collected by Service Provider: 
 

Date and time trap set: 
 

 

THE VET 
Weight 1: Weight 2: Which scales Which trailer: 

How many other seals in trailer: 

Weight seal and trailer: 
 

Trailer only: Any visible marks or scars – check all over seal including, mouth/teeth/gums and 
note condition  

Straight length (cm) 
Accuracy A/B/C 

Blood collected: 

Anaesthetic drug 
type: 

   

Dose: 
 

Tag or brand present – describe position on body, shape, colour and provide sketch 

Time of administration of 
drug: 
 

Time of blood 
collection: 
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Samples collected – please list details of samples collected; type of sample, delivered by whom, time of delivery etc. 
 

 

RECOVERY AND RELEASE 
Recovery from anaesthesia 
(Time of check and condition of seal) General comments of release/condition of seal: 

Location of release: 
 

Date of release: Time of release: 

SIGN OFF 

Pick-up 
Name of driver:                      Sign: 
                                               Time: 

Drop-off 
Name of driver:                        Sign: 
                                                 Time: 

Species verification? 
By who? 

Marine section contact:            Date: 
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ANNEX HD1 
 
 
XX/ XX/ XXXX (date) 
 
The Secretary  
Department of Primary Industry, Parks, Water and Environment 
Marine Board Building 
1 Franklin Wharf 
Hobart TAS 7000 
 
NOTIFICATION: for the process for the humane destruction of 
seal(s) 
 
Introduction: 
 
Xxxx  is currently experiencing circumstances at a xxxx Marine farming operation with seal 
interaction where xxxx deems it necessary to notify the Secretary (or delegates) of the Department 
of Primary Industry, Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE) for implementation process for the 
removal of xxxx seals by method of humane destruction. 
 
The seal(s) for which this notification is being made have been positively identified as intruding a 
correctly secured pen on 3 separate occasions within a six month period (see attached capture 
record) and hindering employees from safely entering or working that secured fish pen. 
 
Notification: 
 
Request by xxxx for the Secretary, DPIPWE to instigate the process for the “Removal  
by Humane Destruction” of the identified seal(s) as per the “Protocol for the Humane Destruction 
of Seals”.  
 
Location: 
 
The seal(s) for which this notification is being made have been trapped and relocated, in accordance 
with applicable protocols, awaiting further advice on the results of this notification. 
 
  
 
Contact:                  xxxx 
(Regional Manager)           
                                  
(Seal Manager)    xxxx 
                                  
 
Date and Time of Application:       
 
Considerations:        
 
The seal(s) for which this notification is being made have been positively identified as intruding a 
correctly secured pen on 3 separate occasions within a six month period ( see attached capture 
record) and the required supporting documentation  XXXX( summary of interaction/s leading to 
application) and hindered employees from safely entering or working that secured fish pen. 
 
Other considerations:  
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Add extenuating circumstances here such as exclusion measures, deterrents used and capture 
history 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Xxxx(company representative) 
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ANNEX HD2 
 
 
XX/ XX/ XXXX (date) 
 
The Secretary  
Department of Primary Industry, Parks, Water and Environment 
Marine Board Building 
1 Franklin Wharf 
Hobart TAS 7000 
 
Application for the humane destruction of seal(s) 
 
Introduction: 
 
Xxxx  is currently experiencing circumstances at a xxxx Marine farming operation with seal 
interaction where xxxx deems it necessary to apply to the Secretary (or delegates) of the 
Department of Primary Industry, Parks, Water and Environment (DPIPWE) for removal of xxxx 
seals by humane destruction. 
 
The seal(s) for which this application is being made have been identified as representing  
a threat of injury to persons operating at their usual and established place of work via repeated 
aggressive behaviour  OR known to have made an attack causing injury to staff 
OR 
The seal(s) for which this application is being made have been positively identified as intruding a 
correctly secured stocked fish pen on 3 separate occasions within a six month period (see attached 
capture record, supporting documentation) and hindered employees from safely entering or working 
that secured fish pen. 
 
 
Application: 
 
Request by xxxx for the Secretary, DPIPWE to issue a permit for the “Removal by Human 
Destruction” of the identified seal(s) as per the “Protocol for the Humane Destruction of Seals”.  
 
Location: 
 
The seal(s) for which this application is being made have been trapped and held, in accordance with 
DPIPWE contact officer and applicable protocols, awaiting further advice on the results of this 
application. 
 
 The seal is being held at xxxx  
 
Contact:                  xxxx 
(Regional Manager)           
                                  
(Seal Manager)    xxxx 
                                  
 
Date and Time of Application:       
 
Considerations:        
 
The seal(s) for which this application is being made have been identified as representing  a threat of 
injury or injured  persons operating at their usual and established place of work. XXXX( summary of 
interaction/s leading to application) 
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Or 
The seal(s) for which this application is being made have been positively identified as intruding a 
correctly secured stocked fish pen on 3 separate occasions within a six month period (see attached 
capture record ,supporting documentation ) and hindered employees from safely entering or 
working that secured fish pen. 
 
Other considerations:  
 
Add extenuating circumstances here such as exclusion measures, deterrents used and capture 
history 
 
Permit: 
 
On the basis of the information provided, xxxx request that the application for the “Removal by 
Humane Destruction” for the seals noted in the application be provided and the permit be issued to 
xxxx. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Xxxx(company representative)
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ANNEX HD3 

 
PROTOCOL FOR THE HUMANE DESTRUCTION OF SEALS 

 
DOCUMENT CHECK LIST 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Formal application (see template) forwarded to secretary DPIPWE 
within eighteen (18) hours of incident. 

2. Incident report (made immediately after the incident) identifying: 
• Date of incident   
• Time of incident   
• Location of incident  
• Name of person/s involved in the incident  
• Nature of incident  
• Injury report  
• Medical report  
• Photographic evidence  
• Identity of seal   
• In pen capture history of seal  
• Other witnesses to incident    
• Statutory Declarations  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 3. Location of identified seal 
• Free swimming and clearly identified   
• Secure within fish pen   
• Trapped and secured in DPIPWE approved holding cage  
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Wildlife Operations Salmon Farm      
Bio Security:  
Standard Operating Procedures      
 

These procedures apply to any WOP trailerable vessels that operate in marine farming lease 
areas and any personal protective equipment and clothing used during operations. 
 
For the purposes of salmonid industry biosecurity DPIPWE has identified four marine 
biosecurity regions. These regions are based on salmonid production and areas where 
disease could be contained, were it to be detected within the marine environment.  
 
These biosecurity regions are: 
 

1. Macquarie Harbour  
2. Tamar River  
3. Tasman Peninsula and Norfolk Bay 
4. Combined Huon Estuary and Port Esperance  and D’Entrecasteaux Channel. 

 
Wildlife Operations will not traverse between bio-security regions on any one day. 
 
 
Bio security Scenario 1.  
 
Salmonid land based site visits. 
 
Steps 
 

• Personnel report to main office site before entering working area sign in and receive 
instruction as to biosecurity requirements. 

• Personnel adhere to personal decontamination procedures for clothing and 
equipment (including any specified by the company) upon entering and before leaving 
the company shore base.   

• All clothing shall be laundered, while boots, protective clothing and equipment must 
be washed and disinfected after the last site visit on any given day. 
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Bio security Scenario 2.  
 
WOP trailerable vessels or personnel that enter a lease area and go up to cages and 
infrastructure for data collection purposes but staff do not enter onto any infrastructure.  
 
Steps 
 

• The trailer, vessel and equipment are visibly clean at the beginning of each day.  
• The trailer, vessel and all equipment are cleaned and disinfected at the end of the 

day’s work. All clothing will be laundered after the last site visit on any given day. 
• WOP vessels can only travel between sites held by different companies within a 

single biosecurity region when all biosecurity requirements within this document 
met..  
 

Vessels visiting different company sites must only transit between the different company 
sites after following disinfection requirements of this document.   As a minimum, equipment, 
boots and the vessel’s deck area must be washed down and sprayed with Vircon solution 
carried upon the vessel, upon leaving each lease site. 
 
 
Bio security Scenario 3. 
 
WOP trailerable vessels that enter a lease area for the purpose of infrastructure inspection 
where WOP staff enter onto infrastructure. 
 
Steps 
 

• Personnel adhere to personal decontamination procedures for vessels, clothing and 
equipment.   

• The trailer, vessel and all equipment is cleaned and disinfected at the end of the day’s 
work.  All clothing should be laundered after the last site visit on any given day. 

• Vessels visiting different company sites must only transit between the different 
company sites after following disinfection requirements of this document. As a 
minimum, equipment, boots and the vessel’s deck area must be washed down and 
sprayed with Vircon solution carried upon the vessel and upon leaving each lease 
site. 

 
 
Bio security Scenario 4. 
 
WOP personnel aboard salmonid company vessels that enter a lease area and go up to 
cages and infrastructure for data collection purposes. 
 
Steps 
 

• Personnel report to main office site before entering working area sign in and receive 
instruction as to biosecurity requirements. 

• Personnel adhere to personal decontamination procedures for clothing and 
equipment (including any specified by the company) upon entering  and before 
leaving the company shore base. 
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• Personnel adhere to any biosecurity or other directions given by the company while 
on site. 

• All clothing shall be laundered, while boots, protective clothing and equipment must 
be washed and disinfected after the last site visit on any given day 

 
 
Disinfectant 

Virkon S shall be used as the disinfectant for boat surfaces and equipment on a day to day 
basis.  All surfaces and equipment are to be rinsed with fresh water (hot water washed is 
preferable) and air dried post disinfection.  
 

On Water Decontamination Procedure 

1. Disinfection shall be undertaken outside the lease area.  
2. Decontamination of vessels operating between sites must be undertaken to the water 

line between lease sites.  Cleaning and disinfection must be undertaken out in the main 
channel well away from leases or once back onshore. 

3. Apply a suitable disinfection solution over all surfaces on the inside of the hull. The type 
of solution will depend on the availability of fresh water. 

4. Where appropriate clean and soak all equipment (i.e. mooring lines, life jackets, wet 
weather clothing & fenders) in disinfectant solution. 

Onshore Decontamination Procedure 

1. Choose a site where contamination will not enter waterways, and drain bilges and 
decks. 

2. Place all rubbish or contaminated items in plastic bags for later disposal..  

3. Spray down  all external surfaces of vessel, trailer and rear of tow vehicle with a high-
pressure water cleaning unit.  

4. Apply Virkon and allow contact for the prescribed time then rinse of (Hot water wash 
preferable). 

5. Clean and soak all equipment (i.e. mooring lines, life jackets, wet weather clothing & 
fenders) in disinfectant solution. 

6. Rinse all surfaces, including bilges, with fresh water. Allow the vessel to dry in direct 
sunlight with bilges, hatches and windows open. 

Personal decontamination procedures  
 (Adapted from AUSVETPLAN Decontamination Manual) 
http://www.animalhealthaustralia.com.au/programs/emergency-animal-disease-preparedness/ausvetplan/ausvetplan-manuals-and-supporting-
documents/ 

 
Procedures 
 

1. Protective clothing is first cleaned using a scrubbing brush or similar whilst it is still 
worn. Wash the protective clothing from top to toe to remove gross material.  
Rubber boots should be thoroughly scrubbed down, paying particular attention to the 
soles. 

2. Following cleaning, spray or soak items with Virkon 
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3. Disinfected items are then hung to dry.  

4. On returning to home or lodgings, personnel should ensure that all clothing is 
laundered and fresh clothing is used for the next day’s field work.   
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From: Bond, Luke (DPIPWE)
To: Febey, Justin (DPIPWE)
Subject: Fwd: deliberate holding of seals in a pen
Date: Friday, 25 November 2016 3:16:31 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg

image001.jpg
image001.jpg
image001.jpg
image001.jpg

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Brennan, Warwick (DPIPWE)"
<Warwick.Brennan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Date: 25 November 2016 at 1:36:13 PM AEDT
To: "Goodsir, Ben (DPIPWE)" <Ben.Goodsir@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>, "Wilson,
Louise (DPIPWE)" <Louise.Wilson@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Cc: "Nichols, Michelle (DPIPWE)" <Michelle.Nichols@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>,
"Bond, Luke (DPIPWE)" <Luke.Bond@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>, "Pinto, Rebecca
(DPIPWE)" <Rebecca.Pinto@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Subject: RE: deliberate holding of seals in a pen

Hi Ben,
 
 
After chatting to you have also had a chat to Luke as well and we have come up
with these words that would work if ok with you and Louise
 
As part of assisting the aquaculture industry manage interactions with wild seals,
there is a Seal Management Framework in place for the industry that identifies
the time period that seals are able to be held prior to relocation and how they
are held. Approval is required to be sought from the Department if any
alterations were to be made to that.
 
The Department has received an allegation claiming an operator held a number
of seals for a period of time longer than what was authorised prior to relocation
in unauthorised facilities. The Department is currently investigating that
allegation to determine if any offences have been committed.
 
Let me know any thoughts
 
Thanks
 
Warwick
 
 

From: Brennan, Warwick (DPIPWE) 
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Sent: Friday, 25 November 2016 12:33 PM
To: Goodsir, Ben (DPIPWE) <Ben.Goodsir@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>; Wilson, Louise
(DPIPWE) <Louise.Wilson@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Cc: Nichols, Michelle (DPIPWE) <Michelle.Nichols@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Subject: FW: deliberate holding of seals in a pen
 
Hi Ben and Louise,
 
Have an enquiry from ABC who are asking, what is the status of investigation of
Tassal in relation to the illegal holding of seals and what is the actual offence they
are being investigated under and potential penalty in place for that
 
Are you able to advise on latest on this one?
 
Thanks
 
Warwick   
 

From: Goodsir, Ben (DPIPWE) 
Sent: Thursday, 27 October 2016 4:10 PM
To: Brennan, Warwick (DPIPWE) <Warwick.Brennan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>; Wilson,
Louise (DPIPWE) <Louise.Wilson@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Cc: Nichols, Michelle (DPIPWE) <Michelle.Nichols@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>; Pinto,
Rebecca (DPIPWE) <Rebecca.Pinto@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Subject: RE: deliberate holding of seals in a pen
 
Thank you
 

From: Brennan, Warwick (DPIPWE) 
Sent: Thursday, 27 October 2016 2:03 PM
To: Wilson, Louise (DPIPWE)
Cc: Goodsir, Ben (DPIPWE); Nichols, Michelle (DPIPWE)
Subject: RE: deliberate holding of seals in a pen
 
Just fyi…Tassal will be acknowledging they have a temporary permit in their lines
 

From: Wilson, Louise (DPIPWE) 
Sent: Thursday, 27 October 2016 1:28 PM
To: Brennan, Warwick (DPIPWE) <Warwick.Brennan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Cc: Goodsir, Ben (DPIPWE) <Ben.Goodsir@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>; Nichols, Michelle
(DPIPWE) <Michelle.Nichols@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Subject: Re: deliberate holding of seals in a pen
 
Yes fine with me thanks 

Sent from my iPhone

On 27 Oct. 2016, at 1:26 pm, Brennan, Warwick (DPIPWE)
<Warwick.Brennan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au> wrote:
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Hi Ben and Louise,
 
Re this enquiry form The Australian. As discussed with you suggested
response to The Australian is:
 
An allegation has been made to the Department. In line with any
allegation made to the Department, the allegation is being looked
in to.
 
I gave Tassal’s comms person a call as he contacted me last night to
let me know they had also received the same query.
 
He advised that his view is that they be as transparent as possible on
this and acknowledge that there was an issue, it was about process
involved in relocation of seals and they are working with the
Department to resolve the issue. He said however he does need to
clear that with management still
 
With that in mind he said he couldn’t see any issue with what we
propose to say (athough I did say these were proposed lines as well
that I would need to clear with management).
 
Are you ok with those proposed lines?
 
Let me know any comments and will then clear with Tim and John
 
Thanks
 
Warwick   
 
From: @news.com.au] 
Sent: Wednesday, 26 October 2016 5:38 PM
To: Brennan, Warwick (DPIPWE)
<Warwick.Brennan@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Subject: deliberate holding of seals in a pen
 
Hi Warwick,
 
Hope I don't sound seal obsessed, but ... since Monday's
story was published, I've heard suggestions that seals may
have already been deliberately held in a pen by Tassal (that
is, before Tassal even applied to the department for
approval do so).
 
I am of course seeking comment from Tassal, but I would
like to ask the dept/govt:
 
1. Is the dept/govt aware of any suggestions or complaints
that seals have been deliberately held in a pen on an
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aquaculture lease?
 
2. If so, what is the dept/govt doing about it/done about it?
 
Many thanks.
 
Still keen on that figure, too, as you may have guessed!
 
I will call tomorrow, but wanted to give you a heads-up on
this one.
 
Not sure if I should also make the same request to the
media office (Ministers Groom and/or Rockliff)? Chat
tomorrow.
 
Cheers, 
 
--

Tasmania correspondent

2 Salamanca Sq Hobart TAS 7000 
T  M +  
E @news.com.au W theaustralian.com.au

Subscribe to The
Australian

Follow us online   

Proudly supporting 1 degree, A News Corp Australia initiative.
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Wildlife Ranger- Wildlife Operations
Wildlife Management Branch
Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment
PO Box 44 Hobart, 7001
Mobile- 
Fax- 03-62333477
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Sent: Tuesday, 13 September 2016 6:19 PM
To: @tassal.com.au>
Cc: Febey, Justin (DPIPWE) <Justin.Febey@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Subject: TASSAL seal trapping investigation 7 Sept 2016
 
Hello 
 
As part of the investigation into the holding of a number of seals in a fish pen at the TASSAL
Robert’s Lease and further to our phone conversation on 8 September this year, I am writing to
request that TASSAL please provide the names and contact details of the person or persons
responsible for the trapping and or placing of the seals in the fish pen located by Wildlife Rangers
Justin Febey and Michael Greenwood on that day.
 
I endeavoured to phone you this evening to discuss, however was unable to get through on your
number.
 
Could you please provide the names and contact details requested above to myself and Ranger
Justin Febey within 7 days of the date of this message.
 
Yours sincerely
 
Luke Bond
Section Head
Wildlife Operations

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT BRANCH    
DEPARTMENT OF PRIMARY INDUSTRIES, PARKS, WATER and ENVIRONMENT

GPO Box 44 Hobart TASMANIA 7001
T: 
 
 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
The information in this transmission may be confidential and/or protected by legal professional privilege, and is intended only for the
person or persons to whom it is addressed. If you are not such a person, you are warned that any disclosure, copying or
dissemination of the information is unauthorised. If you have received the transmission in error, please immediately contact this
office by telephone, fax or email, to inform us of the error and to enable arrangements to be made for the destruction of the
transmission, or its return at our cost. No liability is accepted for any unauthorised use of the information contained in this
transmission.

TASSAL GROUP LIMITED
Incorporating Tassal Operations Pty Ltd, Aquatas Pty Ltd and De Costi Seafoods Pty Ltd
(collectively "Tassal")

Phone: 1300 TASSAL (1300 827725)
Fax: 1300 880 179

G.P.O. Box 1645
Hobart Tasmania Australia 7001

Web: www.tassal.com.au
E-mail: tassal@tassal.com.au
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DISCLAIMER: This e-mail and any files transmitted from Tassal Group Limited or any of
its subsidiaries (collectively "Tassal") are confidential and are only for the use of the
person to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you have
received this e-mail in error. Any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, copying or
dealing in any way whatsoever with this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this e-mail in error, please reply immediately by way of advice to us. It is the
addressee/recipient's duty to virus scan and otherwise test the information provided before
loading onto any computer system. Tassal do not warrant that the information is free of a
virus or any other defect or error. Any views expressed in this message are those of the
individual sender, except where the sender specifically states them to be the views of
Tassal.
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From: Bond, Luke (DPIPWE) 
Sent: Friday, 27 January 2017 12:18 PM
To: Goodsir, Ben (DPIPWE) <Ben.Goodsir@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>; Pinto, Rebecca (DPIPWE)
<Rebecca.Pinto@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>; Wilson, Louise (DPIPWE)
<Louise.Wilson@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Cc: Febey, Justin (DPIPWE) <Justin.Febey@dpipwe.tas.gov.au>
Subject: RE: Update on TASSAL seal trapping investigation - confidential.
Importance: High
 
Hello all
 

 
Justin Febey and I will continue to lead the investigation, however he is away until the end of
March.  Although timeliness in investigations is important, we can only work within our capacity
and there is a 5 year limitation under the statutes and hence the delay to complete this
investigation does not impact on the admissibility of any evidence. As such, and bearing in mind
the fact that Justin is an eye witness, an authorised officer under the Animal Welfare Act as well
as having our teams most detailed technical knowledge of seals and salmon farming, this matter
will be investigated as a priority upon his return to work.
 
It is my recommendation that we do not pre-empt, or attempt to forecast any outcomes of the
investigation without first having gathered the available evidence.  Once gathered, based on the
DPP Prosecution Policy and Guidelines, a number of factors such as the weight of evidence, the
seriousness of the offence, admissibility, culpability, likelihood of success and public interest will
then need to be considered before any further steps are taken.
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 INVESTIGATION RUNNING SHEET 
  
 
 
 
 
Complainant: Informant  
Offence: - BlackVerified Fact. * Green Star Denotes Information known by 
Informants 
Date/Time   
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September 
2016 

142 operated by Tassal, located off Roberts 
Point Bruny Island in the D’Entrecasteaux 
channel. On arrival Wildlife Rangers observed 
15- 20 Australian fur seals of a similar age and 
size cohort being held unlawfully in a circum-
polar fish pen with a properly secured seal and 
bird predator net and properly secured jump 
fences designed to prevent seal access and or 
egress. The pen was observed to contain, 
neither salmon nor a fish food feed pipe. The 
pen was segregated from the rest of the active 
circum-polar fish pens on the Roberts lease site 
all of which contained salmon. The seals were 
photographed and filmed in situ. 

From conversations with Tassal Staff that day 
onsite it was stated to Wildlife Ranger Justin 
Febey that they had removed some seals from 
the pen on the Roberts point lease pen that 
morning. 

Whilst on site at the Roberts Point lease site 
Wildlife Rangers observed series of access 
hatches cut in the side of the fish pen netting 
between the water level and the fish pen hand 
rail that were stitched shut. A purpose built 
aluminum sliding access gate was also 
observed stitched into the side of the fish pen 
netting between the water level and the fish pen 
hand. The access hatches and aluminum sliding 
access gate were photographed in situ. 

During this time a Tassal boat was observed 
heading south towards Soldiers lease, lease 
number 110, operated by Tassal, off  Soldiers 
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Point Bruny Island in the D’Entrecasteaux 
channel.  

Wildlife Rangers Febey and Greenwood then 
untied the access hatches and opened the 
aluminum sliding access gate so the seals could 
escape from the pen at will. A total of 10 seals 
were observed escaping the pen 8 of which 
were filmed in the process of escape. 

At approximately 3:25 Wednesday 7 
September 2016, whilst Wildlife Rangers 
Febey and Greenwood were onsite at the Tassal 
Roberts Point Lease Ranger Febey was 
contacted via mobile phone (mobile number 

) by a person with a  
 

. During 
the course of the conversation it was stated to 
Ranger Febey by  that the seals 
were put in the properly secured fish on the 
Roberts Point lease as  stated; 

 
 

 
4:30 pm 
Wednesday 
7/9/2016 

Wildlife Rangers left the Roberts Point lease, 
lease number 142 and attended a salmon pen 
within the Soldiers Point lease, lease number 
110 operated by Tassal, off Soldiers Point 
Bruny Island in the D’Entrecasteaux channel. 
On arrival Wildlife Rangers observe  

,  
talking on his phone, whilst aboard the Tassal 

*. 
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boat observed earlier in the afternoon.  
 was found alongside a circum-polar 

fish pen within lease 110. The pen contained 
neither fish or a fish food feed pipe. The pen 
had a seal bird predator net to keep seals out, 
and was properly secured in all aspects other 
than where the side of the netting on the pen 
had been let down. Inside the pen Wildlife 
Rangers Febey and Greenwood observed two 
seals inside the pen and observed a further two 
seals external to the pen jump inside the pen 
when Wildlife Rangers Febey and Greenwood 
were approaching the site.  

Wildlife Ranger Febey spoke with  
 on board his boat and asked him 

what he was doing with the seals, to which he 
replied; 

 “We’ve got a problem you saw those two seals 
jump in the pen”. 

Ranger Febey then asked  why 
the seals were being held in the circum-polar 
pen on the Roberts Point Lease and informed 

 of  admissions as to 
why the seals were being held to which  

 made no reply. 

I then informed  we understood 
they had issues with fur seals on the lease and 
that we were willing to work with Tassal to 
look at solutions to address the issue however 
they shouldn’t have taken matters into their 
own hands and acted unlawfully by detaining 
the seals. 
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6:19pm  
13/9/2016 

Luke Bond emails   
Hello  
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As part of the investigation into the holding of a 
number of seals in a fish pen at the TASSAL 
Robert’s Lease and further to our phone 
conversation on 8 September this year, I am 
writing to request that TASSAL please provide 
the names and contact details of the person or 
persons responsible for the trapping and or 
placing of the seals in the fish pen located by 
Wildlife Rangers Justin Febey and Michael 
Greenwood on that day. 

I endeavoured to phone you this evening to 
discuss, however was unable to get through on 
your number. 

Could you please provide the names and 
contact details requested above to myself and 
Ranger Justin Febey within 7 days of the date 
of this message. 

Yours sincerely 

Luke Bond 
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12:50pm 
21/09/2016  

I emailed Louise Wilson requesting 
information on the proposal  
 
Understood Louise 
 
What is their proposal and does it tie in with 
the current framework or require AEC review? 
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1:21pm 
21/9/2016 

Louise Wilson responded 
 
Their proposal involves collecting seals in pens 
and relocating them in numbers greater than 
currently allowed under their permit.  We are 
currently considering the proposal from a 
policy and animal welfare perspective. It’s 
obviously tricky because they appeared to be 
doing this without consulting us and potentially 
in contravention of their current permit 
conditions – hence WOps involvement, and 
hence me wanting to just pause on activity for a 
couple of days.  I figured you have your hands 
full at the moment anyway as Acting Section 
Head for the next couple of weeks and having 
been down south last week!  
  
I’ll be in touch with further advice asap. I’m 
meeting with  re: the proposal and our 
response on Thursday  
  
Thanks 
Louise  
 
 

 

3:33pm 
21/09/2016 

I responded 
 
Thanks for the update  Louise  
 
My informant has let me know that the holding 
of seals in fish pens had been occurring two 
weeks prior to our discovery. It raises the 
stakes somewhat regarding animal welfare and 
the time frames they had been held. Primary 
facie evidence based upon my informants 
advice and the lethargic state of the seals we 
video'd  being released suggests a clear breach 
of both the permit conditions and the seal 
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management framework. 
 
Regards 
 
Febe 
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of the seals located in the fish pens on 
Thursday 8 (Wednesday 7) September 2016 at 
both the Roberts and Soldiers lease sites. 

I understand that the employees responsible for 
putting the seals in the pens  may have been 
acting in good faith and under instruction from 
more senior Tassal staff, however the 
investigating officers involved will require to 
speak with all individuals  involved. 

Luke Bond has requested that enquiries into the 
matter are postponed until his return from 
leave Tuesday  4 October 2016, we will be in 
contact with Tassal post this date. 

In the meantime I’d like the names forwarded 
as requested. 

Kind regards 

Justin 
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Hi Kristy and Louise 
 

Based upon information received, my 
observations of 20 plus fur seals in a properly 
secured fish pen with no fish, segregated from 
the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point 
lease, conversations with Tassal Staff that day 
 and admission made to me by  via 
mobile phone and other logistical 
considerations,  Prima Facie evidence leads me 
to believe there has been a clear breach of the 
Seal Management Framework 2014A and the 
current seal trapping permits issued to the 
Tassal Staff operating out of the Operational 
base located at 21 Pothana Place Electrona 
7054. 
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Febe  
 

1:27pm 
28/9/2016  

Kristy Franken responds with  
 
Hi Febes, 
 
I spoke to Louise briefly this morning.  She 
confirmed the directive that investigating 
officers can speak with  and  

 but following that a request to 
interview additional Tassal staff is to be made 
through Louise.  Please call me if your require 
further clarification. 
Kind Regards, 
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10:38am 
7/10/2016 

Section  Head Luke Bond sent an email 
confirming with  his intention as 
stated in a phone conversation with Section 
Head Bond to attend a record on interview at 
134 Macqaurie Street Hobart  

Hello  
 

Further to our phone discussion today, it would 
be appreciated if you could make your way to 
the Lands Building at 134 Macquarie St, 
Hobart, next Tuesday 11 October at 10 am for 
a record of interview with myself and Wildlife 
Ranger Justin Febey regarding the seals that 
were found in a fish pen at the TASSAL 
Robert’s Lease 8 September this year.  

 
Your attendance is voluntary and you are 
entitled to have an independent support person 
or a lawyer present if you wish.  If you choose 
to have such a person present, please be aware 
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available for a voluntary record of interview 
with Justin and I on Wednesday 9 November at 
10am at our head office 134 Macquarie St. 

Regards 

Luke 

 
20 /10/2016 Contrary to advice provided by NCH Marine 

section and Wildlife Operations members 
responsible for managing seal interactions with 
salmon farms and due to  
stipulating that the Tassal proposal to hold 
multiple fur seals within a circum polar pen 
does not require Animal Ethics approval as it is 
a management decision under the Seal 
Management Framework and not a trial, a 
Permit was issued by Louise Wilson enabling 
Tassal to contain multiple seals in a circum 
polar pen prior to relocation.  
However The Permit is subject to Animal 
Welfare Act 1993. What this means is that due 
the legislation referenced below, Tassal cannot 
hold the seals within the circum polar pen for a 
period longer than 48 hours without feeding 
them. This makes the permit contrary to the 
desired outcome as it would reinforce the 
conditioning of the seals to enter a pen as they 
are rewarded with foodS.  
 
Animal Welfare Act 1993. 
8.(2)(e)Without limiting the generality 
of subsection (1), a person is guilty of an 
offence under that subsection if the person has 
possession or custody of an animal that is 
confined, constrained or otherwise unable to 
provide for itself and fails to provide the animal 
with appropriate and sufficient food, drink, 

* 
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shelter or exercise; 
 
8(3) In this section –appropriate and 
sufficient means –(a) in relation to the 
provision of food to an animal, that food of 
sufficient quality is provided – 
(i) in sufficient quantity to meet the nutritional 
requirements of maintaining the animal in 
reasonable body condition and, if appropriate, 
allowing for growth and reproduction; and 

(ii) as often as appropriate for the digestive 
system and metabolism of the animal; or 
(b) in relation to the provision of drink, that 
fluids of sufficient quality are provided in 
sufficient quantity to keep the animal hydrated 
at all times; or 

(c) in relation to the provision of shelter, that 
shelter which affords protection for the animal 
from the adverse effects of weather conditions 
is provided; 

4. Non-application of Act 
(2) Sections 8, 9 and 10 do not apply to 
practices used in – 
(a) recreational fishing; or 

(b) angling; or 

(c) commercial fishing – 
done in a usual and reasonable manner and 
without causing excess suffering unless the 
practices used are prohibited by this or any 
other Act. 
(3) Sections 8 and 9 do not apply to any animal 
research carried out in a licensed institution if 
that research is carried out – 
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(a) with the approval of the Animal 
Experimentation Ethics Committee; and 

(b) in accordance with any procedures 
approved by the Animal Experimentation 
Ethics Committee; and 

(c) in accordance with a Code of Practice 
relating to animal research. 

Living Marine Resources Management Act 
1995 
In Section 3 Interpretation of the  Living 
Marine Resources Management Act 1995 
fishing includes any of the following activities, 
other than an activity authorised under a 
marine farming licence: 
(a) searching for, attempting to take, catching, 
taking or harvesting fish; 

(b) any other activity which may reasonably be 
expected to result in catching, taking or 
harvesting fish; 

. 
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and as part of an investigation I am 
conducting  could you advise me of any issues, 
if any, of holding up to 20 male Australian fur 
seal in a fish pen on the water for 7-21 days. 
  
For your information I am in receipt of 
information alleging that  
  
1.       There was no access to food in the pen 
for the seals during this time 
2.       The seals were deliberately contained all 
together in one large netted fish pen, unable to 
leave at a time of their choosing. 
3.       There was limited space for seals to haul 
out on internal pen infrastructure but not 
enough room for all the seals to haul out upon 
  
If possible I  would also potentially like for you 
to review some footage I took of the seals I 
released from this structure, for expert opinion 
to determine the state of their health/energy 
levels. 
  
I hope this is sufficient detail to provide advice, 
as the matter is subject to an active 
investigation I am conducting  I cannot provide 
too much detail to ensure judicial  fairness to 
the Defendants and obtain an independent and  
objective response from you. 
  
If there are any issues could you note what they 
may be to assist me with my lines of enquiry? 
  
Could you also provide your qualifications and 
experience in relation to seal biology to 
warrant it as expert advice. 
  
Finally as this matter is sub-judice I 
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respectfully request that any information you 
are willing to provide is done so  in the strictest 
of confidence. 
  
If you have any queries please call me at your 
convenience  on  
  
Kind regards 
  
Febe 
 

12:48pm 
4/11/2016 

 responds to my email  
 
Hi Justin, 
 
Sorry to pass you on again but the questions 
might be better answered by someone with 
captive seal experience, such as from 
Melbourne Zoo. You could contact a 
seal keeper or a vet, like . 
 
My comment 
 
Adult male Australian fur seals in breeding 
condition can fast for up to 50 days. They put 
on a lot of weight to do this and try to conserve 
energy over the time. Apart from this time, they 
will not go for more than 5-6 days without 
feeding - and usually less, 2-3 days. To confine 
and starve a wild seal for 21 days seems cruel 
to me. 
 
I have a PhD in zoology and researched wild 
Australian fur seals for a 15 years. 
 
cheers,  
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3:48pm 
22/5/2017 

As instructed Luke Bond notifies Louise 
Wilson, Ben Goodsir and Rebecca Pinto of the 
email to  of Murdoch Clarke 
From: Bond, Luke (DPIPWE)  
Sent: Monday, 22 May 2017 3:48 PM 
To: Wilson, Louise (DPIPWE) 
Cc: Goodsir, Ben (DPIPWE); Febey, Justin 
(DPIPWE); Pinto, Rebecca (DPIPWE) 
Subject: TASSAL Seal Investigation Update - 
confidential 
Importance: High 
 
Hello Louise 
 
As you have requested that I keep you informed on the 
TASSAL investigation, Justin Febey and I meet today 
and determined that there is now sufficient information 
to identify persons of interest and compile questions 
that we need to put to these individuals regarding the 
investigation of holding of seals in circumpolar pens in 
September last year at the Roberts Point and the 
Soldiers Point leases. 
 
As such, I have written to Murdoch Clark Lawyers who 
act for TASSAL in this matter. 
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In that message I identified seven TASSAL employees 
that at this stage we wish to speak to and indicated that 
we intend to exercise powers under Section 26 (1) (b) 
Animal Welfare Act 1993 , whereby under direction 
and in accordance with DPP advice, we will require 
those persons to answer questions.   
 
I further indicted in the email that depending on the 
outcome of these directed interviews, there may be 
other TASSAL employees who we wish to contact to 
exercise powers under Section 26 (1) (b) of the Act. 
 
There is likely to be approximately ten or more people 
to interview.  To minimise inconvenience and provide 
plenty of time to free up the relevant employees, I 
proposed that the interviews be conducted during the 
week commencing the 12 June 2017 and sought 
feedback if they agree for us to make direct contact 
with the identified seven persons. 
 
I will keep you informed of our progress with this 
matter.  
 
Regards 
 
Luke 
 

5:26pm  
24/5/2017 I complete interview prepared questions 
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2/6/2017 Wilson, Ben Goodsir and Rebecca Pinto of the 
email to  of Murdoch Clarke. 
 
Hello Louise 
 
Further to my message below, I have had a number of 
phone calls and sent emails to with TASSAL’s solicitor 
at Murdoch Clark Lawyers seeking a convenient day 
and time when a number of employees could be 
interviewed under direction in accordance with the 
coercive powers of Section 26 (1) (b) Animal Welfare 
Act 1993. 
 
I had been informed by email by the Solicitors that the 
week commencing 12 June was not convenient and as 
such on 25 May I emailed and suggested an alternative 
later time frame for these interviews.  I did not receive 
a response.  As such on 30 May I sent a message asking 
if they could confirm with me an alternative date by the 
COB by todays date 2 June.  I have not had a 
response.  As such this evening I have written to 
Murdoch Clark Lawyers and stated; 
 
As I have not received confirmation of the preferred 
days and times your clients will be available for 
interviews, and as an authorised officer under the 
Animal Welfare Act 1993, it is my intention to make 
contact and interview a number of TASSAL employees 
as part of the investigation into the holding of seals in 
circumpolar pens at the TASSAL lease sites, Roberts 
Point and the Soldiers Point, in September 2016 and to 
exercise powers under Section 26 (1) (b) of the Act. 
 
These interviews will not occur until sometime after the 
end of the week commencing 12 June as the Solicitor 
requested and I have already agreed too. 
 
Regards 
 
Luke 
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4:00pm 
14/6/2017 

I meet with Luke Bond to discuss response and 
interview Tassal Staff interview strategy 
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(the Act) Authorised Officers have powers to require 
you to provide information.  This information will be 
sought from you during an interview.  In accordance 
with the Act, failure to answer any questions or 
knowingly providing false or misleading answers 
during the interview is an offence and can attract a 
penalty of a term of imprisonment of up to 6 months or 
a fine of 50 penalty units. 
 
Any questions you are asked during the interview will 
be directed to you as an individual and not as an 
authorised representative of Tassal Group Pty Ltd or 
any other entity.  
 
Any answers you provide during the interview are not 
admissible in any criminal or civil proceedings against 
you as an individual, except if you fail to comply with 
the requirement to answer questions or if you provide 
false or misleading information. However, any answer 
you provide may be admissible in any criminal or civil 
proceedings against another person or another entity, 
including Tassal Group Pty Ltd, Tassal Operations Pty 
Ltd.  
 
As such I request that you make contact with me as an 
Authorised Officer under S13 of the Act to arrange a 
date and time to meet next week (26 to 30 June 2017) to 
partake in the interview at our office located at 134 
Macquarie Street, Hobart. Can you please provide a 
written response to me by close of business tomorrow 
to confirm a suitable date and time.  
 
Please note, you have a right to have a lawyer of your 
choice or support person present during the interview. 
 
Please do not hesitate to call me if you wish to discuss. 
 
Yours sincerely 
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INVESTIGATION RUNNING SHEET 
  
 
 
 
 
Complainant: Informant  
Offence: Blue Denotes allegation to be verified - BlackVerified Fact. * Green 
Star Denotes Information known by Informants 
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prosecute 
•  

 
 

7 
September 
2016 

Wildlife Ranger Justin Febey obtains tip off 
from a highly credible and trusted industry 
source provided information that Tassal NW 
Bay was trapping and then unlawfully detaining 
for longer than 48 hours multiple fur seals in 
individual; circum-polar fish pens on Tassal’s 
Roberts Point Lease, Lease 142 and on Tassal’s 
Soldiers Point Lease, Lease 110. The informant 
further volunteered that this practice had been 
occurring for 2-3 weeks prior to their 
notification. 
 

*. 
 

2:20 pm 
Wednesday 
7 
September 
2016 

Wildlife Rangers Justin Febey and Mike 
Greenwood attend a circum polar fish pen 
within the Roberts Point lease, lease number 
142 operated by Tassal, located off Roberts 
Point Bruny Island in the D’Entrecasteaux 
channel. On arrival Wildlife Rangers observed 
15- 20 Australian fur seals of a similar age and 
size cohort being held unlawfully in a circum-
polar fish pen with a properly secured seal and 
bird predator net and properly secured jump 
fences designed to prevent seal access and or 
egress. The pen was observed to contain, 
neither salmon nor a fish food feed pipe. The 
pen was segregated from the rest of the active 
circum-polar fish pens on the Roberts lease site 
all of which contained salmon. The seals were 

*. 
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photographed and filmed in situ. 

From conversations with Tassal Staff that day 
onsite it was stated to Wildlife Ranger Justin 
Febey that they had removed some seals from 
the pen on the Roberts point lease pen that 
morning. 

Whilst on site at the Roberts Point lease site 
Wildlife Rangers observed series of access 
hatches cut in the side of the fish pen netting 
between the water level and the fish pen hand 
rail that were stitched shut. A purpose built 
aluminum sliding access gate was also 
observed stitched into the side of the fish pen 
netting between the water level and the fish pen 
hand. The access hatches and aluminum sliding 
access gate were photographed in situ. 

During this time a Tassal boat was observed 
heading south towards Soldiers lease, lease 
number 110, operated by Tassal, off  Soldiers 
Point Bruny Island in the D’Entrecasteaux 
channel.  

Wildlife Rangers Febey and Greenwood then 
untied the access hatches and opened the 
aluminum sliding access gate so the seals could 
escape from the pen at will. A total of 10 seals 
were observed escaping the pen 8 of which 
were filmed in the process of escape. 
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and was properly secured in all aspects other 
than where the side of the netting on the pen 
had been let down. Inside the pen Wildlife 
Rangers Febey and Greenwood observed two 
seals inside the pen and observed a further two 
seals external to the pen jump inside the pen 
when Wildlife Rangers Febey and Greenwood 
were approaching the site.  

Wildlife Ranger Febey spoke with  
 on board his boat and asked him 

what he was doing with the seals, to which he 
replied; 

 “We’ve got a problem you saw those two seals 
jump in the pen”. 

Ranger Febey then asked  why 
the seals were being held in the circum-polar 
pen on the Roberts Point Lease and informed 

 of  admissions as to 
why the seals were being held to which  

 made no reply. 

I then informed  we understood 
they had issues with fur seals on the lease and 
that we were willing to work with Tassal to 
look at solutions to address the issue however 
they shouldn’t have taken matters into their 
own hands and acted unlawfully by detaining 
the seals  
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6:19pm 13 
September 
2016 

Luke Bond emails   
Hello  

As part of the investigation into the holding of a 
number of seals in a fish pen at the TASSAL 
Robert’s Lease and further to our phone 
conversation on 8 September this year, I am 
writing to request that TASSAL please provide 
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the names and contact details of the person or 
persons responsible for the trapping and or 
placing of the seals in the fish pen located by 
Wildlife Rangers Justin Febey and Michael 
Greenwood on that day. 

I endeavoured to phone you this evening to 
discuss, however was unable to get through on 
your number. 

Could you please provide the names and 
contact details requested above to myself and 
Ranger Justin Febey within 7 days of the date 
of this message. 

Yours sincerely 

Luke Bond 
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Understood Louise 
 
What is their proposal and does it tie in with 
the current framework or require AEC review? 
 

1:21pm21/0
9/2016 

Louise Wilson responded 
 
Their proposal involves collecting seals in pens 
and relocating them in numbers greater than 
currently allowed under their permit.  We are 
currently considering the proposal from a 
policy and animal welfare perspective. It’s 
obviously tricky because they appeared to be 
doing this without consulting us and potentially 
in contravention of their current permit 
conditions – hence WOps involvement, and 
hence me wanting to just pause on activity for a 
couple of days.  I figured you have your hands 
full at the moment anyway as Acting Section 
Head for the next couple of weeks and having 
been down south last week!  
  
I’ll be in touch with further advice asap. I’m 
meeting with  re: the proposal and our 
response on Thursday  
  
Thanks 
Louise  
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From: Brennan, Warwick (DPIPWE)
To: Febey, Justin (DPIPWE)
Subject: FW: Print Summaries for 29/10/2016
Date: Monday, 14 November 2016 3:18:37 PM
Attachments: ~WRD000.jpg
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Outlet: The Australian
Image removed by sender.

The Australian Story ID
84039 Words 307 Date 29/10/2016 Page 7

Salmon farmer caught holding seals
Australia’s largest aquaculture company is under investigation after
breaching state regulations by holding groups of wild, protected fur
seals together in a pen for up to five days without approval.
Tassal, which farms salmon in pens around Tasmania, is understood to
have held up to 20 seals in a 120m-circumference fish pen for up to five
days.
Protocols mandate that seals captured on aquaculture leases be held
separately in approved cages, and for no . . .
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3. What was your understanding of Net Trial AEC  approval requirements 

8. How many seals were being held in the pens when you saw them

5. When did you become aware of the seals being held in the pens at Tassals Robert and Soldiers Point lease sites.
4. Who else new of these requirments and how did you know they were aware of these requirments

7. How did the seals get into the pens

9. Who did you sepak with regarding the seals being in the pen 
10. Who else knew about the selas being in the pen 
11. Why didn’t you notify
12. For what reason were the seals being held in the pen

Witnesses to Interview Under AWA1993 Compelability Caution With a View  NOT TO Prosecute

2. Who participated in Tassals  Net Trial AEC applicatioon and approval requirements upto and before 7 September 2016

13. How would the seals be retrieved out of the pen 

EVIDENCE REQUIRED WITNESS NAME

1. Who was aware of Tassals  Net Trial AEC applicatioon and approval requirements upto and before 7 September 2016

14. Given the dsifficulty in removing seals from a pen how could you be sure that the seals that was retrieved  for relocation hadn't been kept in the pen for days at at time

EVIDENCE TO BE CLARIFIED, OBTAINABLE 
YES/NO

REASONING

OPERATION VERITAS EVIDENCE REQUIRED MATRIX

8. What did you do when you became aware of the seals being held in he pen

                          Address 
Unknown                       

                     
                                  

      

9. How long were individual seals being held in the pen for?

6. How long had the practice of holding seals in the pens been going on for 
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WITNESS NAME EVIDENCE REQUIRED EVIDENCE TO BE CLARIFIED, OBTAINABLE 
YES/NO

REASONING

                                      

Witnesses to Interview Under Caution With a View to Prosecute
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This is an audio interview being conducted at 134 Macquarie Street 
Hobart the TIME Friday 30TH  June 2017  

Present is ASSITING AUTHORISED OFFICER Luke BOND 

and  of Tassal  

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you state  

Your full name please 

Your address 

Your date of birth  

Your occupation 

Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication that 
may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

 today I am making enquiries in relation to my 
observations of 20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen 
with no fish in it , segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the 
Roberts Point lease operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux 
channel  on Wednesday 7th of September 2016. Do you understand 
what we are to discuss today? 

I am required to ormally caution you before we begin questioning. 

I Luke Bond have been appointed as officers under section 13 of the 
Animal Welfare Act 1993. Under Section 13 A of that Act we are 
authorised to investigate possible contraventions of the Act. 

You are firstly cautioned that this interview and any answers you may 
give will be recorded. 
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Any questions you areasked during this interview are directed at you 
as an individual and not as an authorised representative of Tassal 
Group Pty Ltd or any other entity. 

Under Section 26 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993 you are required to 
truthfully answer any questions relating to the health and welfare of 
an animal or any other matter to which the Act applies. Failure to 
answer any questions or knowingly providing a false or misleading 
answer can attract a penalty of a term of imprisonment of up to 6 
months or a fine of 50 penalty units. 

Any answer you provide is not admissible in any criminal or civil 
proceedings against you as an individual, other than for charges if you 
fail to comply with the requirement to answer questioning or if you 
provide false or misleading information in this questioning. 

However, any answer you provide may be admissible in any criminal 
or civil proceedings against another person or another entity, 
including Tassal Group Pty Ltd, Tassal Operations Pty Ltd or any 
other entity. 

1.  How long have you worked with Tassal, have you 
worked with any other salmon producer in  other than 
Tassal? 
 

2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 

3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 

4. What does your role involve? 
 

5. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016  Tassal Vet  
 as Chief Investigator made application to the Animal 

Ethics Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier 
to stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 were you aware of this trial prior to 7 September 2016? 
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6. It is my understanding that July13, 2016 the AEC gave approval 

to undertake the proposed trial on several conditions is this 
correct? 
 

7. When did this trial commence? 
 

8. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 

9. I understand there have been a number of approved amendments 
to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is my 
understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial trial 
was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate occasions you 
proposed to contain 1Australian fur seal for a maximum period 
of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with salmon carcasses 
placed as bait in the pen contained behind a new type of netting 
in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to chew through the new 
netting to determine the nettings resistance to seals. Is this 
correct? 
 

10. Were you aware of the seal welfare permit application 
conditions and AEC permit conditions for the trial to proceed 
prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

11. What were those animal welfare considerations? 
 

12. How were the seals sourced and kept for this trial? 
 

13. How many people work out of the Operational base 
located at 21 Pothana Place Electrona 7054? 
 

14. Of those people how may report to you? 
 

15. What are their roles? 
 

16. Do you have Seal mitigation teams that undertake the seal 
trapping? 
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17. What are the team member’s names? 

 
18. When did you become aware of the seals being held in the 

pens at Tassals Robert and Soldiers Point lease sites. 
 

19. How did you become aware of the seals being held in the 
pens at Tassals Robert and Soldiers Point lease sites. 
 

20. How many seals were being held in the pen when you saw 
them? 
 

21. Did anyone at Tassal have any permit or authority at that 
time to contain multiple seals within a circum polar pen? 
 

22. Were the seal being held in the pen as part of the AEC 
application project number 28/2015-2016 to test netting 
materials as a physical barrier to stop seal predation of salmon 
from aquaculture fish containment pens. 

 

23. What did you do when you became aware of the seals 
being held in the pen? 
 

24. Who did you speak with regarding the seals being held in 
the pens contrary to the permit conditions and the Seal 
Management Framework requirements? 
 

25. When did you notify these people? 
 

26. What happened then?  ( elaborate on alleged discussions 
between Lease staff,  

) 
 

27. Who from Tassal knew about the seal being held in these 
pens? 
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28. Why did you not notify Wildlife Operations of the 
unlawful containment of the seals within the circumpolar pens 
when you identified this was occurring unlawfully? 

 

29. I have information from a credible source that the holding 
of seals in properly secured fish pen has been occurring for at 
least two weeks prior to my discovery of the 20 fur seals in the 
properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 September 2016 
 

30. For what reason were the 20 fur seals put in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

31. To your knowledge how long has this been happening for? 
 

32. Who put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

33. Under whose instruction did they put the seals in the 
properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

34. It takes a minimum of two people to retrieve and land seal 
from a seal trap who undertook that work? 
 

35. How long were the seals held in the pen for? 
 

36. Can you provide your experience in removing seals from 
circum polar pens? 
 

37. Can it be difficult to remove seals from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

38. What are those difficulties? 
 

39. Other than using sedation techniques can it take multiple 
days to get a seal out of a circumpolar pen?  
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40. Without approved sedation and removal techniques being 
used by trained staff  how difficult would it be to visually 
identify an individual seal and remove it from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

41. Given the difficulties you’ve identified in identifying 
individual seals and  removing them from a pen how likely 
would it be  that some of the seals being kept in the pen Wildlife 
Operations  discovered on Wednesday the of September 2016  
may have been  kept in the pen for multiple consecutive days? 
 

42. From my observation s of the seals that I released from the 
fish pen a couple were extremely lethargic consistent with 
having low energy due to having no availability to food for an 
extended period,  How long had the seals been in the fish pen 
that I observed in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

43. Were the seals checked by a veterinarian officer do 
determine their health whilst being held in the pen? 
 
 

44. To your knowledge were the seals fed at all whilst being 
held in the circumpolar pens? 

 

45. Why is feeding fish within a circumpolar pen a bad thing 
to do? 

 

46. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping that seals may only 
be trapped using an approved seal trap with current approval 
tags attached. There are two approved seal traps registered for 
Tassal NW Bay they are Seal trap H144028 and H 144029 Were 
the seal trapped using these approved traps? 
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47. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is below 18 degrees Celsius the trap containing the 
seal must as soon as possible but within 6 (six) hours of capture 
be removed from the water and located on land or placed under 
effective control. The seal must be transferred to an approved 
Holding Cage (DPIPWE current approval tag attached) with a 
maximum mesh size of 90mm (bar). Why has this not occurred? 
 

48. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping Only one seal at a 
time may be held in each compartment of an approved holding 
cage. Why has this not occurred? 
 

49. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact 
officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under effective control 
in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the potential for 
heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE contact officer consulted 
with to keep the Seals in the water after 6 hours of their capture? 
 

50. Why did Tassal staff not comply with those conditions? 
 

51. Who undertakes the seal relocations for Tassal NW Bay 
Lease sites? 
 

52.  I have checked our records and since the 11th of August 
2016 Tassal NW Bay has only used one of the then two 
available approved seal relocation service providers being 
channel seal relocations. As at the 7 August 2016 channel seal 
relocations could only relocate 5 seals within a 9 hour turn 
around. The other available approved seal relocation service 
provider Wildlife Relocations Australia can relocate 11 seals 
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with a 9 hour turn around. My question to you is, If Tassal are 
having such a problem with seals at the NW Bay lease as   

 and  say and  Tassal  can ‘t have the seals 
relocated quickly enough why did they not use both of the 
approved seal relocation service providers available at the time 
for Tassal NW Bay? 
 

53. Does operational costs determine which approved seal 
relocation service provider Tassal use and when? 
 

54.  Channel seal relocations employees are  
 and  they are employees of 

Tassal is that correct?  
 

55.  Which lease area of Tassal do they work? 
 

56. What are their roles at Tassal?  
 

57.  Are any of these employees responsible for trapping seals 
in the Tassal Operations managed out of NW Bay? 
 

58. Who and what leases? 
 

59. Were  and  involved with 
trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured fish 
pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

60. How were  and  involved with 
trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured fish 
pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September? 
 
 

61. Were  or  
 involved with trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the 

properly secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
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62. It would be fair to say the seals Tassal has trapped and 
relocated have identified human activity and human 
infrastructure such as boats and fish farm pens as providing a 
food source is that correct. 
 

63. If Tassal has been holding seals for several days without 
feeding them and then relocating the seals in the north of the 
state close to the city of Devonport, what has been Tassals duty 
of care to the general boating and fishing public in the 
Devonport area when releasing starved and potentially desperate 
seals who identify humans and human activity as providing a 
food source? 
 

64. Luke is there anything you would like to ask of  
? 

 
65.  is there anything you would like to say regarding 

this matter?  
 

66.  do you have any complaint in the manner you 
have been treated by myself or Luke during the course of this 
interview today? 
 

67. Apart from the coercive powers has any promise or 
inducement been made to you to participate in this interview 
today? 
 

68. This interview is concluded at TIME 
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This is an audio interview being conducted at 134 Macquarie street  
the TIME DATE 2017  

Present is ASSITING AUTHORISED OFFICER 

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you state  

Your full name please 

Your address 

Your date of birth  

Your occupation 

Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication that 
may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

 today I am making enquiries in relation to my 
observations of 20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen 
with no fish in it, segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the 
Roberts Point lease operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux 
channel  on Wednesday 7th of September 2016. Do you understand 
what we are to discuss today? 

I am required to formally caution you before we begin questioning. 

I “and Luke Bond have been appointed as officers under section 13 of 
the Animal Welfare Act 1993. Under Section 13 A of that Act I/we 
are authorised to investigate possible contraventions of the Act. 

You are firstly cautioned that this interview and any answers you may 
give will be recorded. 
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Any questions you are asked during this interview are directed at you 
as an individual and not as an authorised representative of Tassal 
Group Pty Ltd or any other entity. 

Under Section 26 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993 you are required to 
truthfully answer any questions relating to the health and welfare of 
an animal or any other matter to which the Act applies. Failure to 
answer any questions or knowingly providing a false or misleading 
answer can attract a penalty of a term of imprisonment of up to 6 
months or a fine of 50 penalty units. 

Any answer you provide is not admissible in any criminal or civil 
proceedings against you as an individual, other than for charges if you 
fail to comply with the requirement to answer questioning or if you 
provide false or misleading information in this questioning. 

However, any answer you provide may be admissible in any criminal 
or civil proceedings against another person or another entity, 
including Tassal Group Pty Ltd, Tassal Operations Pty Ltd or any 
other entity. 

1.  How long have worked with Tassal? 
 
2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 
3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 
4. What does your role involve? 
 
5. Other tha  are there any other vets that work 

with Tassal? 
 
6. Who are they what are their roles 
 
7. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016  as 

Chief Investigator made application to the Animal Ethics 
Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier to 
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stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 is this correct. 

 
8. It is my understanding that July13, 2016 the AEC gave 

approval to undertake the proposed trial on several conditions 
is this correct? 

 
9. Were you involved in this trial 
 
10. Did you obtain the relevant permits to detain the seals as 

part of the trial proposal? (Whose permit was that, what were 
the conditions?) 

 
11. When did this trial commence? 
 
12. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 
13. I understand there have been a number of approved 

amendments to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is 
my understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial 
trial was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate 
occasions you proposed to contain 1Australian fur seal for a 
maximum period of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with 
salmon carcasses placed as bait in the pen contained behind a 
new type of netting in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to 
chew through the new netting to determine the nettings 
resistance to seals. Is this correct?  

 
14. In the  proposal dated July 1, 2016 it details that; 
 
1. 1 seal only to be held in the pen to eliminate the risk of inter 

seal aggression.  
2. A haul out will be provided in the pen to allow the seal to rest 

as required. 
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3. Visual monitoring will be used for the period of containment 
to monitor body condition and seal behaviour to monitor for 
signs of stress. 

Is this correct? 

15. How many seals were detained in a pen at any one time? 
 
16. For how long were the seals detained within the 

circumpolar pens 
 
17. What animal welfare considerations were monitored whilst 

the seals were contained within the pens as part of the trial. 
 
18. Were there haul out sites provided in the circum polar pens 

for the seals as detailed in the application? 
 

19. It is my understanding that the AEC gave approval to 
undertake the proposed trial on several conditions but 
specifically 

 
1. Any permits, approvals, or licences required by law for the 

project activities must be acquired prior to commencement of 
research. 

2. All aspects of the project must conform to the requirements of 
the Australian code for the care and use of animals for scientific 
purposes 2013. 

Is this correct? 

20. Specifically clause  3.2.13 and 3.1.5.of  the Australian 
code for the care and use of animals for scientific purposes 
2013 it states 

 
3.2.13 Animals must be provided with accommodation, 
physical and social environmental conditions, food, water 
and care to meet species-specific or strain-specific 
physical and behavioural needs. If the requirements of a 
project or activity preclude or modify these conditions, 
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special ethical consideration and specific AEC approval 
are required (see Clauses 1.9 and 3.1.5).  
 
1.9 Practices and procedures used for the care and 
management of animals must be based on current best 
practice that: 

i. takes into consideration the relevant aspects of 
species-specific biology, physiology and behaviour 

ii. is based on the best available scientific evidence (or, 
in the absence of scientific evidence, accepted 
practice), which includes the potential adverse 
impact of conditions and procedures on the 
wellbeing of the animals 

iii. includes strategies to minimise adverse impacts. 

Special ethical consideration and AEC approval are 
required where these conditions are precluded by the 
requirements of a project or activity. 

3.1.5 Animals must be cared for and managed so that 
species-specific or strain-specific physiological and 
behavioural needs are met. 

 

21. What provisions were made for the care of the seals during 
the trial up to September 7 2016 to comply with clauses 1.9, 
3.1.5, 3.2.13 of the Australian code for the care and use of 
animals for scientific purposes 2013. 
 

22. What actions were undertaken to provide food for the seals 
if they were not able to access the food bait for themselves as 
part of the trial. 

 
23. It is my understanding that for the trial to comply with the 

Animal Welfare Act 1993 that if a seal had not accessed the 
fish bait after 2 days the seal was to be released is this 
correct? 
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34. How long did it take to trap and place all these seals in the 
fish pen? 

 
35. Did Tassal   know of 

holding the seals in the Pen? Did he participate in anyway? 
 
36. How long were the seals held in the pen for? 
 
37. Can you provide your experience in removing seals from 

circum polar pens? 
 
38. Can it be difficult to remove seals from a circum polar 

pen? 
 
39. What are those difficulties? 
 
40. Other than using sedation techniques, can it take multiple 

days to get a seal out of a circumpolar pen?  
 
41. Without approved sedation and removal techniques being 

used by trained staff how difficult, would it be to visually 
identify an individual seal and remove it from a circum polar 
pen? 

 
42. Given the difficulties you’ve identified in identifying 

individual seals and  removing them from a pen how likely 
would it be  that some of the seals being kept in the pen 
Wildlife Operations  discovered on Wednesday the of 
September 2016  may have been  kept in the pen for multiple 
consecutive days? 

 
43. From my observations of the seals that I released from the 

fish pen a couple were extremely lethargic consistent with 
having low energy due to having no availability to food for an 
extended period,  How long had the seals been in the fish pen 
that I observed in the properly secured fish pen on 
Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
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44. Did you check the seals I observed in the properly secured 

fish pen on Wednesday 7 September 2016?to determine their 
health whilst being held in the pen? 

 
45. Were the seals fed at all? 
 
46. Seals obtain their required fluid intake by eating, How did 

you monitor and manage the risk of the seals dehydrating 
from not being able to feed? 

 
47. Was an accredited Seal Relocation Service Provider 

notified as soon as possible following the capture of these 
seals?  If yes which service provider? If not Why not? 

 
 
48.  It is a requirement of the It is a requirement of the Seal 

Management Framework Minimum Requirements 2014 A 
Trapping When the ambient air temperature is below 18 
degrees Celsius the trap containing the seal must as soon as 
possible but within 6 (six) hours of capture be removed from 
the water and located on land or placed under effective 
control. The seal must be transferred to an approved Holding 
Cage (DPIPWE current approval tag attached) with a 
maximum mesh size of 90mm (bar). Why has this not 
occurred? 

 
49. It is a requirement of the It is a requirement of the Seal 

Management Framework Minimum Requirements 2014 A 
Trapping Only one seal at a time may be held in each 
compartment of a holding cage. Why has this not occurred? 

 
50. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 

Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient 
air temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
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provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE 
contact officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under 
effective control in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to 
reduce the potential for heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE 
contact officer consulted with to keep the Seals in the water 
after 6 hours of their capture? 

 
51. Why did you not contact the authorised DPIPWE contact 

officers listed in the framework to hold the seals in the water 
for longer than 6hrs? 

 
 
52. From conversations with Tassal Staff that day and 

admission made to me by  via a mobile phone 
conversation at approximately 3:25 Wednesday 7 September 
2016. It was stated to me by  that the seals were 
put in the properly secured fish pen with no fish it, segregated 
from the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point lease as 
and I quote “We can’t relocate them  fast enough so we hold 
them there to relocate when we can” Is that why the seals 
were being held in the fish pen? 

 
53. Tassal currently have a permit to hold seals in a fish pen 

until such time as you can relocate them and part of that 
permit is that the Animal Welfare Act must be complied with 
is this correct? 

 

54. When was this permit issued to Tassal? 
 
55. Has Tassal ever enacted this permit? 
 
56. Is  the reason  Tassal has not enacted this permit because 

to comply with the requirements of the Animal Welfare Act 
1993 as stipulated in the permit conditions,  Tassal would be 
lawfully required to feed the seals in the care? 
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57. Why would feeding seals being held within a circumpolar 
pen be a bad thing to do? 

 
58. Why did you not make application to the department to 

hold seals in a fish pen until such time as you can relocate 
them prior to you doing so as discovered Wednesday 7th of 
September 2016 

 
59. Is this because of the same reason as why I located the 20 

fur seals in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016, because you can’t relocate them quickly 
enough? 

 

60. Who undertakes the seal relocations for you? 
 
 
61. Does operational costs determine which approved seal 

relocation service provider you use and when? 
 
 
62. Were  and  involved with 

trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured 
fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 

 

63. How were  and  involved 
with trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 
2016? 

 
64. Were  or  

 involved with trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in 
the properly secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 

 
65. It would be fair to say the seals you have trapped and 

relocated have identified human activity and human 
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infrastructure such as boats and fish farm pens as providing a 
food source is that correct. 

 
66.  If you have been holding seals for several days without 

feeding them and then relocating the seals in the north of the 
state close to the city of Devonport, what has been your duty 
of care to the general boating and fishing public in the 
Devonport area when releasing starved and potentially 
desperate seals who identify humans and human activity as 
providing food? 

 
67. Luke is there anything you would like to ask of  

? 
 
68.  is there anything you would like to say regarding 

this matter.  
 
69.  do you have any complaint in the manner you have 

been treated by Luke or myself during the course of this 
interview today? 

 
70.  apart from the powers under s26 of the Animal 

Welfare Act to truthfully answer the questions in this 
interview   has any promise or inducement been made to you 
to participate in this interview today? 

 
71.  
This interview is concluded at TIME 
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This is an audio interview being conducted at LOCATION Hobart the 
DATE TIME  

  
Present is ASSITING AUTHORISED OFFICER 
 

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you 
state; 
 
Your full name please 
 
Your address 
 
Your date of birth  
 
Your occupation 
 
Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication 
that may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

 today I am making enquiries in relation to my 
observations of 20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish 
pen with no fish in it , segregated from the rest of the fish pens 
on the Roberts Point lease operated by Tassal, in the Dentre 
Casteaux channel  on Wednesday 7th of September 2016. Do 
you understand what we are to discuss today? 
 
I am going to ask you some questions in relation to the matter 
but before I do I must inform you that you are not obliged to say 
or do anything unless you wish to do so and that anything you 
do say or do will be audio recorded and may later be given as 
evidence. Do you understand this caution? 
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1.  How long have you worked with Tassal, have you 
worked with any other salmon producer in Tasmania other than 
Tassal? 
 

2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 

3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 
 

4. What does your role involve? 
 

5. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016  Tassal Vet  
 as Chief Investigator made application to the Animal 

Ethics Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier 
to stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 were you aware of this trial prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

6. It is my understanding that July13, 2016 the AEC gave approval 
to undertake the proposed trial on several conditions is this 
correct? 
 

7. When did this trial commence? 
 

8. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 

9. I understand there have been a number of approved amendments 
to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is my 
understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial trial 
was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate occasions you 
proposed to contain 1 Australian fur seal for a maximum period 
of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with salmon carcasses 
placed as bait in the pen contained behind a new type of netting 
in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to chew through the new 
netting to determine the nettings resistance to seals. Is this 
correct? 
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10. Were you aware of the seal welfare permit application 
conditions and AEC permit conditions for the trial to proceed 
prior to 7 September 2016? 

 

11. How many people work out of the Operational base 
located at 21 Pothana Place Electrona 7054? 
 

12. Of those people how may report to you? 
13. What are their roles? 

 
14. Do you have Seal mitigation team that undertake the seal 

trapping? 
 

15. What are their names? 
 

16. I have information from a credible source that the holding 
of seals in properly secured fish pen has been occurring for at 
least two weeks prior to my discovery of the 20 fur seals in the 
properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 September 2016. 
How long has this been happening for? 
 

17. For what reason were the 20 fur seals put in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

18. Who put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

19. Under whose instruction did they put the seals in the 
properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

20. Under whose instruction did you coordinate putting the 
seals in the properly secured fish pen that I observed on 
Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

21. It takes a minimum of two people to retrieve and land seal 
from a seal trap who undertook that work? 
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22. Did Tassal   know of 

holding the seals in the Pen? Did he participate in anyway? 
 

23. How long were the seals held in the pen for? 
 

24. How did you distinguish one seal from another to know 
how long they had been held for? 

25. So it possible that any one seal in that pen has been held 
for longer than 7 days? 
 

26. From my observation s of the seals that I released from the 
fish pen a couple were extremely lethargic consistent with 
having low energy due to having no availability to food for an 
extended period,  How long had the seals been in the fish pen 
that I observed in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

27. Were the seals checked by a veterinarian officer do 
determine their health whilst being held in the pen? 
 

28. Were the seals fed at all? 
 

29. Seals obtain their required fluid intake by eating, How did 
you monitor and manage the risk of the seals dehydrating from 
not being able to feed? 
 

30. Were the seals removed from the water and located on 
land or placed under effective control within 6 hours of their 
trapping? Why not? 
 

31. Was an accredited Seal Relocation Service Provider 
notified as soon as possible following the capture of these seals?  
If yes which service provider? If not Why not? 
 

32. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping that seals may only 
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be trapped using an approved seal trap with current approval 
tags attached. There are two approved seal traps registered for 
Tassal NW Bay they are Seal trap H144028 and H 144029 Were 
the seal trapped using these approved traps? 
 

33. It is a requirement of the It is a requirement of the Seal 
Management Framework Minimum Requirements 2014 A 
Trapping When the ambient air temperature is below 18 degrees 
Celsius the trap containing the seal must as soon as possible but 
within 6 (six) hours of capture be removed from the water and 
located on land or placed under effective control. The seal must 
be transferred to an approved Holding Cage (DPIPWE current 
approval tag attached) with a maximum mesh size of 90mm 
(bar). Why has this not occurred? 
 

34. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping Only one seal at a 
time may be held in each compartment of a holding cage. Why 
has this not occurred? 
 

35. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact 
officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under effective control 
in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the potential for 
heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE contact officer consulted 
with to keep the Seals in the water after 6 hours of their capture? 
 

36. Why did your staff not comply with those conditions? 
 

37. Do you agree that you and I had mobile phone 
conversations on Wednesday 7 September 2016 regarding the 
20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen with no 
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fish it, segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts 
Point lease? 
 

38. Do you agree that at approximately 3:25 Wednesday 7 
September 2016 it was stated to me by you that the seals were 
put in the properly secured fish pen with no fish in it, segregated 
from the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point lease as and I 
quote “We can’t relocate them  fast enough so we hold them 
there to relocate when we can” Is that why the seals were being 
held in the fish pen? 
 

39. Tassal currently have an application into the department to 
hold seals in a fish pen until such time as you can relocate them 
is this correct? 
 

40. Why did you not make application to the department to 
hold seals in a fish pen until such time as you can relocate them 
prior to you doing so as discovered Wednesday 7th of September 
2016? 
 

41. Is this because of the same reason as why I located the 20 
fur seals in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016, because you can’t relocate e them quickly 
enough? 
 

42. Who undertakes the seal relocations for you? 
 

43. I have checked our records and since the 11th of August 
2016 Tassal NW Bay has only used one of the then two 
available approved seal relocation service providers being 
channel seal relocations. As at the 7 August 2016 channel seal 
relocations could only relocate 5 seals within a 9 hour turn 
around. The other available approved seal relocation service 
provider Wildlife Relocations Australia can relocate 11 seals 
with a 9 hour turn around. My question to you is, If Tassal are 
having such a problem with seals at the NW Bay lease and you 
say and  you  can ‘t have them relocated quickly enough why 
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did you not use both of the approved seal relocation service 
providers available at the time for Tassal NW Bay? 
 

44. Does operational costs determine which approved seal 
relocation service provider you use and when? 
 

45. Channel seal relocations employees are  
 and  they are employees of 

Tassal is that correct?  
 

46. Which lease area of Tassal do they work? 
 

47. What are their roles at Tassal? 
 

48. Are any of these employees responsible for trapping seals 
in the Tassal Operations managed out of NW Bay? 
 

49. Who and what leases? 
 

50. Were  and  involved with 
trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured fish 
pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

51. How were  and  involved 
with trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

52. Were  or  
 involved with trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the 

properly secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

53. It would be fair to say the seals you have trapped and 
relocated have identified human activity and human 
infrastructure such as boats and fish farm pens as providing a 
food source is that correct? 
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54. If you have been holding seals for several days without 
feeding them and then relocating the seals in the north of the 
state close to the city of Devonport, what has been you duty of 
care to the general boating and fishing public in the Devonport 
area when releasing starved and potentially desperate seals who 
identify humans and human activity as providing a food source? 
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This is an audio interview being conducted at LOCATION Hobart the 
DATE TIME  

Present is ASSITING AUTHORISED OFFICER 

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you state  

Your full  please 

Your address 

Your date of birth  

Your occupation 

Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication that 
may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

I am going to ask you some questions in relation to the matter but 
before I do I must inform you that you are not obliged to say or do 
anything unless you wish to do so and that anything you do say or do 
will be audio recorded and may later be given as evidence. Do you 
understand this caution? 

 

1.  how long have you worked with Tassal, have you 
worked with any other salmon producer in Tasmania other than 
Tassal? 
 

2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 

3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 

4. What does your role involve? 
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5. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016    

 as Chief Investigator made application to the Animal 
Ethics Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier 
to stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 were you aware of this trial prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

6. It is my understanding that July13, 2016 the AEC gave approval 
to undertake the proposed trial on several conditions is this 
correct? 
 

7. Were you involved in this trial? 
 

8. What was your role? 
 

9. When did this trial commence? 
 

10. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 

11. I understand there have been a number of approved 
amendments to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is 
my understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial 
trial was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate occasions 
you proposed to contain 1Australian fur seal for a maximum 
period of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with salmon 
carcasses placed as bait in the pen contained behind a new type 
of netting in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to chew 
through the new netting to determine the nettings resistance to 
seals. Is this correct? 
 

12. Were you aware of the seal welfare permit application 
conditions and AEC permit conditions for the trial to proceed 
prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

13. How many people work out of the Operational base 
located at 21 Pothana Place Electrona 7054? 
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14. What are their roles? 

 
15. Who do you report to? 

 
16. Who reports to you? 

 
17. Who were your deckhands during August and September 

2016 
 

18. Do you have Seal mitigation team that undertake the seal 
trapping? 
 

19. What are their names? 
 

20. I have information from a credible source that the holding 
of seals in properly secured fish pen has been occurring for at 
least two weeks prior to my discovery of the 20 fur seals in the 
properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 September 2016. 
How long has this been happening for? 
 

21. From our investigation and subsequent interviews, it has 
become apparent that Tassal staff on the Channel lease sites and 
in particular, or most commonly, the Night Shift staff team of 

 and You, 
trapped as many seals as you could for the purposes of 
relocation. And if during doing so,  they trapped more than 5 
seals,  which was the total number of seals at that time that 
could be relocated by the then  preferred seal relocation service 
provider Channel Seal Relocation on the following day, the 
excess seals were placed in the pen that I observed 7 September 
2016 on the Roberts lease site and held in reserve. Is that 
correct? 
 
 

22. It has also become apparent that conversely if not enough 
seals were trapped overnight they would then take seals that 
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were being held in the pen I observed 7 September 2016  to 
make up the relocation numbers is that correct?   
difficult to get the seals out why would you put seals in and then 
try and capture back out of the pen, time to do/cost to do/ easier 
to just trap and relocate initially and use reserves as and when) 
 

23. Can you explain in your words what the process was in 
relation to containing the seals in the circum-polar pen that I 
observed 7 September 2016 at Roberts lease site.  
 

24. Who primarily operated the vessel TATSUNA? (Night 
watch?) 
 

25. Who else trapped the seals in the properly secured fish pen 
that I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

26. As of 26 July 2016 there were only 2 approved seal traps 
with approval tags attached recorded at Tassal NW Bay 
operations these were H144028 and H144029 were these the 
traps used to trap the seals? 
 

27. Were any other seal traps used to trap the fur seals on the 
NW Bay operations lease area post 26 July 2016 and pre 7 
September 2016? (where from?) 
 

28. For what reason were the 20 fur seals put in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

29. Who trapped the seals in the properly secured fish pen that 
I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

30. Who put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

31. Did you put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
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32. How many seals did you put in the properly secured fish 
pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

33. How long did it take to trap and place all these seals in the 
fish pen? 
 

34. Over what period did you put the seals in the properly 
secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 September 
2016? 
 

35. Under whose instruction did you put/coordinate the seals 
in the properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 
 

36. Did you have any permit or authority to trap and put seals 
in circum polar pen?  

 

37. Did Tassal have any permit or authority to trap and put 
seals in circum polar pen I observed 7 September 2016?  

 

38. Whose idea was it to place and hold fur seals within a 
properly secured circum polar pen?   

?) 
 

39. Who from DPIPWE gave that permission? 
 

40. Who told you it was ok to put seals in the circum polar 
pen. How was it conveyed to you and by whom? What form did 
the permission take was it a permit an email a phone 
conversation? 
 

41. Did you ask whether it was lawful to hold the seals in the 
circum-polar pen that I observed on the Roberts Point lease site 
on the 7th September 2016. Who did you ask, what did they say, 
why did you ask that question.   
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42. It takes a minimum of two people to retrieve and land seal 

from a seal trap who helped you? 
 

43. Under whose instruction did they put the seals in the 
properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

44. Did Tassal   know of 
holding the seals in the Pen? Did he participate in anyway? 
 

45. How long were the seals held in the pen for? 
 

46. How did you record how long the seals were kept in the 
pen for? 
 

47. During the two weeks before I observed the seals being 
held in the pen on the 7 September 2016, how many times did 
Tassal staff on the channel lease sites capture more seals than 
could be relocated? 
 

48. During the two weeks before I observed the seals being 
held in the pen on the 7 September 2016,  how many times did 
Tassal staff on the channel lease sites not capture more seals 
than could be relocated? 
 

49. How many times were seals taken out of the pen, how 
many?, by whom?, and when?. Was this recorded anywhere 
where are those records? 
 

50. Can you provide your experience in removing seals from 
circum polar pens? 
 

51. Can it be difficult to remove seals from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

52. What are those difficulties? 
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53. Was the only time the seals were taken out of the pen for 

relocation purposes?  
 

54. Once you started holding seals within the pen that I 
observed on 7 September 2016 at Roberts lease site were any 
released out of the pen onsite or did you hold them until 
relocation space was available? (If released for what purpose or 
why?) 
 

55. How many seals did you retrieve from the properly 
secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 September 
2016? 
 

56. How did you know what seal had been in the pen the 
longest to retrieve it? 
 

57. What precautions were taken to ensure a seal was not held 
in the pen for multiple days? 
 

58. How many times did you unsuccessfully try to retrieve 
seals from the properly secured fish pen that I observed on 
Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

59. When did you unsuccessfully try to retrieve seals from the 
properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

60. Do you maintain seal trapping records detailing when and 
how many seals are trapped on the channel lease sites? 
 

61. Where are those records kept? 
 

62. Were those records kept accurately or were they altered to 
deceive the required monthly seal trapping and relocation 
reporting to the Wildlife Management Branch? 
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63. Who recorded the trapping records for the seals I observed 
in the circum polar pen 7 September 2016?    
 

64. Who altered or fabricated those trapping records?    
 

65. Other than using sedation techniques can it take multiple 
days to get a seal out of a circumpolar pen?  
 

66. Without approved sedation and removal techniques being 
used by trained staff how difficult would it be to visually 
identify an individual seal and remove it from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

67. Given the difficulties you’ve identified in identifying 
individual seals and  removing them from a pen how likely 
would it be  that some of the seals being kept in the pen Wildlife 
Operations  discovered on Wednesday the of September 2016  
may have been  kept in the pen for multiple consecutive days? 
 

68. From my observation s of the seals that I released from the 
fish pen a couple were extremely lethargic consistent with 
having low energy due to having no availability to food for an 
extended period,  How long had the seals been in the fish pen 
that I observed in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

69. Once the seals were placed in the circum polar pen who 
held the duty of care for their welfare?  
 

70. Were the seals welfare monitored for inter-seal aggression 
whilst being held in the pen. 
 

71. What haul out space was provided for the seals when they 
were being held within the pen?  
 

72. Were the seals checked by a veterinarian officer do 
determine their health whilst being held in the pen? 
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73. Were the seals fed at all? Who? What with? When? How 

many times? How did you ensure they all received food and not 
just dominanat seals? How recorded 
 

74. Seals obtain their required fluid intake by eating, How did 
you monitor and manage the risk of the seals dehydrating from 
not being able to feed? 
 

75. From our records you undertook seal trapping training 30 
April 2015 and Seal relocation training 4 August 2016. You 
have held a seal trapping permit since 19 May 2015 and held a 
relocation permit since 5 August 2016, I now present to you a 
copy of your 2016 trapping permit, permit number 3290/15 and 
a copy of your 2016 relcation permit, permit number 3728/16. 
 

76. Will you sign and date them please as proof that I have 
shown them to you today? 
 

77. Were you aware it is a breach of your trapping permit and 
an offence to trap and hold the 20 fur seals that I observed being 
held in a properly secured fish pen on the Roberts Point lease 
operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux channel on 
Wednesday 7th of September 2016. 
 
 

78. Who conducted the required training to obtain seal 
trapping permit? 
 

79. As part of the training it is a requirement to undertake and 
pass a written multiple choice test to demonstrate you 
understand what you have been trained in the safe and effective 
use of deterrents.  I now present to you a copy of the written test 
will you sign and date that please as proof that I have shown it 
to you today? 
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80. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 2 please. 
 

81. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 3 please? 
 

82. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 6 please? 
 

83. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 8 please? 
 

84. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 9 please? 
 

85. I am now going to ask you some questions in relation to 
your 2016 permit Permit No: MRTRA 3290/15 
 

86. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 2 please? 
 

87. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping that seals may only 
be trapped using an approved seal trap with current approval 
tags attached. There are two approved seal traps registered for 
Tassal NW Bay they are Seal trap H144028 and H 144029 Were 
the seal trapped using these approved traps? 
 

88. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 3 please? 
 

89. Were the seals removed from the water and located on 
land or placed under effective control within 6 hours of their 
trapping? Why not? 

 

90. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 4 please? 
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91. Was an accredited Seal Relocation Service Provider 

notified as soon as possible following the capture of these seals?  
If yes which service provider? If not Why not? 
 

92. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 7 please? 
 

93.  It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is below 18 degrees Celsius the trap containing the 
seal must as soon as possible but within 6 (six) hours of capture 
be removed from the water and located on land or placed under 
effective control. The seal must be transferred to an approved 
Holding Cage (DPIPWE current approval tag attached) with a 
maximum mesh size of 90mm (bar). Why has this not occurred? 
 

94. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping Only one seal at a 
time may be held in each compartment of a holding cage. Why 
has this not occurred? 
 

95. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact 
officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under effective control 
in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the potential for 
heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE contact officer consulted 
with to keep the Seals in the water after 6 hours of their capture? 
 

96. Why did you not contact the authorised DPIPWE contact 
officers listed in the framework to hold the seals in the water for 
longer than 6hrs? 
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97. Why did you not comply with those conditions of your 
permit? 
 

98. From conversations with Tassal Staff that day and 
admission made to me by  via a mobile phone 
conversation at approximately 3:25 Wednesday 7 September 
2016. It was stated to me by  that the seals were put 
in the properly secured fish pen with no fish it, segregated from 
the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point lease as and I quote 
“We can’t relocate them  fast enough so we hold them there to 
relocate when we can” Is that why the seals were being held in 
the fish pen? 
 

99. After I discovered the seals being held in the circum polar 
pen 7 September 2018 Tassal made application to DPIPWE and 
were issued with  a permit to hold seals in a fish pen until such 
time as Tassal relocate them and part of that permit is that the 
Animal Welfare Act must be complied with is this correct? 

 

100. When was this permit issued to Tassal? 
 

101. Did Tassal ever enact this permit? 
 

102. Is  the reason  Tassal has not enacted this permit because 
to comply with the requirements of the Animal Welfare Act 
1993 as stipulated in the permit conditions,  Tassal would be 
lawfully required to feed the seals in the care? 
 

103. Why is feeding seals being held within a circumpolar pen 
be a bad thing to do? 
 

104. Why did Tassal not make application to the department to 
hold seals in a fish pen until such time as you can relocate them 
prior to you doing so as discovered Wednesday 7th of September 
2016? 
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105. Is this because of the same reason as why I located the 20 
fur seals in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016, because you can’t relocate them quickly 
enough? 

 

106. You are the owner of Channel Seal Relocations is this 
correct? 
 

107. Are any other Tassal employees partners with you in your 
seal relocation business? Who? Since when? 
 

108.   
 

109. I have checked our records and since the 11th of August 
2016 Tassal NW Bay has only used one of the two available 
approved seal relocation service providers being your business 
channel seal relocations. As at the 7 September 2016 channel 
seal relocations could only relocate 5 seals within a 9 hour turn 
around. The other available approved seal relocation service 
provider Wildlife Relocations Australia can relocate 11 seals 
with a 9 hour turn around. My question to you is, If you are 
having such a problem with seals and you say you  can ‘t have 
them relocated quickly enough why was Tassal not using both 
of the approved seal relocation service providers that were 
available at the time? 
 
 

110. Is there any stipend provided to Tassal Managers at NW 
Bay to provide Channel Seal relocations exclusive relocation 
rights for NW Bay operations? 
 
  

111. Does operational costs determine which approved seal 
relocation service provider Tassal uses and when? 
 

112. From DPIWE’s relocation database only 4 seals were 
relocated from Tassal NW Bay on 7 September 2016. Why did 
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this occur when there were so many seals being held in the 
circum polar pen I observed 7 September 2016?  
 

113. Channel seal relocations employees are yourself,  
 and  you  are all employees of 

Tassal is that correct?  
 

114. Which lease area of Tassal do they work? 
 

115. What are their roles at Tassal?  
 

116. Are any of these employees responsible for trapping seals 
in the Tassal Operations managed out of NW Bay? 
 

117. Who and what leases? 
 

118. Were you and  involved with trapping and 
placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured fish pen I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 

 

119. How were you and  involved with trapping 
and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured fish pen I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

120. Were  or  
 involved with trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the 

properly secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

121. It would be fair to say the seals you have trapped and 
relocated have identified human activity and human 
infrastructure such as boats and fish farm pens as providing a 
food source is that correct. 
 

122.  If you have been holding seals for several days without 
feeding them and then relocating the seals in the north of the 
state close to the city of Devonport, what has been your duty of 
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care to the general boating and fishing public in the Devonport 
area when releasing starved and potentially desperate seals who 
identify humans and human activity as providing a food source. 
 

123.  
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This is an audio interview being conducted at 134 Macquarie Street 
Hobart the TIME Wednesday 11 October 2017  

Present is ASSITING AUTHORISED OFFICER Luke BOND 

and …………………….  

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you state  

Your full name please 

Your address 

Your date of birth  

Your occupation 

Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication that 
may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

  today I am making enquiries in relation to my observations 
of 20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen with no fish 
in it , segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point 
lease operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux channel  on 
Wednesday 7th of September 2016. Do you understand what we are to 
discuss today? 

I am required to formally caution you before we begin questioning. 

I and Luke Bond have been appointed as officers under section 13 of 
the Animal Welfare Act 1993. Under Section 13 A of that Act we are 
authorised to investigate possible contraventions of the Act. 

You are firstly cautioned that this interview and any answers you may 
give will be recorded. 
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Any questions you are asked during this interview are directed at you 
as an individual and not as an authorised representative of Tassal 
Group Pty Ltd or any other entity. 

Under Section 26 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993 you are required to 
truthfully answer any questions relating to the health and welfare of 
an animal or any other matter to which the Act applies. Failure to 
answer any questions or knowingly providing a false or misleading 
answer can attract a penalty of a term of imprisonment of up to 6 
months or a fine of 50 penalty units. 

Any answer you provide is not admissible in any criminal or civil 
proceedings against you as an individual, other than for charges if you 
fail to comply with the requirement to answer questioning or if you 
provide false or misleading information in this questioning. 

However, any answer you provide may be admissible in any criminal 
or civil proceedings against another person or another entity, 
including Tassal Group Pty Ltd, Tassal Operations Pty Ltd or any 
other entity. 

1.  How long have you worked with Tassal, have 
you worked with any other salmon producer in Tasmania other 
than Tassal? 
 

2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 

3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 

4. What does your role involve? 
 

5. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016  Tassal   
 as Chief Investigator made application to the Animal 

Ethics Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier 
to stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 were you aware of this trial prior to 7 September 2016? 
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6. It is my understanding that July13, 2016 the AEC gave approval 

to undertake the proposed trial on several conditions is this 
correct? 
 

7. When did this trial commence? 
 

8. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 

9. I understand there have been a number of approved amendments 
to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is my 
understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial trial 
was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate occasions you 
proposed to contain 1Australian fur seal for a maximum period 
of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with salmon carcasses 
placed as bait in the pen contained behind a new type of netting 
in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to chew through the new 
netting to determine the nettings resistance to seals. Is this 
correct? 
 

10. Were you aware of the seal welfare permit application 
conditions and AEC permit conditions for the trial to proceed 
prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

11. What were those animal welfare considerations? 
 

12. How were the seals sourced and kept for this trial? 
 

13. How many people work out of the Operational base 
located at 21 Pothana Place Electrona 7054? 
 

14. Of those people how may report to you? 
 

15. What are their roles? 
 

16. Do you have Seal mitigation teams that undertake the seal 
trapping? 
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17. What are the team member’s names? 

 
18. When did you become aware of the seals being held in the 

pens at Tassals Robert and Soldiers Point lease sites. 
 

19. How did you become aware of the seals being held in the 
pens at Tassals Robert and Soldiers Point lease sites. 
 

20. How many seals were being held in the pen when you saw 
them? 
 

21. Did anyone at Tassal have any permit or authority at that 
time to contain multiple seals within a circum polar pen? 
 

22. Were the seal being held in the pen as part of the AEC 
application project number 28/2015-2016 to test netting 
materials as a physical barrier to stop seal predation of salmon 
from aquaculture fish containment pens. 

 

23. What did you do when you became aware of the seals 
being held in the pen? 
 

24. Who did you speak with regarding the seals being held in 
the pens contrary to the permit conditions and the Seal 
Management Framework requirements? 
 

25. I have credible information that you notified  
of the seals in the fish pen prior to my discovery 7 

September 2016 is this correct? 
 

26. What was the context of that conversation? 
 

27. When did you notify these people? 
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28. What happened then?  ( elaborate on alleged discussions 
between Lease staff,  

 
 

29. Who from Tassal knew about the seal being held in these 
pens? 
 

30. Why did you not notify Wildlife Operations of the 
unlawful containment of the seals within the circumpolar pens 
when you identified this was occurring unlawfully? 

 

31. I have information from a credible source that the holding 
of seals in properly secured fish pen has been occurring for at 
least two weeks prior to my discovery of the 20 fur seals in the 
properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 September 2016 
 

32. For what reason were the 20 fur seals put in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

33. To your knowledge how long has this been happening for? 
 

34. Who put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

35. Did you put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

36. How many seals did you put the seals in the properly 
secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 September 
2016? 

37. Over what period did you put the seals in the properly 
secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 September 
2016? 
 

38. How long did it take to trap and place all these seals in the 
fish pen? 
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39. Under whose instruction did they put the seals in the 

properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

40. It takes a minimum of two people to retrieve and land seal 
from a seal trap who undertook that work? 
 

41. How long were the seals held in the pen for? 
 

42. Can you provide your experience in removing seals from 
circum polar pens? 
 

43. Can it be difficult to remove seals from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

44. What are those difficulties? 
 

45. Other than using sedation techniques can it take multiple 
days to get a seal out of a circumpolar pen?  
 

46. Without approved sedation and removal techniques being 
used by trained staff  how difficult would it be to visually 
identify an individual seal and remove it from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

47. Given the difficulties you’ve identified in identifying 
individual seals and  removing them from a pen how likely 
would it be  that some of the seals being kept in the pen Wildlife 
Operations  discovered on Wednesday the of September 2016  
may have been  kept in the pen for multiple consecutive days? 
 

48. From my observation s of the seals that I released from the 
fish pen a couple were extremely lethargic consistent with 
having low energy due to having no availability to food for an 
extended period,  How long had the seals been in the fish pen 
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that I observed in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

49. Were the seals checked by a veterinarian officer do 
determine their health whilst being held in the pen? 
 
 

50. To your knowledge were the seals fed at all whilst being 
held in the circumpolar pens? 

 

51. Why is feeding fish within a circumpolar pen a bad thing 
to do? 

 

52. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping that seals may only 
be trapped using an approved seal trap with current approval 
tags attached. There are two approved seal traps registered for 
Tassal NW Bay they are Seal trap H144028 and H 144029 Were 
the seal trapped using these approved traps? 
 

53. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is below 18 degrees Celsius the trap containing the 
seal must as soon as possible but within 6 (six) hours of capture 
be removed from the water and located on land or placed under 
effective control. The seal must be transferred to an approved 
Holding Cage (DPIPWE current approval tag attached) with a 
maximum mesh size of 90mm (bar). Why has this not occurred? 
 

54. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping Only one seal at a 
time may be held in each compartment of an approved holding 
cage. Why has this not occurred? 
 

55. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
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temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact 
officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under effective control 
in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the potential for 
heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE contact officer consulted 
with to keep the Seals in the water after 6 hours of their capture? 
 

56. Why did Tassal staff not comply with those conditions? 
 

57. Who undertakes the seal relocations for Tassal NW Bay 
Lease sites? 
 

58.  I have checked our records and since the 11th of August 
2016 Tassal NW Bay has only used one of the then two 
available approved seal relocation service providers being 
channel seal relocations. As at the 7 August 2016 channel seal 
relocations could only relocate 5 seals within a 9 hour turn 
around. The other available approved seal relocation service 
provider Wildlife Relocations Australia can relocate 11 seals 
with a 9 hour turn around. My question to you is, If Tassal are 
having such a problem with seals at the NW Bay lease as   

 and  say and  Tassal  can ‘t have the seals 
relocated quickly enough why did they not use both of the 
approved seal relocation service providers available at the time 
for Tassal NW Bay? 
 

59. Does operational costs determine which approved seal 
relocation service provider Tassal use and when? 
 

60.  Channel seal relocations employees are  
 and  they are employees of 

Tassal is that correct?  
 

61.  Which lease area of Tassal do they work? 
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62. What are their roles at Tassal?  
 

63.  Are any of these employees responsible for trapping seals 
in the Tassal Operations managed out of NW Bay? 
 

64. Who and what leases? 
 

65. Were  and  involved with 
trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured fish 
pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

66. How were  and  involved with 
trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured fish 
pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September? 
 
 

67. Were  or  
 involved with trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the 

properly secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

68. It would be fair to say the seals Tassal has trapped and 
relocated have identified human activity and human 
infrastructure such as boats and fish farm pens as providing a 
food source is that correct. 
 

69. If Tassal has been holding seals for several days without 
feeding them and then relocating the seals in the north of the 
state close to the city of Devonport, what has been Tassals duty 
of care to the general boating and fishing public in the 
Devonport area when releasing starved and potentially desperate 
seals who identify humans and human activity as providing a 
food source? 
 

70. Luke is there anything you would like to ask of  
? 
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71.  is there anything you would like to say regarding this 
matter?  
 

72.  do you have any complaint in the manner you have 
been treated by myself or Luke during the course of this 
interview today? 
 

73.  apart from the powers under s26 of the Animal 
Welfare Act to truthfully answer the questions in this interview   
has any promise or inducement been made to you to participate 
in this interview today? 

74. This interview is concluded at TIME 
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This is an audio interview being conducted at 134 Macquarie Street 
Hobart the time is 9:….. am Tuesday 17 October 2017  

Present is ASSITING AUTHORISED OFFICER 

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you state  

Your full name please 

Your address 

Your date of birth  

Your occupation 

Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication that 
may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

 today I am making enquiries in relation to my observations 
of 20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen with no fish 
in it, segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point 
lease operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux channel on 
Wednesday 7th of September 2016. Do you understand why I am here 
today? 

I am required to formally caution you before we begin questioning. 

I “and Luke Bond ” have been appointed as officers under section 13 
of the Animal Welfare Act 1993. Under Section 13 A of that Act I/we 
are authorised to investigate possible contraventions of the Act. 

You are firstly cautioned that this interview and any answers you may 
give will be recorded. 
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Any questions you are asked during this interview are directed at you 
as an individual and not as an authorised representative of Tassal 
Group Pty Ltd or any other entity. 

Under Section 26 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993 you are required to 
truthfully answer any questions relating to the health and welfare of 
an animal or any other matter to which the Act applies. Failure to 
answer any questions or knowingly providing a false or misleading 
answer can attract a penalty of a term of imprisonment of up to 6 
months or a fine of 50 penalty units. 

Any answer you provide is not admissible in any criminal or civil 
proceedings against you as an individual, other than for charges if you 
fail to comply with the requirement to answer questioning or if you 
provide false or misleading information in this questioning. 

However, any answer you provide may be admissible in any criminal 
or civil proceedings against another person or another entity, 
including Tassal Group Pty Ltd, Tassal Operations Pty Ltd or any 
other entity. 

 

1.   how long have you worked with Tassal, have you worked 
with any other salmon producer in Tasmania other than Tassal? 
 

2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 

3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 

4. What does your role involve? 
 

5. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016  Tassal   
 as Chief Investigator made application to the Animal 

Ethics Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier 
to stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
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containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 were you aware of this trial prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

6. Were you involved in this trial? 
 

7. What was your role? 
 

8. When did this trial commence? 
 

9. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 

10. I understand there have been a number of approved 
amendments to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is 
my understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial 
trial was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate occasions 
you proposed to contain 1Australian fur seal for a maximum 
period of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with salmon 
carcasses placed as bait in the pen contained behind a new type 
of netting in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to chew 
through the new netting to determine the nettings resistance to 
seals. Is this correct? 
 

11. Were you aware of the seal welfare permit application 
conditions and AEC permit conditions for the trial to proceed 
prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

12. How many people work out of the Operational base 
located at 21 Pothana Place Electrona 7054? 
 
 

13. In you role as …………. who reports to? 
 

14. Do you have Seal mitigation team that undertake the seal 
trapping? 
 

15. What are their names? 
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16. I have information from a credible source that  the holding 
of seals in properly secured fish pen has been occurring for at 
least two weeks prior to my discovery of the 20 fur seals in the 
properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 September 2016. 
How long has this been happening for? 
 

17. As of 26 July 2016 there were only 2 approved seal traps 
with approval tags attached recorded at Tassal NW Bay 
operations these were H144028 and H144029 were these the 
traps used to trap the seals? 
 

18. Were any other seal traps used to trap the fur seals on the 
NW Bay operations lease area post 26 July 2016 and pre 7 
September 2016? (where from?) 
 

19. Were these seal traps approved for use by DPIPWE as 
being compliant with the seal management framework minimum 
requirements? 
 

20. For what reason were the 20 fur seals put in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

21. Who trapped the seals in the properly secured fish pen that 
I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

22. Who put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

23. What Vessel was primarily used to trap and relocate the 
seals (TATSUNA?) 
 

24. Who primarily operated the vessel TATSUNA? (Night 
watch?) 
 

25. Under whose instruction did they put the seals in the 
properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
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36. It takes a minimum of two people to retrieve and land seal 
from a seal trap who helped you? 
 
 

37. Did Tassal   know of 
holding the seals in the Pen? Did he participate in anyway? 
 

38. How long were the seals held in the pen for? 
 

39. How did you identify the seals within the pen to ensure 
that the first seals placed within the pen were the first seals to be 
relocated over that period.  
 

40. Can you provide your experience in removing seals from 
circum polar pens? 
 

41. Can it be difficult to remove seals from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

42. What are those difficulties? 
 

43. Other than using sedation techniques can it take multiple 
days to get a seal out of a circumpolar pen?  
 

44. Without approved sedation and removal techniques being 
used by trained staff how difficult would it be to visually 
identify an individual seal and remove it from a circum polar 
pen? 
 
 

45. Given the difficulties you’ve identified in identifying 
individual seals and  removing them from a pen how likely 
would it be  that some of the seals being kept in the pen Wildlife 
Operations  discovered on Wednesday the of September 2016  
may have been  kept in the pen for multiple consecutive days? 
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46. From my observations of the seals that I released from the 
fish pen a couple were extremely lethargic consistent with 
having low energy due to having no availability to food for an 
extended period,  How long had the seals been in the fish pen 
that I observed in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

47. Were the seals checked by a veterinarian officer do 
determine their health whilst being held in the pen? 
 

48. Were the seals fed at all? 
 

49. Seals obtain their required fluid intake by eating, How did 
you monitor and manage the risk of the seals dehydrating from 
not being able to feed? 
 

50. From our records you have held seal trapping permit since 
2nd of November 2012 and hold a current permit to trap and 
relocate seals, I now present to you a copy of your 2016permit. 
 

51. Will you sign and date that please as proof that I have 
shown it to you today? 
 

52. Were you aware it is a breach of your trapping permit and 
an offence to trap and hold the 20 fur seals that I observed being 
held in a properly secured fish pen on the Roberts Point lease 
operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux channel on 
Wednesday 7th of September 2016. 
 

53. When did you undertake the required training to obtain 
seal trapping permit? 
 

54. Who conducted the required training to obtain seal 
trapping permit? 
 

55. As part of the training it is a requirement to undertake and 
pass a written multiple choice test to demonstrate you 
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understand what you have been trained in the safe and effective 
use of deterrents.  I now present to you a copy of the written test 
will you sign and date that please as proof that I have shown it 
to you today? 
 

56. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 2 please. 
 

57. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 3 please? 
 

58. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 8 please? 
 

59. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 9 please? 
 

60. I am now going to ask you some questions in relation to 
your 2016 permit Permit No: MRTRA 3409/15 
 

61. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 2 please? 
 

62. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping that seals may only 
be trapped using an approved seal trap with current approval 
tags attached. There are two approved seal traps registered for 
Tassal NW Bay they are Seal trap H144028 and H 144029 Were 
the seal trapped using these approved traps? 
 

63. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 3 please? 
 

64. Were the seals removed from the water and located on 
land or placed under effective control within 6 hours of their 
trapping? Why not? 
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65. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 4 please? 
 

66. Was an accredited Seal Relocation Service Provider 
notified as soon as possible following the capture of these seals?  
If yes which service provider? If not Why not? 
 

67. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 7 please? 
 

68.  It is a requirement of the It is a requirement of the Seal 
Management Framework Minimum Requirements 2014 A 
Trapping When the ambient air temperature is below 18 degrees 
Celsius the trap containing the seal must as soon as possible but 
within 6 (six) hours of capture be removed from the water and 
located on land or placed under effective control. The seal must 
be transferred to an approved Holding Cage (DPIPWE current 
approval tag attached) with a maximum mesh size of 90mm 
(bar). Why has this not occurred? 
 

69. It is a requirement of the It is a requirement of the Seal 
Management Framework Minimum Requirements 2014 A 
Trapping Only one seal at a time may be held in each 
compartment of a holding cage. Why has this not occurred? 
 

70. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact 
officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under effective control 
in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the potential for 
heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE contact officer consulted 
with to keep the Seals in the water after 6 hours of their capture? 
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71. Why did you not contact the authorised DPIPWE contact 
officers listed in the framework to hold the seals in the water for 
longer than 6hrs? 
 

72. Why did you not comply with those conditions of your 
permit? 
 

73. From conversations with Tassal Staff that day and 
admission made to me by  via a mobile phone 
conversation at approximately 3:25 Wednesday 7 September 
2016. It was stated to me by  that the seals were put 
in the properly secured fish pen with no fish it, segregated from 
the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point lease as and I quote 
“We can’t relocate them  fast enough so we hold them there to 
relocate when we can” Is that why the seals were being held in 
the fish pen? 
 

74. Tassal currently have a permit to hold seals in a fish pen 
until such time as you can relocate them and part of that permit 
is that the Animal Welfare Act must be complied with is this 
correct? 

 

75. When was this permit issued to Tassal? 
 

76. Has Tassal ever enacted this permit? 
 

77. Is  the reason  Tassal has not enacted this permit because 
to comply with the requirements of the Animal Welfare Act 
1993 as stipulated in the permit conditions,  Tassal would be 
lawfully required to feed the seals in the care? 
 

78. Why would feeding seals being held within a circumpolar 
pen be a bad thing to do? 
 

79. Why did you not make application to the department to 
hold seals in a fish pen until such time as you can relocate them 
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prior to you doing so as discovered Wednesday 7th of September 
2016 

80. Is this because of the same reason as why I located the 20 
fur seals in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016, because you can’t relocate them quickly 
enough? 

 

81. Who undertakes the seal relocations for you? 
 

82. I have checked our records and since the 11th of August 
2016 Tassal NW Bay has only used one of the two available 
approved seal relocation service providers being channel seal 
relocations. As at the 7 September 2016 channel seal relocations 
could only relocate 5 seals within a 9 hour turn around. The 
other available approved seal relocation service provider 
Wildlife Relocations Australia can relocate 11 seals with a 9 
hour turn around. My question to you is, If you are having such 
a problem with seals and you say you  can ‘t have them 
relocated quickly enough why were you not using both of the 
approved seal relocation service providers that were available at 
the time? 
 
 

83. Does operational costs determine which approved seal 
relocation service provider you use and when? 
 

84. Channel seal relocations employees are  
 and  they are employees of 

Tassal is that correct?  
 

85. Which lease area of Tassal do they work? 
 

86. What are their roles at Tassal?  
 

87. Are any of these employees responsible for trapping seals 
in the Tassal Operations managed out of NW Bay? 
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97.  apart from the powers under s26 of the Animal 
Welfare Act to truthfully answer the questions in this interview   
has any promise or inducement been made to you to participate 
in this interview today? 
 

98. This interview is concluded at TIME 
99.  
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This is an audio interview being conducted at 21 Pothana Place 
ELECTRONA 7054 the time is 9:….. am Monday 23 October 2017  

Present is ASSITING AUTHORISED OFFICER 

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you state  

Your full name please 

Your address 

Your date of birth  

Your occupation 

Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication that 
may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

 today I am making enquiries in relation to my observations of 
20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen with no fish in 
it, segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point lease 
operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux channel on Wednesday 7th 
of September 2016. Do you understand why I am here today? 

I am required to formally caution you before we begin questioning. 

I “and Luke Bond ” have been appointed as officers under section 13 
of the Animal Welfare Act 1993. Under Section 13 A of that Act I/we 
are authorised to investigate possible contraventions of the Act. 

You are firstly cautioned that this interview and any answers you may 
give will be recorded. 
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Any questions you are asked during this interview are directed at you 
as an individual and not as an authorised representative of Tassal 
Group Pty Ltd or any other entity. 

Under Section 26 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993 you are required to 
truthfully answer any questions relating to the health and welfare of 
an animal or any other matter to which the Act applies. Failure to 
answer any questions or knowingly providing a false or misleading 
answer can attract a penalty of a term of imprisonment of up to 6 
months or a fine of 50 penalty units. 

Any answer you provide is not admissible in any criminal or civil 
proceedings against you as an individual, other than for charges if you 
fail to comply with the requirement to answer questioning or if you 
provide false or misleading information in this questioning. 

However, any answer you provide may be admissible in any criminal 
or civil proceedings against another person or another entity, 
including Tassal Group Pty Ltd, Tassal Operations Pty Ltd or any 
other entity. 

 

1.   how long have you worked with Tassal, have you worked 
with any other salmon producer in Tasmania other than Tassal? 
 

2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 

3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 

4. What does your role involve? 
 

5. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016  Tassal   
 as Chief Investigator made application to the Animal 

Ethics Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier 
to stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
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containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 were you aware of this trial prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

6. Were you involved in this trial? 
 

7. What was your role? 
 

8. When did this trial commence? 
 

9. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 

10. I understand there have been a number of approved 
amendments to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is 
my understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial 
trial was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate occasions 
you proposed to contain 1Australian fur seal for a maximum 
period of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with salmon 
carcasses placed as bait in the pen contained behind a new type 
of netting in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to chew 
through the new netting to determine the nettings resistance to 
seals. Is this correct? 
 

11. Were you aware of the seal welfare permit application 
conditions and AEC permit conditions for the trial to proceed 
prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

12. How many people work out of the Operational base 
located at 21 Pothana Place Electrona 7054? 
 

13. In you role as …………. who reports to you? 
 

14. Do you have Seal mitigation team that undertake the seal 
trapping? 
 

15. What are their names? 
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16. I have information from a credible source that the holding 
of seals in properly secured fish pen has been occurring for at 
least two weeks prior to my discovery of the 20 fur seals in the 
properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 September 2016. 
How long has this been happening for? 
 
 

17. From our investigation and subsequent interviews, it has 
become apparent that Tassal staff on the Channel lease sites and 
in particular, or most commonly, the Night Shift staff, trapped 
as many seals as they could for the purposes of relocation. And 
if during doing so,  they trapped more than 5 seals which was 
the total number of seals at that time that could be relocated by 
the then  preferred seal relocation service provider Channel Seal 
Relocation on the following day, the excess seals were placed in 
the pen that I observed 7 September 2016 on the Roberts lease 
site and held in reserve. Is that correct? 
 

18. It has also become apparent that conversely if not enough 
seals were trapped overnight they would then take seals that 
were being held in the pen I observed 7 September 2016  to 
make up the relocation numbers is that correct?  (  
difficult to get the seals out why would you put seals in and then 
try and capture back out of the pen, time to do/cost to do/ easier 
to just rap and relocate initially and use reserves as and when) 
 

19. Can you explain in your words what the process was in 
relation to containing the seals in the circum-polar pen that I 
observed 7 September 2016 at Roberts lease site.  
 

20. Who trapped the seals in the properly secured fish pen that 
I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

21. Who put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016?  

). 
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22. Under whose instruction did they put the seals in the 
properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? ?) Not  
 

23. Did you instruct these employees to put the seals in the 
properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016?  
 

24. During the time the seals were being trapped and placed in 
the circum polar pen that I observed on the  7  September 2016 
did any Tassal employee that took part in that operation act 
outside of your or Tassal managements  instructions in relation 
to the trapping and detaining of the seals within the circum polar 
pen. Did they capture more seals than you intended, did they 
neglect the welfare of the seals in anyway? 
 
 

25. As of 26 July 2016 there were only 2 approved seal traps 
with approval tags attached recorded at Tassal NW Bay 
operations these were H144028 and H144029 were these the 
traps used to trap the seals? 
 

26. Were any other seal traps used to trap the fur seals on the 
NW Bay operations lease area post 26 July 2016 and pre 7 
September 2016? (where from?) 
 

27. Were these seal traps approved for use by DPIPWE as 
being compliant with the seal management framework minimum 
requirements? 
 

28. For what reason were the 20 fur seals put in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

29. Do you maintain seal trapping records detailing when and 
how many seals are trapped on the channel lease sites? 
 

30. Where are those records kept? 
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31. Were those records kept accurately or were they altered to 

deceive the required monthly seal trapping and relocation 
reporting to the Wildlife Management Branch? 
 

32. Who altered or fabricated those trapping records?    
 

33. During the two weeks before I observed the seals being 
held in the pen on the 7 September 2016, how many times did 
Tassal staff on the channel lease sites capture more seals than 
could be relocated? 
 

34. During the two weeks before I observed the seals being 
held in the pen on the 7 September 2016,  how many times did 
Tassal staff on the channel lease sites not capture more seals 
than could be relocated? 
 

35. How many times were seals taken out of the pen, how 
many?, by whom?, and when?. Was this recorded anywhere 
where are those records? 
  

36. Was the only time the seals were taken out of the pen for 
relocation purposes? Once you started holding seals within the 
pen that I observed on 7 September 2016 at Roberts lease site 
were any released out of the pen onsite or did you hold them 
until relocation space was available? (If released for what 
purpose or why?) 
 

37. What Vessel was primarily used to trap and relocate the 
seals (TATSUNA?) 
 

38. Who primarily operated the vessel TATSUNA? (Night 
watch?) 
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57. How did you identify the seals within the pen to ensure 

that the first seals placed within the pen were the first seals to be 
relocated over that period.  
 

58. Can you provide your experience in removing seals from 
circum polar pens? 
 

59. Can it be difficult to remove seals from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

60. What are those difficulties? 
 

61. Other than using sedation techniques can it take multiple 
days to get a seal out of a circumpolar pen?  
 

62. Without approved sedation and removal techniques being 
used by trained staff how difficult would it be to visually 
identify an individual seal and remove it from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

63. Given the difficulties you’ve identified in identifying 
individual seals and  removing them from a pen how likely 
would it be  that some of the seals being kept in the pen Wildlife 
Operations  discovered on Wednesday the of September 2016  
may have been  kept in the pen for multiple consecutive days? 
 

64. From my observations of the seals that I released from the 
fish pen a couple were extremely lethargic consistent with 
having low energy due to having no availability to food for an 
extended period,  How long had the seals been in the fish pen 
that I observed in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

65. Were the seals checked by a veterinarian officer do 
determine their health whilst being held in the pen? 
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66. Were the seals fed at all? 
 

67. Seals obtain their required fluid intake by eating, How did 
you monitor and manage the risk of the seals dehydrating from 
not being able to feed? 
 

68. Who had care, control or responsibility for the welfare of 
the seals once they were held in the circum polar pen that I 
observed 7 September 2016 at Roberts lease site. 
 

69. What considerations or attempts to monitor the welfare of 
the seals were undertaken during the time they were detained in 
the circum polar pen that I observed 7 September 2016 at 
Roberts lease site. 
 

70. What records were kept during the time the seals were 
detained in the circum polar pen that I observed 7 September 
2016 at Roberts lease site. 
 

71. For animal welfare considerations was there any attempt to 
monitor the time or duration an individual seal was held in the 
circum polar pen that I observed 7 September 2016 at Roberts 
lease site to ensure they were not held for an extended period of 
time in the pen. If yes what and how? 
 

72. From our records you have held seal trapping permit since 
2nd of November 2012 and hold a current permit to trap and 
relocate seals, I now present to you a copy of your 2016 permit. 
 

73. Will you sign and date that please as proof that I have 
shown it to you today? 
 

74. Were you aware it is a breach of your trapping permit and 
an offence to trap and hold the 20 fur seals that I observed being 
held in a properly secured fish pen on the Roberts Point lease 
operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux channel on 
Wednesday 7th of September 2016. 
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75. When did you undertake the required training to obtain 

seal trapping permit? 
 

76. Who conducted the required training to obtain seal 
trapping permit? 
 

77. As part of the training it is a requirement to undertake and 
pass a written multiple choice test to demonstrate you 
understand what you have been trained in the safe and effective 
use of deterrents.   
 

78. I am now going to ask you some questions in relation to 
your 2016 permit Permit No: MRTRA 3446/15 
 

79. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 2 please? 
 

80. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping that seals may only 
be trapped using an approved seal trap with current approval 
tags attached. There are two approved seal traps registered for 
Tassal NW Bay they are Seal trap H144028 and H 144029 Were 
the seal trapped using these approved traps? 
 

81. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 3 please? 
 

82. Were the seals removed from the water and located on 
land or placed under effective control within 6 hours of their 
trapping? Why not? 

 

83. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 4 please? 
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84. Was an accredited Seal Relocation Service Provider 
notified as soon as possible following the capture of these seals?  
If yes which service provider? If not Why not? 
 

85. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 7 please? 
 

86.  It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is below 18 degrees Celsius the trap containing the 
seal must as soon as possible but within 6 (six) hours of capture 
be removed from the water and located on land or placed under 
effective control. The seal must be transferred to an approved 
Holding Cage (DPIPWE current approval tag attached) with a 
maximum mesh size of 90mm (bar). Why has this not occurred? 
 

87. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping Only one seal at a 
time may be held in each compartment of a holding cage. Why 
has this not occurred? 
 

88. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact 
officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under effective control 
in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the potential for 
heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE contact officer consulted 
with to keep the Seals in the water after 6 hours of their capture? 
 

89. Why did you not contact the authorised DPIPWE contact 
officers listed in the framework to hold the seals in the water for 
longer than 6hrs? 
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90. Why did you not comply with those conditions of your 
permit? 
 

91. From conversations with Tassal Staff that day and 
admission made to me by  via a mobile phone 
conversation at approximately 3:25 Wednesday 7 September 
2016. It was stated to me by  that the seals were put 
in the properly secured fish pen with no fish it, segregated from 
the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point lease as and I quote 
“We can’t relocate them  fast enough so we hold them there to 
relocate when we can” Is that why the seals were being held in 
the fish pen? 
 

92. On the 20 October 2016 Tassal obtained  a permit to hold 
seals in a fish pen until such time as you can relocate them and 
part of that permit is that the Animal Welfare Act must be 
complied with is this correct? 

 

93. Has Tassal ever enacted this permit? 
 

94. Is  the reason  Tassal has not enacted this permit because 
to comply with the requirements of the Animal Welfare Act 
1993 as stipulated in the permit conditions,  Tassal would be 
lawfully required to feed the seals in the care? 
 

95. Why would feeding seals being held within a circumpolar 
pen be a bad thing to do? 
 

96. Why did you not make application to the department to 
hold seals in a fish pen until such time as you can relocate them 
prior to you doing so as discovered Wednesday 7th of September 
2016 

97. Is this because of the same reason as why I located the 20 
fur seals in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016, because you can’t relocate them quickly 
enough? 
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98. Who undertakes the seal relocations for you? 
 

99. I have checked our records and since the 11th of August 
2016 Tassal NW Bay has only used one of the two available 
approved seal relocation service providers being channel seal 
relocations. As at the 7 September 2016 channel seal relocations 
could only relocate 5 seals within a 9 hour turn around. The 
other available approved seal relocation service provider 
Wildlife Relocations Australia can relocate 11 seals with a 9 
hour turn around. My question to you is, If you are having such 
a problem with seals and you say you  can ‘t have them 
relocated quickly enough why were you not using both of the 
approved seal relocation service providers that were available at 
the time? 
 

100. No seal relocations were undertaken at all out of Tassals 
Operational Base at 21 Pothana Place Electrona on the 
following dates 21st, 22nd, 24th, 25th 26th and 30th of August 2016 
and the 1st  and 6th of September 2016. What happened to the 
seals that were being held in the pen at the at Roberts lease site 
during those dates? 
 

101. Only 4 seals were relocated out of Tassals Operational 
Base at 21 Pothana Place Electrona on the 7th of September 
2016. Whey were only 4 seal relocated if Channel Seal 
Relocations had the capacity at the time to take 5 seals? 
 

102. Channel seal relocations employees are  
 and  they are employees of 

Tassal is that correct?  
 

103. Which lease area of Tassal do they work? 
 

104. What are their roles at Tassal?  
 

105. Who decides what Seal relocation Service provider to 
utilise for the Channel operational base. 
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infrastructure such as boats and fish farm pens as providing a 
food source is that correct. 
 

122.  If you have been holding seals for several days without 
feeding them and then relocating the seals in the north of the 
state close to the city of Devonport, what has been your duty of 
care to the general boating and fishing public in the Devonport 
area when releasing starved and potentially desperate seals who 
identify humans and human activity as providing a food source. 
 

123. Luke is there anything you would like to ask of ? 
 

124.  is there anything you would like to say regarding this 
matter.  
 

125.  do you have any complaint in the manner you have 
been treated by Luke or myself during the course of this 
interview today? 
 

126.  apart from the powers under s26 of the Animal 
Welfare Act to truthfully answer the questions in this interview   
has any promise or inducement been made to you to participate 
in this interview today? 
 

127. This interview is concluded at TIME 
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This is an audio interview being conducted at 134 Macquarie Street 
Hobart the TIME Wednesday 11 October 2017  

Present is ASSITING AUTHORISED OFFICER 

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you state  

Your full name please 

Your address 

Your date of birth  

Your occupation 

Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication that 
may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

 today I am making enquiries in relation to my 
observations of 20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen 
with no fish in it, segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the 
Roberts Point lease operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux 
channel on Wednesday 7th of September 2016. Do you understand 
why I am here today? 

I am required to formally caution you before we begin questioning. 

I “and Luke Bond ” have been appointed as officers under section 13 
of the Animal Welfare Act 1993. Under Section 13 A of that Act I/we 
are authorised to investigate possible contraventions of the Act. 

You are firstly cautioned that this interview and any answers you may 
give will be recorded. 
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Any questions you are asked during this interview are directed at you 
as an individual and not as an authorised representative of Tassal 
Group Pty Ltd or any other entity. 

Under Section 26 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993 you are required to 
truthfully answer any questions relating to the health and welfare of 
an animal or any other matter to which the Act applies. Failure to 
answer any questions or knowingly providing a false or misleading 
answer can attract a penalty of a term of imprisonment of up to 6 
months or a fine of 50 penalty units. 

Any answer you provide is not admissible in any criminal or civil 
proceedings against you as an individual, other than for charges if you 
fail to comply with the requirement to answer questioning or if you 
provide false or misleading information in this questioning. 

However, any answer you provide may be admissible in any criminal 
or civil proceedings against another person or another entity, 
including Tassal Group Pty Ltd, Tassal Operations Pty Ltd or any 
other entity. 

 

1.  how long have you worked with Tassal, have you 
worked with any other salmon producer in Tasmania other than 
Tassal? 
 

2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 

3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 

4. What does your role involve? 
 

5. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016  Tassal   
 as Chief Investigator made application to the Animal 

Ethics Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier 
to stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
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containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 were you aware of this trial prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

6. Were you involved in this trial? 
 

7. What was your role? 
 

8. When did this trial commence? 
 

9. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 

10. I understand there have been a number of approved 
amendments to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is 
my understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial 
trial was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate occasions 
you proposed to contain 1Australian fur seal for a maximum 
period of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with salmon 
carcasses placed as bait in the pen contained behind a new type 
of netting in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to chew 
through the new netting to determine the nettings resistance to 
seals. Is this correct? 
 

11. Were you aware of the seal welfare permit application 
conditions and AEC permit conditions for the trial to proceed 
prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

12. How many people work out of the Operational base 
located at 21 Pothana Place Electrona 7054? 
 

13. What are their roles? 
 

14. Who do you report to? 
 

15. Do you have Seal mitigation team that undertake the seal 
trapping? 
 

16. What are their names? 
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17. I have information from a credible source that  the holding 

of seals in properly secured fish pen has been occurring for at 
least two weeks prior to my discovery of the 20 fur seals in the 
properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 September 2016. 
How long has this been happening for? 
 

18. As of 26 July 2016 there were only 2 approved seal traps 
with approval tags attached recorded at Tassal NW Bay 
operations these were H144028 and H144029 were these the 
traps used to trap the seals? 
 

19. Were any other seal traps used to trap the fur seals on the 
NW Bay operations lease area post 26 July 2016 and pre 7 
September 2016? (where from?) 
 

20. Were these seal traps approved for use by DPIPWE as 
being compliant with the seal management framework minimum 
requirements? 
 

21. For what reason were the 20 fur seals put in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

22. Who trapped the seals in the properly secured fish pen that 
I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

23. Who put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

24. Did you put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

25. How many seals did you put the seals in the properly 
secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 September 
2016? 
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26. Over what period did you put the seals in the properly 
secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 September 
2016? 
 

27. How long did it take to trap and place all these seals in the 
fish pen? 
 

28. Under whose instruction did you put/coordinate the seals 
in the properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

29. Did you have any permit or authority to trap and put seals 
in circum polar pen? 
 

30. It takes a minimum of two people to retrieve and land seal 
from a seal trap who helped you? 
 

31. Under whose instruction did they put the seals in the 
properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

32. Did Tassal   know of 
holding the seals in the Pen? Did he participate in anyway? 
 

33. How long were the seals held in the pen for? 
 

34. Can you provide your experience in removing seals from 
circum polar pens? 
 

35. Can it be difficult to remove seals from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

36. What are those difficulties? 
 

37. Other than using sedation techniques can it take multiple 
days to get a seal out of a circumpolar pen?  
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38. Without approved sedation and removal techniques being 
used by trained staff how difficult would it be to visually 
identify an individual seal and remove it from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

39. Given the difficulties you’ve identified in identifying 
individual seals and  removing them from a pen how likely 
would it be  that some of the seals being kept in the pen Wildlife 
Operations  discovered on Wednesday the of September 2016  
may have been  kept in the pen for multiple consecutive days? 
 

40. From my observations of the seals that I released from the 
fish pen a couple were extremely lethargic consistent with 
having low energy due to having no availability to food for an 
extended period,  How long had the seals been in the fish pen 
that I observed in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

41. Were the seals checked by a veterinarian officer do 
determine their health whilst being held in the pen? 
 

42. Were the seals fed at all? 
 

43. Seals obtain their required fluid intake by eating, How did 
you monitor and manage the risk of the seals dehydrating from 
not being able to feed? 
 

44. From our records you have held seal trapping permit since 
2nd of November 2012 and hold a current permit to trap and 
relocate seals, I now present to you a copy of your 2016permit. 
 

45. Will you sign and date that please as proof that I have 
shown it to you today? 
 

46. Were you aware it is a breach of your trapping permit and 
an offence to trap and hold the 20 fur seals that I observed being 
held in a properly secured fish pen on the Roberts Point lease 
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operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux channel on 
Wednesday 7th of September 2016. 
 

47. When did you undertake the required training to obtain 
seal trapping permit? 
 

48. Who conducted the required training to obtain seal 
trapping permit? 
 

49. As part of the training it is a requirement to undertake and 
pass a written multiple choice test to demonstrate you 
understand what you have been trained in the safe and effective 
use of deterrents.  I now present to you a copy of the written test 
will you sign and date that please as proof that I have shown it 
to you today? 
 

50. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 2 please. 
 

51. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 3 please? 
 

52. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 8 please? 
 

53. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 9 please? 
 

54. I am now going to ask you some questions in relation to 
your 2016 permit Permit No: MRTRA 3416/15 
 

55. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 2 please? 
 

56. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping that seals may only 
be trapped using an approved seal trap with current approval 
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tags attached. There are two approved seal traps registered for 
Tassal NW Bay they are Seal trap H144028 and H 144029 Were 
the seal trapped using these approved traps? 
 

57. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 3 please? 
 

58. Were the seals removed from the water and located on 
land or placed under effective control within 6 hours of their 
trapping? Why not? 

 

59. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 4 please? 
 

60. Was an accredited Seal Relocation Service Provider 
notified as soon as possible following the capture of these seals?  
If yes which service provider? If not Why not? 
 

61. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 7 please? 
 

62.  It is a requirement of the It is a requirement of the Seal 
Management Framework Minimum Requirements 2014 A 
Trapping When the ambient air temperature is below 18 degrees 
Celsius the trap containing the seal must as soon as possible but 
within 6 (six) hours of capture be removed from the water and 
located on land or placed under effective control. The seal must 
be transferred to an approved Holding Cage (DPIPWE current 
approval tag attached) with a maximum mesh size of 90mm 
(bar). Why has this not occurred? 
 

63. It is a requirement of the It is a requirement of the Seal 
Management Framework Minimum Requirements 2014 A 
Trapping Only one seal at a time may be held in each 
compartment of a holding cage. Why has this not occurred? 
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64. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact 
officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under effective control 
in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the potential for 
heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE contact officer consulted 
with to keep the Seals in the water after 6 hours of their capture? 

65. Why did you not contact the authorised DPIPWE contact 
officers listed in the framework to hold the seals in the water for 
longer than 6hrs? 
 

66. Why did you not comply with those conditions of your 
permit? 
 

67. From conversations with Tassal Staff that day and 
admission made to me by  via a mobile phone 
conversation at approximately 3:25 Wednesday 7 September 
2016. It was stated to me by  that the seals were put 
in the properly secured fish pen with no fish it, segregated from 
the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point lease as and I quote 
“We can’t relocate them  fast enough so we hold them there to 
relocate when we can” Is that why the seals were being held in 
the fish pen? 
 

68. Tassal currently have a permit to hold seals in a fish pen 
until such time as you can relocate them and part of that permit 
is that the Animal Welfare Act must be complied with is this 
correct? 

 

69. When was this permit issued to Tassal? 
 

70. Has Tassal ever enacted this permit? 
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71. Is  the reason  Tassal has not enacted this permit because 
to comply with the requirements of the Animal Welfare Act 
1993 as stipulated in the permit conditions,  Tassal would be 
lawfully required to feed the seals in the care? 
 

72. Why would feeding seals being held within a circumpolar 
pen be a bad thing to do? 
 

73. Why did you not make application to the department to 
hold seals in a fish pen until such time as you can relocate them 
prior to you doing so as discovered Wednesday 7th of September 
2016 

74. Is this because of the same reason as why I located the 20 
fur seals in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016, because you can’t relocate them quickly 
enough? 

 

75. Who undertakes the seal relocations for you? 
 

76. I have checked our records and since the 11th of August 
2016 Tassal NW Bay has only used one of the two available 
approved seal relocation service providers being channel seal 
relocations. As at the 7 September 2016 channel seal relocations 
could only relocate 5 seals within a 9 hour turn around. The 
other available approved seal relocation service provider 
Wildlife Relocations Australia can relocate 11 seals with a 9 
hour turn around. My question to you is, If you are having such 
a problem with seals and you say you  can ‘t have them 
relocated quickly enough why were you not using both of the 
approved seal relocation service providers that were available at 
the time? 
 
 

77. Does operational costs determine which approved seal 
relocation service provider you use and when? 
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78. Channel seal relocations employees are  
 and  they are employees of 

Tassal is that correct?  
 

79. Which lease area of Tassal do they work? 
 

80. What are their roles at Tassal?  
 

81. Are any of these employees responsible for trapping seals 
in the Tassal Operations managed out of NW Bay? 
 

82. Who and what leases? 
 

83. Were  and  involved with 
trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured fish 
pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 

 

84. How were  and  involved 
with trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

85. Were  or  
 involved with trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the 

properly secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

86. It would be fair to say the seals you have trapped and 
relocated have identified human activity and human 
infrastructure such as boats and fish farm pens as providing a 
food source is that correct. 
 

87.  If you have been holding seals for several days without 
feeding them and then relocating the seals in the north of the 
state close to the city of Devonport, what has been your duty of 
care to the general boating and fishing public in the Devonport 
area when releasing starved and potentially desperate seals who 
identify humans and human activity as providing a food source. 
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88. Luke is there anything you would like to ask of NAME? 

 
89.  is there anything you would like to say regarding 

this matter.  
 

90.  do you have any complaint in the manner you 
have been treated by Luke or myself during the course of this 
interview today? 
 

91.  apart from the powers under s26 of the Animal 
Welfare Act to truthfully answer the questions in this interview   
has any promise or inducement been made to you to participate 
in this interview today? 
 

92. This interview is concluded at TIME 
93.  
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This is an audio interview being conducted at 134 Macquarie Street 
Hobart the TIME Friday 7 July 2017  

Present is Luke Bond 

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you state  

Your full name please 

Your address 

Your date of birth  

Your occupation 

Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication that 
may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

 today I am making enquiries in relation to my 
observations of 20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen 
with no fish it , segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the 
Roberts Point lease operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux 
channel  on Wednesday 7th of September 2016. Do you understand 
what we are to discuss today? 

I am required to formally caution you before we begin questioning. 

I “and any other officer present” have been appointed as officers 
under section 13 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993. Under Section 13 
A of that Act I/we are authorised to investigate possible 
contraventions of the Act. 

You are firstly cautioned that this interview and any answers you may 
give will be recorded. 
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Any questions you are asked during this interview are directed at you 
as an individual and not as an authorised representative of Tassal 
Group Pty Ltd or any other entity. 

Under Section 26 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993 you are required to 
truthfully answer any questions relating to the health and welfare of 
an animal or any other matter to which the Act applies. Failure to 
answer any questions or knowingly providing a false or misleading 
answer can attract a penalty of a term of imprisonment of up to 6 
months or a fine of 50 penalty units. 

Any answer you provide is not admissible in any criminal or civil 
proceedings against you as an individual, other than for charges if you 
fail to comply with the requirement to answer questioning or if you 
provide false or misleading information in this questioning. 

However, any answer you provide may be admissible in any criminal 
or civil proceedings against another person or another entity, 
including Tassal Group Pty Ltd, Tassal Operations Pty Ltd or any 
other entity. 

1.  How long have worked with Tassal? 
 

2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 

3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 

4. What does your role involve? 
 

5. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016  Tassal   
 as Chief Investigator made application to the Animal 

Ethics Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier 
to stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 were you aware of this trial prior to 7 September 2016? 
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6. It is my understanding that July13, 2016 the AEC gave approval 
to undertake the proposed trial on several conditions is this 
correct? 
 

7. When did this trial commence? 
 

8. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 

9. I understand there have been a number of approved amendments 
to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is my 
understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial trial 
was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate occasions you 
proposed to contain 1Australian fur seal for a maximum period 
of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with salmon carcasses 
placed as bait in the pen contained behind a new type of netting 
in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to chew through the new 
netting to determine the nettings resistance to seals. Is this 
correct? 
 

10. Were you aware of the seal welfare permit application 
conditions and AEC permit conditions for the trial to proceed 
prior to 7 September 2016? 

 

11. How many people work out of the Operational base 
located at 21 Pothana Place Electrona 7054? 
 

12. Of those people how may report to you? 
 

13. What are their roles? 
 

14. What are their names? 
 

15. I have information from a credible source that the holding 
of seals in properly secured fish pen has been occurring for at 
least two weeks prior to my discovery of the 20 fur seals in the 
properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 September 2016. To 
your knowledge hw long has this been happening for? 
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25. What did you do (Who from Tassal did you speak with) 
after you were notified of Wildlife Operations discovering the 
seals being held unlawfully Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

26. What was the content or nature of that conversation? 
 
 

27. To your knowledge for what reason were the 20 fur seals 
put in the properly secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

28. Who put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

29. Under whose instruction did they put the seals in the 
properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

30. Did Tassal   know of 
holding the seals in the Pen? Did he participate in anyway? 
 

31. From my observation s of the seals that I released from the 
fish pen a couple were extremely lethargic consistent with 
having low energy due to having no availability to food for an 
extended period,  How long had the seals been in the fish pen 
that I observed in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

32. Were the seals checked by a veterinarian officer do 
determine their health whilst being held in the pen? 
 
 

33. Were the seals fed at all? 
 

34. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping that seals may only 
be trapped using an approved seal trap with current approval 
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tags attached. There are two approved seal traps registered for 
Tassal NW Bay they are Seal trap H144028 and H 144029 Were 
the seal trapped using these approved traps? 
 
 

35. It is a requirement of the It is a requirement of the Seal 
Management Framework Minimum Requirements 2014 A 
Trapping When the ambient air temperature is below 18 degrees 
Celsius the trap containing the seal must as soon as possible but 
within 6 (six) hours of capture be removed from the water and 
located on land or placed under effective control. The seal must 
be transferred to an approved Holding Cage (DPIPWE current 
approval tag attached) with a maximum mesh size of 90mm 
(bar). Why has this not occurred? 
 

36. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping Only one seal at a 
time may be held in each compartment of a holding cage. Why 
has this not occurred? 
 
 

37. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact 
officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under effective control 
in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the potential for 
heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE contact officer consulted 
with to keep the Seals in the water after 6 hours of their capture? 
 

38. Why did Tassal staff not comply with those conditions? 
 

39. Do you agree that you and I had mobile phone 
conversations on Wednesday 7 September 2016 regarding the 
20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen with no 
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fish in it , segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the 
Roberts Point lease. 
 
 

40. Tassal currently have a permit to hold seals in a fish pen 
until such time as you can relocate them and part of that permit 
is that the Animal Welfare Act must be complied with is this 
correct? 

 

41. When was this permit issued to Tassal? 
 

42. Has Tassal ever enacted this permit? 
 

43. Is  the reason  Tassal has not enacted this permit because 
to comply with the requirements of the Animal Welfare Act 
1993 as stipulated in the permit conditions,  Tassal would be 
lawfully required to feed the seals in the care? 
 

44. Why would feeding seals being held within a circumpolar 
pen be a bad thing to do? 
 

45. Why did Tassal not make application to the department to 
hold seals in a fish pen until such time as Tassal can relocate 
them prior to Tassal doing so as discovered Wednesday 7th of 
September 2016? 
 
 

46. Who undertakes the seal relocations for Tassal at NW 
Bay? 
 

47. I have checked our records and since the 11th of August 
2016 Tassal NW Bay has only used one of the then two 
available approved seal relocation service providers being 
channel seal relocations. As at the 7 August 2016 channel seal 
relocations could only relocate 5 seals within a 9 hour turn 
around. The other available approved seal relocation service 
provider Wildlife Relocations Australia can relocate 11 seals 
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with a 9 hour turn around. My question to you is, If Tassal are 
having such a problem with seals at the NW Bay lease and 
stated by  and  and  Tassal can ‘t 
have the seals relocated quickly enough why did Tassal not use 
both of the approved seal relocation service providers available 
at the time for Tassal NW Bay? 
 
 

48. Does operational costs determine which approved seal 
relocation service provider you use and when? 
 

49. It would be fair to say the seals Tassal have trapped and 
relocated have identified human activity and human 
infrastructure such as boats and fish farm pens as providing a 
food source is that correct. 
 

50. If Tassal has been holding seals for several days without 
feeding them and then relocating the seals in the north of the 
state close to the city of Devonport, what has been Tassals duty 
of care to the general boating and fishing public in the 
Devonport area when releasing starved and potentially desperate 
seals who identify humans and human activity as providing a 
food source? 
 

51. Luke is there anything you would like to ask of  
? 

 
52.  is there anything you would like to say regarding 

this matter?  
 

53.  do you have any complaint in the manner you have 
been treated by myself or Luke during the course of this 
interview today? 
 

54.  apart from the powers under s26 of the Animal 
Welfare Act to truthfully answer the questions in this interview   
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has any promise or inducement been made to you to participate 
in this interview today? 
 

55. This interview is concluded at TIME. 
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This is an audio interview being conducted at 134 Macquarie Street 
Hobart the TIME Wednesday day 4TH  October 2017  

Present is ASSITING AUTHORISED OFFICER Luke BOND 

and  of Tassal  

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you state  

Your full name please 

Your address 

Your date of birth  

Your occupation 

Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication that 
may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

 today I am making enquiries in relation to my 
observations of 20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen 
with no fish in it , segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the 
Roberts Point lease operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux 
channel  on Wednesday 7th of September 2016. Do you understand 
what we are to discuss today? 

I am required to formally caution you before we begin questioning. 

I and Luke Bond have been appointed as officers under section 13 of 
the Animal Welfare Act 1993. Under Section 13 A of that Act we are 
authorised to investigate possible contraventions of the Act. 

You are firstly cautioned that this interview and any answers you may 
give will be recorded. 
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Any questions you are asked during this interview are directed at you 
as an individual and not as an authorised representative of Tassal 
Group Pty Ltd or any other entity. 

Under Section 26 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993 you are required to 
truthfully answer any questions relating to the health and welfare of 
an animal or any other matter to which the Act applies. Failure to 
answer any questions or knowingly providing a false or misleading 
answer can attract a penalty of a term of imprisonment of up to 6 
months or a fine of 50 penalty units. 

Any answer you provide is not admissible in any criminal or civil 
proceedings against you as an individual, other than for charges if you 
fail to comply with the requirement to answer questioning or if you 
provide false or misleading information in this questioning. 

However, any answer you provide may be admissible in any criminal 
or civil proceedings against another person or another entity, 
including Tassal Group Pty Ltd, Tassal Operations Pty Ltd or any 
other entity. 

1.  How long have you worked with Tassal, have you 
worked with any other salmon producer in Tasmania other than 
Tassal? 
 

2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 

3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 

4. What does your role involve? 
 

5. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016  Tassal   
 as Chief Investigator made application to the Animal 

Ethics Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier 
to stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 were you aware of this trial prior to 7 September 2016? 
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6. It is my understanding that July13, 2016 the AEC gave approval 

to undertake the proposed trial on several conditions is this 
correct? 
 

7. When did this trial commence? 
 

8. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 

9. I understand there have been a number of approved amendments 
to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is my 
understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial trial 
was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate occasions you 
proposed to contain 1Australian fur seal for a maximum period 
of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with salmon carcasses 
placed as bait in the pen contained behind a new type of netting 
in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to chew through the new 
netting to determine the nettings resistance to seals. Is this 
correct? 
 

10. Were you aware of the seal welfare permit application 
conditions and AEC permit conditions for the trial to proceed 
prior to 7 September 2016? 
 

11. What were those animal welfare considerations? 
 

12. What was your role as part of this trial? 
 

13. How were the seals sourced and kept for this trial? 
 

14. How many people work out of the Operational base 
located at 21 Pothana Place Electrona 7054? 
 

15. Of those people how may report to you? 
 

16. What are their roles? 
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17. Do you have Seal mitigation teams that undertake the seal 
trapping? 
 

18. What are the team member’s names? 
 

19. When did you become aware of the seals being held in the 
pens at Tassals Robert and Soldiers Point lease sites. 
 

20. How did you become aware of the seals being held in the 
pens at Tassals Robert and Soldiers Point lease sites. 
 

21. How many seals were being held in the pen when you saw 
them? 
 

22. Did anyone at Tassal have any permit or authority at that 
time to contain multiple seals within a circum polar pen? 
 

23. Were the seal being held in the pen as part of the AEC 
application project number 28/2015-2016 to test netting 
materials as a physical barrier to stop seal predation of salmon 
from aquaculture fish containment pens. 

 

24. What did you do when you became aware of the seals 
being held in the pen? 
 

25. Who did you speak with regarding the seals being held in 
the pens contrary to the permit conditions and the Seal 
Management Framework requirements? 
 

26. When did you notify these people? 
 

27. What happened then?  ( elaborate on alleged discussions 
between Lease staff,  

) 
 

28. Who from Tassal knew about the seal being held in these 
pens? 
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29. From our records you have held seal trapping permit since 

November 2012 and hold a current permit to trap and relocate 
seals, I now present to you a copy of a generic 2016 trapping 
permit. 
 

30. Will you sign and date that please as proof that I have 
shown it to you today? 
 

31. When did you undertake the required training to obtain 
seal trapping permit? 
 

32. Who conducted the required training to obtain seal 
trapping permit? 
 

33. As part of the training it is a requirement to undertake and 
pass a written multiple choice test to demonstrate you 
understand what you have been trained in the safe and effective 
use of deterrents.  I now present to you a copy of the written test 
will you sign and date that please as proof that I have shown it 
to you today? 
 

34. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 2 please. 
 

35. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 3 please? 
 

36. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 8 please? 
 

37. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read and 
answer question 9 please? 
 

38. I am now going to ask you some questions in relation to 
your 2016 permit Permit No: MRTRA 3506/15 

39.  
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40. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 

permit condition 2 please? 
 

41. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping that seals may only 
be trapped using an approved seal trap with current approval 
tags attached. There are two approved seal traps registered for 
Tassal NW Bay they are Seal trap H144028 and H 144029 Were 
the seal trapped using these approved traps? 
 

42. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 3 please? 
 

43. Were the seals removed from the water and located on 
land or placed under effective control within 6 hours of their 
trapping? Why not? 

 

44. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 4 please? 
 

45. Was an accredited Seal Relocation Service Provider 
notified as soon as possible following the capture of these seals?  
If yes which service provider? If not Why not? 
 

46. For the purpose of the audio interview could you read 
permit condition 7 please? 
 

47.  It is a requirement of the It is a requirement of the Seal 
Management Framework Minimum Requirements 2014 A 
Trapping When the ambient air temperature is below 18 degrees 
Celsius the trap containing the seal must as soon as possible but 
within 6 (six) hours of capture be removed from the water and 
located on land or placed under effective control. The seal must 
be transferred to an approved Holding Cage (DPIPWE current 
approval tag attached) with a maximum mesh size of 90mm 
(bar). Why has this not occurred? 
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48. It is a requirement of the It is a requirement of the Seal 

Management Framework Minimum Requirements 2014 A 
Trapping Only one seal at a time may be held in each 
compartment of a holding cage. Why has this not occurred? 
 

49. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact 
officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under effective control 
in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the potential for 
heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE contact officer consulted 
with to keep the Seals in the water after 6 hours of their capture? 
 
 

50. Why did you not contact the authorised DPIPWE contact 
officers listed in the framework to hold the seals in the water for 
longer than 6hrs? 
 

51. Why did you not comply with those conditions of your 
permit? 
 

52. Why did you not notify Wildlife Operations of the 
unlawful containment of the seals within the circumpolar pens 
when you identified this was occurring unlawfully? 

 

53. I have information from a credible source that the holding 
of seals in properly secured fish pen has been occurring for at 
least two weeks prior to my discovery of the 20 fur seals in the 
properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 September 2016 
 

54. For what reason were the 20 fur seals put in the properly 
secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
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55. From conversations with Tassal Staff that day and 
admission made to me by  via a mobile phone 
conversation at approximately 3:25 Wednesday 7 September 
2016. It was stated to me by  that the seals were put 
in the properly secured fish pen with no fish it, segregated from 
the rest of the fish pens on the Roberts Point lease as and I quote 
“We can’t relocate them  fast enough so we hold them there to 
relocate when we can” Is that why the seals were being held in 
the fish pen? 
 

56. To your knowledge how long has this been happening for? 
 

57. Who put the seals in the properly secured fish pen that I 
observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

58. Under whose instruction did they put the seals in the 
properly secured fish pen that I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

59. It takes a minimum of two people to retrieve and land seal 
from a seal trap who undertook that work? 
 

60. How long were the seals held in the pen for? 
 

61. Can you provide your experience in removing seals from 
circum polar pens? 
 

62. Can it be difficult to remove seals from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

63. What are those difficulties? 
 

64. Other than using sedation techniques can it take multiple 
days to get a seal out of a circumpolar pen?  
 

65. Without approved sedation and removal techniques being 
used by trained staff  how difficult would it be to visually 
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identify an individual seal and remove it from a circum polar 
pen? 
 

66. Given the difficulties you’ve identified in identifying 
individual seals and  removing them from a pen how likely 
would it be  that some of the seals being kept in the pen Wildlife 
Operations  discovered on Wednesday the of September 2016  
may have been  kept in the pen for multiple consecutive days? 
 

67. From my observation s of the seals that I released from the 
fish pen a couple were extremely lethargic consistent with 
having low energy due to having no availability to food for an 
extended period,  How long had the seals been in the fish pen 
that I observed in the properly secured fish pen on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

68. Were the seals checked by a veterinarian officer do 
determine their health whilst being held in the pen? 
 
 

69. To your knowledge were the seals fed at all whilst being 
held in the circumpolar pens? 

 

70. Why is feeding fish within a circumpolar pen a bad thing 
to do? 

 

71. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping that seals may only 
be trapped using an approved seal trap with current approval 
tags attached. There are two approved seal traps registered for 
Tassal NW Bay they are Seal trap H144028 and H 144029 Were 
the seal trapped using these approved traps? 
 

72. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is below 18 degrees Celsius the trap containing the 
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seal must as soon as possible but within 6 (six) hours of capture 
be removed from the water and located on land or placed under 
effective control. The seal must be transferred to an approved 
Holding Cage (DPIPWE current approval tag attached) with a 
maximum mesh size of 90mm (bar). Why has this not occurred? 
 

73. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping Only one seal at a 
time may be held in each compartment of an approved holding 
cage. Why has this not occurred? 
 

74. It is a requirement of the Seal Management Framework 
Minimum Requirements 2014 A Trapping When the ambient air 
temperature is above 18 degrees Celsius a stream of water 
(hose) must be left running over the approved holding cage, 
adequate ventilation and shade from direct sun must be 
provided. Alternatively, after consulting with a DPIPWE contact 
officer, a seal may be contained in a trap under effective control 
in the water, longer than 6 (six) hours, to reduce the potential for 
heat related stress. Was a DPIPWE contact officer consulted 
with to keep the Seals in the water after 6 hours of their capture? 
 

75. Why did Tassal staff not comply with those conditions? 
 

76. Who undertakes the seal relocations for Tassal NW Bay 
Lease sites? 
 

77.  I have checked our records and since the 11th of August 
2016 Tassal NW Bay has only used one of the then two 
available approved seal relocation service providers being 
channel seal relocations. As at the 7 August 2016 channel seal 
relocations could only relocate 5 seals within a 9 hour turn 
around. The other available approved seal relocation service 
provider Wildlife Relocations Australia can relocate 11 seals 
with a 9 hour turn around. My question to you is, If Tassal are 
having such a problem with seals at the NW Bay lease as   

 and  say and  Tassal  can ‘t have the seals 
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relocated quickly enough why did they not use both of the 
approved seal relocation service providers available at the time 
for Tassal NW Bay? 
 

78. Does operational costs determine which approved seal 
relocation service provider Tassal use and when? 
 

79.  Channel seal relocations employees are  
 and  they are employees of 

Tassal is that correct?  
 

80.  Which lease area of Tassal do they work? 
 

81. What are their roles at Tassal?  
 

82.  Are any of these employees responsible for trapping seals 
in the Tassal Operations managed out of NW Bay? 
 

83. Who and what leases? 
 

84. Were  and  involved with 
trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured fish 
pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September 2016? 
 

85. How were  and  involved with 
trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the properly secured fish 
pen I observed on Wednesday 7 September? 
 
 

86. Were  or  
 involved with trapping and placing the 20 fur seals in the 

properly secured fish pen I observed on Wednesday 7 
September 2016? 
 

87. It would be fair to say the seals Tassal has trapped and 
relocated have identified human activity and human 
infrastructure such as boats and fish farm pens as providing a 
food source is that correct. 
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88. If Tassal has been holding seals for several days without 

feeding them and then relocating the seals in the north of the 
state close to the city of Devonport, what has been Tassals duty 
of care to the general boating and fishing public in the 
Devonport area when releasing starved and potentially desperate 
seals who identify humans and human activity as providing a 
food source? 
 

89. Luke is there anything you would like to ask of  
? 

 
90.  is there anything you would like to say regarding 

this matter?  
 

91.  do you have any complaint in the manner you 
have been treated by myself or Luke during the course of this 
interview today? 
 

92. Apart from the coercive powers has any promise or 
inducement been made to you to participate in this interview 
today? 
 

93. This interview is concluded at TIME 
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This is an audio interview being conducted at 134 Macquarie street  
the TIME Friday 14th July 2017  

Present is ASSITING AUTHORISED OFFICER 

 for the purpose of the audio interview can you state  

Your full name please 

Your address 

Your date of birth  

Your occupation 

Are you under the influence of any drug, alcohol or medication that 
may exclude you from participating in this interview today? 

Do you feel fit to participate in this interview today? 

Would you like to seek legal advice or have a support person or 
lawyer present as part of this interview process?   

 today I am making enquiries in relation to my 
observations of 20 fur seals being held in a properly secured fish pen 
with no fish in it, segregated from the rest of the fish pens on the 
Roberts Point lease operated by Tassal, in the Dentre Casteaux 
channel  on Wednesday 7th of September 2016. Do you understand 
what we are to discuss today? 

I am required to formally caution you before we begin questioning. 

I “and any other officer present” have been appointed as officers 
under section 13 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993. Under Section 13 
A of that Act I/we are authorised to investigate possible 
contraventions of the Act. 

You are firstly cautioned that this interview and any answers you may 
give will be recorded. 
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Any questions you are asked during this interview are directed at you 
as an individual and not as an authorised representative of Tassal 
Group Pty Ltd or any other entity. 

Under Section 26 of the Animal Welfare Act 1993 you are required to 
truthfully answer any questions relating to the health and welfare of 
an animal or any other matter to which the Act applies. Failure to 
answer any questions or knowingly providing a false or misleading 
answer can attract a penalty of a term of imprisonment of up to 6 
months or a fine of 50 penalty units. 

Any answer you provide is not admissible in any criminal or civil 
proceedings against you as an individual, other than for charges if you 
fail to comply with the requirement to answer questioning or if you 
provide false or misleading information in this questioning. 

However, any answer you provide may be admissible in any criminal 
or civil proceedings against another person or another entity, 
including Tassal Group Pty Ltd, Tassal Operations Pty Ltd or any 
other entity. 

1.  How long have worked with Tassal? 
 
2. Where is you base of operation working for Tassal? 
 
3. What is your position title at Tassal? 
 
4. What does your role involve? 
 
5. It is my understanding that on July 1, 2016  you as Chief 

Investigator made application to the Animal Ethics 
Committee to test netting materials as a physical barrier to 
stop seal predation of salmon from aquaculture fish 
containment pens, AEC application project number 28/2015-
2016 is this correct. 
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6. It is my understanding that July13, 2016 the AEC gave 
approval to undertake the proposed trial on several conditions 
is this correct? 

 
7. Did you obtain the relevant permits to detain the seals as part 

of the trial proposal? (Whose permit was that, what were the 
conditions?) 

 
8. When did this trial commence? 
 
9. What lease sites did this trial take place? 
 
10. I understand there have been a number of approved 

amendments to this trial post September 7, 2016 however it is 
my understanding that up to that date, the scope of the initial 
trial was that over a 5 month period and on 9 separate 
occasions you proposed to contain 1Australian fur seal for a 
maximum period of 7 days in a 120m circum polar pen with 
salmon carcasses placed as bait in the pen contained behind a 
new type of netting in a bid to encourage a seal to attempt to 
chew through the new netting to determine the nettings 
resistance to seals. Is this correct?  

 
11. In your  proposal dated July 1, 2016 it details that; 
 
1. 1 seal only to be held in the pen to eliminate the risk of inter 

seal aggression.  
2. A haul out will be provided in the pen to allow the seal to rest 

as required. 
3. Visual monitoring will be used for the period of containment 

to monitor body condition and seal behaviour to monitor for 
signs of stress. 

Is this correct? 

12. How many seals were detained in a pen at any one time? 
 
13. For how long were the seals detained within the 

circumpolar pens 
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14. What animal welfare considerations were monitored whilst 

the seals were contained within the pens as part of the trial. 
 
15. Were there haul out sites provided in the circum polar pens 

for the seals as detailed in the application? 
 

16. It is my understanding that the AEC gave approval to 
undertake the proposed trial on several conditions but 
specifically 

 
1. Any permits, approvals, or licences required by law for the 

project activities must be acquired prior to commencement of 
research. 

2. All aspects of the project must conform to the requirements of 
the Australian code for the care and use of animals for scientific 
purposes 2013. 

Is this correct? 

17. Specifically clause  3.2.13 and 3.1.5.of  the Australian 
code for the care and use of animals for scientific purposes 
2013 it states 

 
3.2.13 Animals must be provided with accommodation, 
physical and social environmental conditions, food, water 
and care to meet species-specific or strain-specific 
physical and behavioural needs. If the requirements of a 
project or activity preclude or modify these conditions, 
special ethical consideration and specific AEC approval 
are required (see Clauses 1.9 and 3.1.5).  
 
1.9 Practices and procedures used for the care and 
management of animals must be based on current best 
practice that: 

i. takes into consideration the relevant aspects of 
species-specific biology, physiology and behaviour 
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23. Who else from Tassal was aware of this trial? Were they 
aware of the trials conditions? 

 
24. Was  or  aware 

of the trial and its requirements?  
 
25. Who trapped the seals as part of these trials? 
 
26. Where were the seals held during the course of the trial? 
 
27. Did you give any approval to Tassal staff to detain 

multiple Australian fur seals in circumpolar pens as part of 
your approved trials? 

 
28. Luke is there anything you would like to ask of  

? 
 
29.  is there anything you would like to say regarding 

this matter.  
 
30.  do you have any complaint in the manner you 

have been treated by Luke or myself during the course of this 
interview today? 

 
31.  apart from the powers under s26 of the Animal 

Welfare Act to truthfully answer the questions in this 
interview   has any promise or inducement been made to you 
to participate in this interview today? 

 
32.  
This interview is concluded at TIME 
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 INVESTIGATION RUNNING SHEET 
  
 
 
 
 
Complainant: Informant  
Offence: - BlackVerified Fact. * Green Star Denotes Information known by 
Informants 
Date/Time   
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7 
September 
2016 

within the Roberts Point lease, lease number 
142 operated by Tassal, located off Roberts 
Point Bruny Island in the D’Entrecasteaux 
channel. On arrival Wildlife Rangers observed 
15- 20 Australian fur seals of a similar age and 
size cohort being held unlawfully in a circum-
polar fish pen with a properly secured seal and 
bird predator net and properly secured jump 
fences designed to prevent seal access and or 
egress. The pen was observed to contain, 
neither salmon nor a fish food feed pipe. The 
pen was segregated from the rest of the active 
circum-polar fish pens on the Roberts lease site 
all of which contained salmon. The seals were 
photographed and filmed in situ. 

From conversations with Tassal Staff that day 
onsite it was stated to Wildlife Ranger Justin 
Febey that they had removed some seals from 
the pen on the Roberts point lease pen that 
morning. 

Whilst on site at the Roberts Point lease site 
Wildlife Rangers observed series of access 
hatches cut in the side of the fish pen netting 
between the water level and the fish pen hand 
rail that were stitched shut. A purpose built 
aluminum sliding access gate was also 
observed stitched into the side of the fish pen 
netting between the water level and the fish pen 
hand. The access hatches and aluminum sliding 
access gate were photographed in situ. 

During this time a Tassal boat was observed 
heading south towards Soldiers lease, lease 
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number 110, operated by Tassal, off  Soldiers 
Point Bruny Island in the D’Entrecasteaux 
channel.  

Wildlife Rangers Febey and Greenwood then 
untied the access hatches and opened the 
aluminum sliding access gate so the seals could 
escape from the pen at will. A total of 10 seals 
were observed escaping the pen 8 of which 
were filmed in the process of escape. 

At approximately 3:25 Wednesday 7 
September 2016, whilst Wildlife Rangers 
Febey and Greenwood were onsite at the Tassal 
Roberts Point Lease Ranger Febey was 
contacted via mobile phone  

 by a person  
 

 . During 
the course of the conversation it was stated to 
Ranger Febey by  that the seals 
were put in the properly secured fish on the 
Roberts Point lease as  stated; 

  
 

 
4:30 pm 
Wednesday 
7/9/2016 

Wildlife Rangers left the Roberts Point lease, 
lease number 142 and attended a salmon pen 
within the Soldiers Point lease, lease number 
110 operated by Tassal, off Soldiers Point 
Bruny Island in the D’Entrecasteaux channel. 
On arrival Wildlife Rangers observe  

 Senior Manager Channel Zone, 

*. 
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talking on his phone, whilst aboard the Tassal 
boat observed earlier in the afternoon.  

 was found alongside a circum-polar 
fish pen within lease 110. The pen contained 
neither fish or a fish food feed pipe. The pen 
had a seal bird predator net to keep seals out, 
and was properly secured in all aspects other 
than where the side of the netting on the pen 
had been let down. Inside the pen Wildlife 
Rangers Febey and Greenwood observed two 
seals inside the pen and observed a further two 
seals external to the pen jump inside the pen 
when Wildlife Rangers Febey and Greenwood 
were approaching the site.  

Wildlife Ranger Febey spoke with  
 on board his boat and asked him 

what he was doing with the seals, to which he 
replied; 

 “We’ve got a problem you saw those two seals 
jump in the pen”. 

Ranger Febey then asked  why 
the seals were being held in the circum-polar 
pen on the Roberts Point Lease and informed 

 of  admissions as to 
why the seals were being held to which  

 made no reply. 

I then informed  we understood 
they had issues with fur seals on the lease and 
that we were willing to work with Tassal to 
look at solutions to address the issue however 
they shouldn’t have taken matters into their 
own hands and acted unlawfully by detaining 
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REPORT ON AUSTRALIAN FUR SEAL (ARCTOCEPHALUS PUSILLUS DORIFERUS) SITUATION 
7TH SEPTEMBER 2016 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

I have viewed both the video footage and photographs taken by Mr Justin Febey on 7th 
September 2016. The animals in the photographs and video are Australian Fur Seals. They 
can be differentiated from New Zealand Fur Seals by their shorter snouts, slightly darker 
coat colour and slightly stockier build. There are a number of mature males (3) (at least six – 
seven years old) and some animals which appear to be females but could also be young 
males (5). Usually only one large male is present with a group of females however it is not 
unusual for a number of males to be present in the same vicinity if there is a large amount 
of food available. 

Adult male Australian Fur Seals generally weigh around 250-350 kg and adult females weigh 
around 80-120 kg. They breed in November/December. They eat mainly fish and 
cephalopods. Males will fight with each other but this aggression is noticeably higher in the 
breeding season. Adult males do not like the close contact of other adult males. Whilst they 
generally haul out on land in the evenings each day, they can float and swim in water for 
weeks without being compromised. They can sleep or rest in the water easily. This is called 
rafting. There is one animal showing this behaviour in one of the photographs. 

All of the animals in the video footage are in good body condition, bright and alert and do 
not appear to be suffering from any signs of illness or disease. Seals and sea lions can go 
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without food and water for two to three weeks before any signs of deteriorating health can 
be observed. A week without food or water will not compromise the health of a normal seal 
or sea lion. 

The animals appeared quite keen to exit the pen, leading me to believe they had been kept 
in that area for some time without a means of escape. They do not look overly stressed 
though. Seals are very food motivated and I would expect they would re-enter that pen 
should they anticipate a reward such as fish. I would not expect them to voluntary enter a 
pen where there was no food. 

 

Yours sincerely, 
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